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Hot Octopuss appoints
Julia Margo as COO

letter from the editor

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

New products in development

The list of products that premiere at eroFame has always
been long and impressive, as
is the list of exhibitors, which
always offers a healthy mix of
big names and new brands,
creating a great representation of our industry on the
fairgrounds. This success
story is now going to continue
with the 9th eroFame. Some
companies have already
announced in advance which
products and concepts they
will present at the show, but
there are still going to be
many surprises strewn across
the fair hall. Also, it is not just
the new products – be they
announced or surprises – that
make eroFame something
truly special. The show is a
platform for personal conversations among the industry
members, and it allows visitors
and exhibitors to gauge the latest developments and emerging trends. Strolling across
the fair hall is a very inspiring
experience, and you’d be
hard-pressed to find another
trade show anywhere in the
world where you get such a
concentrated and immediate
overview of the developments
in the modern erotic market.
At eroFame, you can see
where the market is heading
and which trends will hold
sway over the industry in the
upcoming years. By the way,
this being the ninth eroFame
also means that next year will
mark the ten-year anniversary
of the trade convention. It will
be interesting to see what
the organisers come up with
for that special edition of the
show. But that’s still in the
future. For now, let’s go and
enjoy this year’s eroFame.

London, England - Hot Octopuss has made Julia Margo its new Chief Operating Officer,
reinforcing its commitment to breaking barriers and creating sex toys that are both inclusive
and promote wellness with pleasure.

t this time, Margo
will come on board
to support the company as it launches a
new range of innovative
products, significantly
broadening its portfolio
to cater to the next
generation of sex toy
users. Margo co-founded the premium British
company in 2011 with Adam Lewis, but
has since been working in an advisory role.
As Chief Operating Officer, Julia will direct
Hot Octopuss’s marketing department and
lead its public relations team. Her expertise stems from roles in top UK organisations including the think tank Demos, the
consumer group Which? and the medical
research charity Genesis Research Trust.
Also a published author on social change,
wellbeing and consumer issues, Julia will
bring invaluable insight to Hot Octopuss
as the company grows its global customer
base and focuses efforts on lesser-served
markets in the sex toy industry, including
disabled and older consumers, with a range
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of inclusive products that
stimulate pleasure and transcend pre-existing stigmas.
Adam Lewis, Co-Founder,
said: “I’m so excited to have
my partner in crime fully on
board. Hot Octopuss has
always been committed to
pushing the boundaries of the
sex toy industry through our
award-winning products and
our loud and proud marketing efforts. I have
no doubt that Julia will be a powerful force
in taking us to the next level.” Julia Margo,
Chief Operating Officer, said: “It has never
been a better time to turn my full focus to
Hot Octopuss, as we set our sights on
another year of growth. We’re seeing a
convergence within the wellness industry
and the sex toy market which, in my opinion, has been a long time coming. Bringing
my expertise from the health sector to
the table, I am looking forward to working
side-by-side with Adam as we bring new
products to market, with innovative pleasure and inclusive technology at the forefront
of our efforts.”

Kit Wanderful
Gemenos, France - This clitoral stimulator will amaze women and men with
its super power! The Wanderful comes
with 2 heads: the Rabbit, perfect for a
clitoral and G-spot stimulation...and the
Anal, firm but flexible, for an ultimate
pleasure. One Wanderful with two heads,
for a multitude of sensations! Benefits:

We wish you a great time
and successful business in
Hanover!
Matthias Poehl
& Randolph Heil
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box set including 1 Wanderful and 2 interchangeable
heads, made of soft silicone
(phthalates free), 20 vibration
modes and 8 speeds, waterproof, USB rechargeable
(USB cable included), pouch
included.
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‘Dark Magic Thrusting Bed‘
from Excellent Power
New at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - The sex bed ‚Dark Magic
Thrusting Bed‘ from Excellent Power is now available at ORION Wholesale.

Anybody who loves relaxing
but also loves having exciting
sexual adventures as well will
love this inflatable sex bed.
Just inflate the bed with the
included foot pump, lie down and
enjoy this extremely comfortable bed while getting pleasured! There is also a separate
part that is inflatable as well. The separate
part has 3 thrusting levels that can be controlled with the included remote control. Three
different multi-speed, penis-shaped vibrators
can be attached to the separate part via an
included adapter. The vibrators can also be
used separately. The vibrators vibrate as soon
as they are screwed into the adapter.

Aura – A new release
by Rocks Oﬀ
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new Aura
stimulator by Rocks-Off
is now ready to order at
SCALA. This compact
beauty is designed to
take users far far away, on a journey to intimate
self-discovery. The Aura has a sleek, non-intimidating design that is perfectly suited to all
entry-levels. The chic tapered silhouette allows for
pin-point stimulation, whilst the powerful motor
indulges the hot spots with 10 functions of vibration. The silver-colored Aura is easy to control with
a one-touch button, made of ABS plastic and
packaged in a trendy box.
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pjur love – gives you more PoS support
pjur Sample Kits
Wasserbillig, Luxemburg - In line with its annual campaign bearing the motto „pjur love –
gives you more“, the pjur group is now offering extra-special sales support for vendors in
erotic stores who are still unfamiliar with the best-selling products from the Luxemburg-based company:

he free pjur Sample Kit contains the
products pjur ORIGINAL, pjur BACK
DOOR Silicone Anal Glide, pjur med
REPAIR glide and pjur WOMAN Nude.
They come in premium 10 ml bottles,
designed as replicas of the 100 ml
versions. The kit also includes in-depth
product information and an exclusive
pjur ORIGINAL fridge magnet. „This
gives vendors in erotic stores the chance to try some of pjur‘s most popular
products themselves and experience
the quality and added value first hand,“
explains Michael Bart, Head of Global
Marketing & Online Marketing at pjur.
The kits will be unveiled at eroFame
in October 2018. There will be a small
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The pjur Sample kits will be unveiled
at eroFame in October 2018

number of kits on site that can be distributed on request. The company will
start shipping the kits in Europe after
the show. Sample kits for the US are
still in production. Shipping there will
commence in several weeks. „Any retailer or employee interested in receiving
a kit should contact our sales team. The
number of kits is limited. We therefore
recommend that you request your personal kit soon as this is a one-off, free
sales support: At pjur, we don‘t just talk
about premium quality, we let vendors
experience it for themselves so they can
share their experiences with customers
and give them even better advice,“
concludes Michael Bart.

Womanizer launches magazine ‚O Diaries‘
Berlin, Germany - Female empowerment,
body positivity, sexuality and self- love:
Those are the predominant topics explored
in ‚O Diaries – The Womanizer Magazine‘. It
is a platform for the discussion of female
sexuality in all its facets. No boring sex, no
dating tips and no distracting product
placements – O Diaries is different. The
e-magazine is bilingual and available in
English and German. “An e-magazine may
not seem very innovative at first, but O Diaries is more than just a corporate blog. We
– as Womanizer – stand for more than ‚pure
satisfaction‘ and that’s reflected across all
our channels. You won’t find articles such
as ‘Ten tips to give a better blow job’ or
‘Five signs if your partner is serious’,” says

New: O Diaries –
The Womanizer Magazine‘
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Johanna Rief, Head of Communications at
Womanizer. “We aim to enlighten, entertain
and empower our readers to strengthen
their own sexuality through our writing and
content.” The elegant design of the
magazine is kept effectively minimal. News
and product information are precise and
purposeful. “O Diaries is positioning itself as
a serious e-magazine for strong women
and men. It’s not merely an advertising
platform for our sex toys,” adds Johanna
Rief. O Diaries comprises a team of authors
who write often humorous, sometimes
critical and always nuanced articles on
current and timeless subjects under the
categories Short Stories, Sex, Self-Love
and Statement.
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Lingerie for captivating moments of pleasure
Cottelli Collection Bondage
Flensburg, Germany - The new collection from Cottelli Collection Bondage is now available at ORION Wholesale. The lingerie
has been designed exclusively at ORION´s headquarters and is perfect for pleasure that’s a little bit out of the ordinary.

Black is the dominating colour in this collection. The lingerie designs are invitingly open and
also have fancy details and functions. Trendy
wetlook was chosen as the main material for
this collection. The wetlook is combined with
powernet and lace. The loops on the lingerie
are the collection’s hot highlight – they are
perfect for gently restraining a woman’s hands
or arms. The exclusive outfits provide captiva-

ting moments of pleasure – in the usual high
quality at a sensational price. The collection
will be delivered in promotional packaging – a
high-quality cardboard box that can also be
used as a gift box. This cardboard box has a
detailed image of the respective product on it
and is covered in an additional slipcase. There
is also description of the product in nine
languages on it as well.

The international b2b trade fair for the erotic industry
Hannover Messe Hall 2 • 30521 Hanover • Germany

03–05 October 2018
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New Fleshlight arrivals at SCALA
Brent Everett Ecstasy & Stoya Epic
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The Brent Everett Ecstasy from the Fleshlight Boys collection
and the Stoya Epic from the Fleshlight Girls range are both sensational masturbators with a
realistic anal orifice.

hese new arrivals at SCALA offer
consumers the ultimate rendezvous with their favorite adult stars;
making them must-haves in any trendy
assortment. Made of premium materials and packaged in a contemporary,
eye-catching way: Brent and Stoya are
ready to thrill customers with intense
masturbating pleasure. The Brent Everett
Ecstasy masturbator offers a lifelike anal
orifice, followed by an abstract, ridged
inner texture: “Beginning with an opening
expertly crafted using Brent as the model,
the pattern of this toy‘s interior took its
inspiration from Brent‘s armband tattoo;
two distinctive bands clustered close
together offer a tactile gripping of your
length before the passage narrows for
an enjoyable tightening sensation. Then
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you‘ll encounter the double band texture
once more, repeating the pattern over
and over as anticipation climbs. The
combination of these two textures results
in a romp that plays equally well with
every stroke whether your pace is slow
or fast”, Fleshlight states. The Stoya Epic
masturbator features a realistic orifice
followed by a one-of-a-kind, custom anal
sleeve, modelled exactly on Stoya’s sexy
anatomy. “The sensation and texture of
the Stoya Epic sleeve is nothing short of
phenomenal. Designed to mimic her tight,
supple derriere, and deliver an all-encompassing orgasm, if you close your eyes,
you will not know the difference between
your Stoya Fleshlight and reality. An Epic
adventure awaits you”, Fleshlight describes the new release.

Bodywand Curve
Ringwood, England - The brand new
Bodywand Curve is coming soon to ABS!
The distributor is looking forward to
adding this innovative wand to the
selection in black as well as white. The
Bodywand Curve is a compact personal
massager that targets all hot spots. It has
a flexible neck that targets those hard-toreach muscles, and the super smooth
head feels incredible on the skin.This ultra
modern compact massager is powerful,
and users can choose from 8 patterns
and 8 power levels for personalised play.
It is rechargeable and always ready for
repeat fun. This massager has a remo12

vable and interchangeable wand head
that allows to switch up pleasure and
texture for something new. The ergonomically curved design makes this personal
massager easy to handle, and comfortable to hold, giving even more control in the
bedroom. It’s perfect for solo fun or
partner play - and is great for relaxation
and pleasure. The new Bodywand Curve
is easily cleaned and exceptionally
versatile. It includes classic and nubby
attachments, giving plenty of options
when it comes to play. The controls on
the Bodywand Curve are easy to use,
even in the heat of the moment.
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EDC Wholesale stocks sexy apparel from Fantasy Lingerie
Curved & Vixen
Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale is stocking two lines from Fantasy Lingerie, an American apparel brand for sexy
lingerie. The collections ‘Curved’ and ‘Vixen’ are currently in stock and available to order at the Holland-based wholesaler.

antasy Lingerie inspires women to
embrace their sensual side with its
innovative and fashion-forward designs for 32
years. Their vision is that every woman
should be comfortable in her body as well as
her lingerie. Fantasy Lingerie’s eye towards
quality fabrics, trims, and cutting-edge
designs have resulted in a range of style
options from fun and flirty all the way to
elegant and refined. Nothing has shown this
vision more than the release of the
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award-winning Curve,
a plus size line by
Fantasy Lingerie,
offering sexy lingerie
in size XL up to 4XL.
Vixen offers a super
sexy variety of lingerie
for confident women.
Between curvy, playful and sophisticated,
Fantasy has demonstrated what it truly
believes – Sexy is for Every Body.

N E W S

The Fiﬅy Shades

phenomenon continues
Fifty Shades of Gray Official Pleasure Collection 24 Days of Tease Calendar
Bath, England - With the launch of its brand new Fifty Shades of Grey Official Pleasure Collection 24 Days of Tease Calendar imminent, the Lovehoney Trade team has been continuing to work with its customers on Fifty Shades of Grey promotions.

The Fifty Shades of Grey Official
Pleasure Collection 24
Days of Tease Calendar

In Australia, Jade Bawa worked with
the distributor Calvista to design striking
window displays featuring some of the
bestselling products from the Fifty Shades
Freed collection and inviting fans of the
book and film to ‚Let their Fantasies Be
Freed‘ . The display included pictures of
products from the official pleasure collection created with author E L James. The
display was rolled out in 11 Adultshop store
windows across Australia.
Not only have window displays been a success in Australia but in the UK, Laura Wood,
had great success with a Fifty Shades
Freed window takeover in the windows of
the Harmony store on Oxford Street. During
this period, Harmony reported a 30% sales
increase and an increase in footfall in to
the store Both Sabrina Earnshaw and Kate
Hodgson-Egan have been showcasing
the brand new Fifty Shades of Grey Official
Pleasure Collection 24 Days of Tease Calendar to their customers in the US and at
trade shows throughout the summer such
as XBIZ, Nalpac and ANME.
Meanwhile Ilona Laboviciute has been busy
arranging appointments with her European

customers and distributors at eroFame, to
present to them the brand new Fifty Shades
of Grey Official Pleasure Collection 24 Days
of Tease Calendar and chat to them about
doing events and window displays to
support the Fifty Shades Phenomenon.
Ilona comments:
“The Fifty Shades phenomenon is still going
strong more than six years after the release
of the books and it remains the best-known
sex brand in the world. We are very lucky
to have such fantastic retail partners all over
the world who have really helped to push
the products with exciting in-store displays
and eye-catching promotions. We are also
delighted with the reaction so far to the Fifty
Shades of Grey Official Pleasure Collection
24 Days of Tease Calendar. From the
concept to the design to the savings, we
think there’s a definite market for this Fifty
Shades of Grey collection.“ The Lovehoney
Trade team will have the Fifty Shades of
Grey Official Pleasure Collection 24 Days
of Tease Calendar in addition to the Fifty
Shades of Grey, Darker and Freed Official
Pleasure Collections on display at their
booth #181 at eroFame.

Fleshlight is breaking new records
S
eville, Spain - Fleshlight keep
forward growing and adding
novelties in 2018. Last year the company reached a turnover of 60 millions
globally and 15 millions in the European
market – the highest number in the
history of the company. The same steps
are following this year. With the
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purpose of optimizing the manufacturing
process and improve the quality of the
sleeves, the company invested in new
machines end of 2017. But this is not
all, this year Fleshlight Europe is
improving their internal process to
manage orders. That way they are
reducing shipping time by half.
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pjur love –

gives you more new products
New additions to the pjur WOMAN line
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - pjur is launching three new products for the female body:
pjur WOMAN Aloe, pjur WOMAN Vegan and pjur WOMAN After YOU Shave. The first new
product is a personal lubricant with aloe vera, the natural additive that delivers extra-special
moisturising care.

loe vera is renowned for its moisturising effect. This is why it is used in
so many cosmetics such as shower gels,
creams and lotions. We are also harnessing
these excellent properties in our new product,“ elaborates Sebastian Heib, Technical
Product Manager at pjur. pjur WOMAN
Aloe is a water-based personal lubricant.
Its unique formula ensures more enjoyment
while at the same time gently caring for
sensitive female skin. It is pH-optimised
and – like all pjur products – dermatologically confirmed. pjur products are also
free from parabens and paraffins for extra
peace of mind. The second new product is
targeted at the continuously growing vegan
segment. According to the market research
company Mintel, more vegan products were
launched in Germany in 2016 than in any
other European country. With 18 percent
of all product launches, Germany is leading
the way in Europe. The new pjur WOMAN
Vegan is a personal lubricant that contains
100 percent vegan ingredients and has
not been tested on animals. It is targeted
at women and therefore capitalises on this
major trend. pjur WOMAN Vegan is a water-based personal lubricant that does not
contain preservatives, parabens, paraffins

„A
New: pjur WOMAN Aloe,
pjur WOMAN Vegan and
pjur WOMAN After YOU Shave

or glycerin and is also free from synthetic
perfumes and colour additives. Outstanding
skin compatibility and a formula specifically
tailored to the pH value of female mucous
membranes put the perfect finish on this
product. pjur WOMAN Vegan bears the
Vegan Society trademark. This seal acts as
a guide for consumers, showing them that
the products in question do not contain any
animal products and have not been tested
on animals. The product launch is rounded
off with a new spray for intimate shaving.
According to a recent study, 76 percent
of women between the ages of 19 and
49 shave either all or part of their intimate
area. pjur WOMAN After YOU Shave is an
aftershave product developed specifically
for women. It soothes stressed skin thanks
to the ingredient panthenol, which has a regenerative and anti-inflammatory effect and
also promotes the growth of new skin cells.
It does not contain perfume or alcohol,
which means there‘s no burning sensation
on the skin. pjur WOMAN After YOU Shave
is odourless, neutral in taste and dermatologically tested. Simply apply after shaving for
24-hour skin protection.

Sexy Surprise Weekend Kits by Love to Love
Gemenos, France - Lovely Planet is now
offering surprise bags with erotic gadgets
and small accessories. The French
wholesaler describes the kits as „an original
and naughty gift for him or for her with
22

some naughty games to be shared
together“. The Sexy Surprise Weekend Kits
are sold in sets of six, have a height of 24.5
cm and feature the languages French,
English, German, Spanish, Italian and Dutch.
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Neutral Erotic Calendars 2019
ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale’s new, neutral calendars for 2019 are now available – get your new versions of the best-selling calendars, which guarantee a sale, now! The
erotic specialist has seven different versions available this year.

he pin-up calendars are shrink
wrapped in packs of 10 for damage-free delivery. Pin-up Calendar Sexy
Girls 2019: Item Number 0180050 0000.
Pin-up calendar, colour photos (softcore).
Size 297 x 420 mm. Pin-up Calendar Big
Boobs 2019: Item Number 0180033
0000. Pin-up calendar, colour photos
(softcore). Size 297 x 420 mm. Pin-up
Calendar Hot Ass 2019: Item Number
0180068 0000. Pin-up calendar, colour
photos (softcore). Size 297 x 420 mm.
Pin-up Calendar Men 2019: Item Number

T

ORION is now offering
seven different calendars for 2019

0180432 0000. Pin-up calendar, black/
white photos (softcore). Size 297 x 420
mm. Pin-up Calendar Real Cocks 2019:
Item Number 0180483 0000. Pin-up
calendar, black/white photos (softcore).
Size 297 x 420 mm. Pin-up Calendar Hot
Girls 2019: Item Number 0180130 0000.
Pin-up calendar, colour photos (hardcore).
Size 297 x 420 mm. Pin-up Porn
Calendar 2019: Item Number 0180530
0000. Pin-up calendar, colour photos
(hardcore). Size 297 x 420 mm. Delivery
possible only while stocks last.

Man Plus - The new power tool
that’s gripping men’s enthusiasm

Man Plus is aimed at the active male
who cares about his health and vitality

26

Belfast, Northern Ireland - The UK vitamin
and supplement industry has shown
substantial growth in the last three years
with sales rising at a rate of 2.2% to
£414 million and forecasts show that
the numbers are still on the rise. Steven
Robinson, Director at JDS Wholesale says
„Strong category growth is expected to
continue amid both increased consumer
interest in sexual health and retailers’
efforts to position themselves as one-stop
health and wellness destinations.“ Stress
and exhaustion can lead to a number of
health issues including a decreased libido
and diminished stamina levels. Whereas
many men used to be wary of supplements which claim to enhance sexual
energy, an improvement in the marketing
of these supplements is responsible for
their perception changing drastically. The
new Man Plus male enhancement supple-

ment has been created specifically with
these newly informed and health-conscious customers in mind. Available in
packs of 20 easy-to-take capsules and
with a range of promotional and multi-buy offers, Man Plus is aimed at the
active male who cares about his health
and vitality. Manufactured in the UK, the
supplement is natural and suitable for
Vegetarian, Vegan and Halal diets. As
well as helping to boost libido, Man Plus,
when taken regularly, helps to protect the
immune system, promotes circulation and
can help to sustain stamina during sports
and other strenuous activities. Active ingredients include: L-Arginine, Magnesium,
Saw Palmetto, Fenugreek, Selenium, Zinc
& Vitamin B12.
Marketed in no-nonsense packaging
and with a clear health and wellbeing
message.
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New suppliers for Minx, Linx and Kinx
BMS (Canada) & MVW (Germany)
Ringwood, England - ABS is excited to announce that the ever popular Minx Linx Kinx range
has now been rolled out in Germany as well as Canada. Minx Linx Kinx will now be stocked
by BMS in Canada as well as MVW in Germany, expanding the brand’s footprint and bringing affordable pleasure to even more customers.

he Minx Linx Kinx brand has grown
incredibly over the past few years. It
began as an idea to make pleasure accessible without the hefty price tag, and
has since grown into an exciting and affordable range of toys that caters for men,
women and couples who love variety and
adventure when it comes to solo and shared play. The ABS team is always adding
new products to the Minx Linx Kinx range
and they love sharing innovative new finds
with the retail. With BMS and MVW now
sharing their ranges across different territories, ABS look forward to expanding the
range even more. Justin Vickers, Head of
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Global Trade Sales for ABS says: “We’re
excited to have both of these incredible
companies on board and stocking our
Minx Linx Kinx range across Canada and
Germany. It’s always been important to
us to create a range that appeals to all
tastes and all budgets, and this expansion into new territories really showcases
the versatility of Minx Linx Kinx. We can’t
wait to work with our new allies to create
excitement and interest around this range
and to show it off to new customers who
will love it’s unique products, excellent
price point and fantastic eye-catching
packaging.”

Marilena Popescu joins SCALA
as International Account Manager
Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA is proud
to announce that Marilena Popescu has
joined the sales team as their new International Account Manager for the region
Italy, Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Croatia and Slovenia.
Marilena will be working remotely, based in
Rome, Italy. To enable the continued growth
of SCALA as the go-to distributor for a quality erotic assortment, the company recently
added various new Account Managers to
their sales team. Marilena Popescu is the
latest arrival to join the experienced sales
division and will be responsible for SCALA customers in Italy and part of Eastern
Europe. SCALA is confident Marilena’s
extensive international sales experience,
language skills and caring, social personality
34

will ensure she’ll provide a premium level of
service to all her customer accounts.
Marilena was born in Romania, but comes
from a Hungarian family. Currently residing
in Rome, Italy, she will work for SCALA
remotely, closer to her customer accounts;
enabling her to visit retailers’ location for
personal, face-to-face contact. During her
studies, travel and working collaborations
Marilena learned to speak multiple languages fluently, including English, French and
Italian. Her working experience in sales
spans various industries including high
fashion, lingerie and lastly, 4 years in the
environment of Religious/Devotion articles
at the Vatican City; making her move to
SCALA and its (slightly naughty) industry
even more exciting.
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Inflatable P-Spot

pleasure with Pipedream
SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new Inflatable P-Spot Massager from the Anal Fantasy Elite
range by Pipedream is ready to order at SCALA.

his premium design is perfect for
those who want to take their prostate
play to the next level: allowing users to
pump up the size for maximum stimulation and maximum satisfaction – whilst
enjoying powerful vibrations that will
thrill their deepest hot spots. Pipedream
describes the new release: “The Anal
Fantasy Elite Inflatable P-Spot Massager
offers a sensual feeling of fullness with a
completely hands-free wearable design.
While the medical-style pump ball allows
you to fill the inflatable plug to your per-
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fect size preference, the detachable hose
allows you to enjoy the massager without
any cumbersome attachments. With a
multi-speed remote control that offers powerful vibrations, the pleasure possibilities
are endless. Featuring ultra-smooth Elite
Silicone and a wearable tapered design,
the plug easily inflates to create a stimulating full feeling and deep anal pleasure
whether worn solo or during sex play.
The cleverly curved prostate massager
conforms to your body’s contours to hit
just the right spot every time!”

Raymond Houtenbos mamed
as Evolved Novelties VP of Sales, Europe
Los Angeles, USA - Evolved Novelties is
proud to announce Raymond Houtenbos
as their new Vice President of Sales,
Europe. “Ray is not only the perfect fit for
our brands, but he is the new face of our
company in Europe,” says Evolved and
Zero Tolerance president Greg A. “His
understanding of the European market is
invaluable to us, and his personal
enthusiasm for our brands means we can
expect to grow and develop with a strong
foundation of trust and loyalty.”
“I’m confident that with my experience,
knowledge and network, I can make a
significant contribution to the future success
of Evolved Novelties, Adam & Eve, and Zero
Tolerance in the European market,” says
Houtenbos, who is based in Amsterdam,
The Netherlands, and previously worked
with Pipedreams for more than six years in
Europe. “I am very much looking forward
to a long-lasting relationship with the Zero

Raymond can be reached at
raymond@myevolved.com,
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Tolerance and Evolved teams, and our world-wide customers.” Prior to Pipedreams,
Houtenbos worked as Sales Director at
Scala, and before that at DLC Europe BV,
building on his earlier background in air
and sea freight expedition. Houtenbos is
heading up Evolved’s European team now,
shepherding their many brands to new
and established European markets. He
will also be overseeing the launch of the
first Evolved Novelties warehouse facility in
Amsterdam that will help considerably to
streamline operations and distribution there.
“I’m honored to represent Evolved across
the ocean, and I can see that my strategies
and philosophy are in line with what this top
brand wants to accomplish,” Houtenbos
says. “The collaborative relationship we’ve
established so far is certain to result in
something beautiful!” Further news about
the upcoming European warehouse facility
will be announced in the coming weeks.
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NEW
A new member

Dreamlove reports successful
in-house show in Spain
Seville, Spain - Dreamlove
have organized a show on
September 7 where more
than 200 clients have participated and brands such as
Pipedreams, LELO, WET, SHOTS, Satisfyer,
Fleshlight, Leg Avenue, Obssessive, Bijoux
Indiscrets, Coverme, Waterfeel and Intimichic
showcased their products. More than 2000
sqm and a conference room were dedicated
to the show. Dreamlove sees this show as the
most important industry event in Spain. The
company announces new events for 2019.
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“Kim will be in charge of product
development at first,” says Sylvain Séguin President and father
of Kim. She will help in the
creative process and coordinate
all steps of product creation,
while learning all aspects of the
business gradually. Kim Chanel just graduated
from Concordia University in Montreal, Canada,
with a Bachelor’s degree in Commerce majoring
in Marketing. She had the chance to work at the
Business Communications department of Pratt
& Whitney Canada for a couple of months before
finishing her studies. She steps up in the family
business to learn and start, hopefully, a long
career in the industry. Kim Chanel explains: “This
is a great opportunity for me to gain hands-on
experience in all spheres of the business world. I
see this as an exciting new challenge and I look
forward to bringing a breath of fresh air into the
company.”

0533084 0000

Montreal, Canada – A special person joins the
Shunga team as Business Development Director:
Kim Chanel Vallée-Séguin.

0592862 0000

Kim Chanel Vallée-Séguin

g
Extra lon

of the Shunga Team
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Doc Johnson remerchandises
Lion’s Den Las Vegas
Kink by Doc Johnson
Las Vegas, USA - Doc Johnson recently collaborated with Lion’s Den Las Vegas to create
two new custom ‘Kink by Doc Johnson’ displays, consisting of a window display, and an
immersive in-store lifestyle display.

illed with a variety of ‘Kink by Doc
Johnson’ products, the in-store
lifestyle display offers an innovative
shopping experience that allows customers to discover, pick up and interact
with, and learn about various items in the
popular collection which they can then
purchase in store. The two window
displays are highly visually impactful,
featuring Kink-styled mannequins, with
two female mannequins in one window,
and a male mannequin in the other
window, light-up signs with Kink’s
signature red “K”, a dungeon-style chain
backdrop, and the Kink by Doc Johnson
tagline: “GEAR YOU CAN TRUST” “This
collaboration with Lion’s Den has given
Doc Johnson an opportunity to make a
truly interactive display for their customers,” said Kerin De Francis, Doc
Johnson’s Director of Sales. “Once
entering the store, you can’t help but
gravitate to the Kink section and pick up
one of the many testers to consider
something fun for play time. This display

F
The Kink by Doc Johnson‘
in-store display

welcomes experienced and novice
customers alike to enjoy, ask questions,
and see everything Lion’s Den, Kink, and
Doc Johnson has to offer. We thank them
for welcoming us in, and helping us create
this experience.” “We were very excited
for the opportunity to collaborate with
Doc Johnson on this project and the
results are far beyond our expectations,”
said Danny Gibson, from Lion’s Den’s
Purchasing and Merchandising department. “We’re extremely grateful for all of
the creativity, hard work and expertise
Kerin De Francis and the Doc Johnson
team have given us, from the design
concept to the execution. We believe it’s
important for retail spaces to offer truly
immersive experiences these days— and
we know our customers will enjoy it! The
Kink line makes perfect sense for us. due
to the wide product range which allows
anyone to play around as light or heavy as
they choose based on their comfort level
and different levels of experience in the
fetish world.”

Omocha Dreams presents Spider Texas Patti
München, Germany - The popular
suction cup masturbator brand Spider is
launching a new product this year. They
teamed up with international AV model
and erotic star Texas Patti. “Texas Patti
is such a likeable person and she clearly
shows that porn is not only about sex, but
passion and personality,” says Michael
Jahn from Omocha Dreams. Texas Patti‘s
very popular social media accounts can
be found on Twitter and Instagram. Spider
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Texas Patti comes with her real piercing
and an realistic reconstruction of her actual inner vagina. Even her management
was surprised: “We would have never
imaged that it feels this real. Omocha
Dreams has done a great job rebuilding
Patti’s inner vagina.” Therefore Spider is
not only beautiful and innovative but also
features the most realistic masturbation
experience on the market. Inquires can be
sent to spider@omochadreams.com.
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Dolce & Piccante
exclusively at SCALA

Sceptre

- New from Nexus

L
London,
England - Nexus has launched a
rotat prostate massage probe desirotating
gned for use alone or with a partner. The
probe has a bi rotational shaft which delivers
a thoroug
thorough massage with a choice 2 speeds,
whilst the curved handle allows the user or a
part
partner to take full control and puts prostate
play right in the palm of their hand. At the base
of the shaft there are tiny ticklers to aid stimulation to the perineum, thus creating a prostate
stimulation explosion top the senses. “We wanted
to create a prostate toy that made it super easy
for couples to enjoy together, without the addition
of a remote control,” says Monique Carty, Nexus
Director. “By creating a massager with a longer
handle we not only achieved this, we enabled
users to try a slightly different technique than they
may use with our other massagers. ”
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this Italian brand adds
a stylish touch to backdoor play. SCALA is the
exclusive distributor of
Dolce & Piccante on the
European market. Dolce & Piccante specializes in high-quality butt plugs with unique
detailing. The plugs are made of materials such
as polished steel and soft silicone. They also
come with various trendy details like playful
fur tails and sparkling, elegant rhinestones in a
wide range of beautiful colors. All the Dolce &
Piccante products are made with great eye for
detail and exude a real sense of style, luxury
and elegance. The collection caters to both
entry-level and advanced consumers (designs
come in small and large options).

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de
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Wijchen, The Netherlands - The Dolce & Piccante plugs are now exclusively ready to order for
SCALA customers. From fluffy fur-tailed plugs to
glamorous rhinestone accents:

05331490000

05330250000

Plugs
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NEK – Men’s Underwear for

trendsetters who love to experiment
New from ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale is bringing out a new men’s label for trendsetters
who love to experiment. The new label is called NEK and it should appeal to men who wear
neither classic underwear nor extremely fancy, crotchless underwear.

he people who buy NEK outfits like
parties, fashion and street style, and
they are also confident, sporty and
multisexual as well. There are 15 trendy
outfits in the first collection and they were
all exclusively designed at ORION’s
headquarters. Whether it was pants,
shirts, trousers or jumpsuits, the focus
was on high-quality material and a
first-class finish with love for detail.
Tight-fitting, stretchy material in a matte
or camouflage look was used so that the
outfits fit like a second skin and are
extremely comfortable to wear. All outfits
are available in size S-XL and six of the
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The first NEK collection
is now available

outfits are also available up to 2XL. The
retail price is between 29.95 and 89.95.
The NEK collection will be delivered in
classic black packaging that is covered in
an eye-catching slipcase with the logo, a
detailed image of the respective product
and a description of the product in various
languages on it. Not only is the packaging
attention-grabbing and guarantees a sale,
it can also be stood up or hung up with
the hanger in the middle. More products
will now fit in the sales space because
they are more compact. They also take
up less space when in storage.

EDC Wholesale for the second year
in a row nominated for ‚Fast 50‘

The EDC Wholesale
headquarter in Veendam
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Veendam, The Netherlands - For the
second year in a row, EDC Wholesale is
nominated for the Deloitte Technology Fast
50, a ranking of the 50 fastest growing
technology companies in the Netherlands.
The erotic wholesaler grew by almost 300%
in 2017 compared to the previous year and
thus secured a place on the list. On 4
September, the participating companies
were notified that they had been nominated
and on 11 October the ranking of the
Deloitte Technology Fast 50 will be officially
announced. The nominees will then be told
on what position they have ended in the list.
In 2017 EDC Wholesale finished in the 43rd
place with a growth of 243%, SoundCloud
from Eindhoven won the 1st place with a
growth of 5463%. Participants of the Fast

50 automatically stand a chance of winning
a spot in the EMEA Fast 500. This list
provides an overview with the 500 fastest
growers in Europe, the Middle East and Africa.
EDC Wholesale was founded 11 years ago
in an attic room in Veendam and grew out
to become the international wholesaler it is
today with an 8000 square meter complex
in Veendam from where a large number of
items are being shipped globally on a daily
base.
Eric Idema, founder, and CEO of EDC Retail
is delighted with the spot in the Fast 50 and
is anticipating the final result of October
11th. „Our company still has sufficient
potential to continue to grow in the coming
years“.
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B Swish unveils

new packaging and brand identity
A more contemporary and charismatic feel

Los Angeles, USA - B Swish announces the unveiling of a new brand identity and product
packaging that will be rolling out over the course of 2018 - 2019.

ince 2007, B Swish has been committed to designing chic, bodysafe, and
affordable personal massagers structured
around a 3-tiered lineup of products – the
fun and flirty Classic Line, the sophisticated Deluxe Line, and the indulgent Premium Line. The new B Swish identity retains
the 3-tiered system, but has a more contemporary and charismatic feel. The new
identity is inspired by the philosophy that
pleasure should be accessible, affordable
and free from compromises. At the core
of the new identity are bold colors and
contemporary, gender neutral visuals that
emphasize B Swish’s all-inclusive ethos.
The difference is in the details with noticeably more distinct and unique visual characteristics defining the B Swish Classic,

S
At the core of the new identity are
bold colors and contemporary, gender
neutral visuals that emphasize B
Swish’s all-inclusive ethos

B Swish Deluxe and B Swish Premium. In
addition to the new outward appearance,
the packaging also offers more display
versatility along with an improved and seamless unboxing experience. Simply slide
off the sleeve to give customers a peek
at the product inside or use the built-in
ribbon hangtag for effortless peg display.
Every box includes a new product information guide and a tailored silky storage
pouch. “This redesign has been a labor
of love,” explains Kyle, B Swish’s product
manager. “Our goal was to create a more
inviting and accepting persona that’s free
of stigma and stereotypes. We hope our
new identity speaks to all walks of life,
whether straight, lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, or anywhere in between.”

Rocks Oﬀ releases Everygirl and Chaiamo
Kettering, England – Also to be released
by Rocks Off for eroFame are the
elegant but supremely powerful Everygirl
and Chaiamo products. Made from
sensory velvet touch body safe silicone
both products are styled to perfection,
USB magnetic rechargeable and
created with all women in mind.
Everygirl is a seductively beautiful and
elegantly streamlined rabbit expertly
created to fulfil and delight every-girls’
desires. The exquisite design and velvet
touch silicone encases the powerful
dual independent 10 function motors
that drive the precision blended
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vibrations to the shaft and clitoral
stimulator. Everygirl has been designed
to deliver ultimate satisfaction with each
pulsing colour of its beating heart.
Chaiamo is elegant, highly powerful and
crafted to absolute perfection and
designed to literally drive women to the
ultimate climax. The product’s 10
function motor is set to send deep,
strong and sensual vibrations throughout the body whilst it targets the
pleasure zones with intense vibrations.
Both Chaiamo and Everygirl will provide
up to 3 hours of pleasure when fully
charged.
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Interactive sex toys

from Nalone arrived at EDC Wholesale
New levels of fun
Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale introduced Nalone, a revolutionary new range
of stylish interactive toys, making use of the latest touch and sound activated technology as
well as Electro Magnetic Pulses to add a new level of sensual fun.

he louder you moan as you use the
futuristic Nalone Rhythm Rabbit
vibrator or Nalone Pulse G-Spot vibrator, the faster they go – so the toys chime
perfectly with your orgasm. Talking dirty
takes on a whole new meaning with this
innovative silicone vibrator range; discover
your climactic chorus using the voice-activated controls and experiment with
different tempos and volumes to customize your play session. Alternatively, explore
the pre-set selection of 7 speeds and
patterns to discover which setting or
combination works best for you. The
Nalone Touch range comes in a pure
silicone outer body and stylish ergonomic
design, this is easily the most beautiful
and appealing product range. Even more
impressive, the touch-sensitive control
gives you the ability to command the
intensity of vibrations. Customise the
vibration patterns using the touch
responsive panel, which gives you
complete control over stimulation. Simply
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Nalone sex toys are now available for
retailers to order at EDC Wholesale

press and hold the ‘T’ button during any
setting to switch your vibe from standard
controls to the touch setting. Silicone and
metal combined to send waves of
powerful vibration and electric pulses to
intimate spots and tired muscles for a
whole new level of stimulation. With
Electro Magnetic Pulse technology, the
Nalone Electro wand vibrator leads the
way to innovative pleasure. The USB
rechargeable vibrator with travel-friendly
proportions also contains dual motors
and the unique addition of Electro
Magnetic Pulse technology for exciting
thrills. The Nalone collection also offers
male sex toys, including the Nalone Oxxy
Masturbator, a cool masturbator with a
modern design. The smooth curved shaft
provides a good grip and chambers that
fill with air inside the shaft. This allows the
user to decide for himself how narrow the
shaft will become. The Nalone Oxxy
Masturbator has 7 vibration settings for
extra stimulation of the penis.

LUST by NS Novelties
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The LUST
range of BDSM gear and accessories has
been a popular choice for kinky fun,
making it a solid choice in any bondage
assortment. The quality designs are
comfortable to wear, even when your play
is not. Suited for both entry-level and
advanced consumers, LUST has a
non-intimidating look and feel, with a
contemporary appeal that forgoes the
more traditional ‘hardcore’ aesthetics.
NS Novelties states: “Awaken your desires
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and delve into the realm of LUST. Meticulously constructed restraints designed to
bind your pleasures with an exquisite
offering of purple bondage wear. LUST is a
collection of wrist and ankle cuffs, ball gag,
mask, whip, paddle, collar with chain and
hog tie featuring easy to use Velcro
closures, neoprene lined for extended
wear and black matching hardware. Vinyl
construction for ease of maintenance and
extreme durability. LUST Bondage - when
the mood strikes.”
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Kheper Games launches

new card game and bath bombs
The Oral Sex Card Game & Sex Fortune Cookie Bath Bombs
Seattle, USA - Kheper Games announce the release of two additional items to their product
lines: The Oral Sex Card Game and Sex Fortune Cookie Bath Bombs.

Kheper are expanding their product
line with two new products

The Oral Sex Card Game expands upon
the Oral Sex board game, but with game
play similar to Kheper’s A Year of Sex!
Card Game. The players now can try 50
different foreplay and oral sex positions
with this illustrated how-to game. There
are three ways to play, and 100,000
possible different fantasies. Each fantasy
contains 5 cards, with at least two oral
sex cards for him to enjoy and two for her.
Sex Fortune Cookie Bath Bombs is a set
of 6 aromatic and romantic bath bombs
with each having a unique sex fortune inside. There are three vanilla-scented bath
bombs and three strawberries and cream
bath bombs. Each dissolve in a warm tub
to reveal a waterproof sex fortune that
floats to the surface of the tub. Examples

of fortunes include “You are the master
of every situation… in bed (be dominant)”
and “Confuscious say… you should be
having sex in the tub right now”. The
bombs are also hot tub safe for fun in any
size tub. “We find it is very important and
we have been very successful in figuring
what is new to bring to the market,”
explains CEO Brian Pellham. “People are
always looking for new sex positions to
try, and that is especially true for oral sex.
Most of us get in a rut and catch ourselves doing the same thing every time, so
it’s exciting for your lover to surprise him
or her with something new. That is also
true for a couple’s bath together. Fun in
the tub is a great way to break up a
couple’s routine.”

HULA Beads, IDA and TARA 5 year launch anniversary

HULA Beads rotate
and vibrate simultaneous
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Stockholm, Sweden - LELO is celebrating
the 5 year anniversary of its victorious entry
on the market of rotating and vibrating
products when it launched the three
award-winning novelties that conquered the
competitors all around the world. The
pleasure brand made a significant impact
on the market with the newest and richest
sexual sensations IDA, TARA and HULA
Beads offer - the unique, naturally swirling
addition to creativity and exploration of
female pleasure. The acknowledgment
for IDA, one of the most innovative couple
toys in the market, came at the 2014 AVN
`O` Awards when voted the Outstanding
Debut Product. IDA, a remote-controlled
couples’ vibrator worn by women when
making love lets you share powerful

vibrations and intense rotations within. “A
Ménage À Trois For Two” also won The
Best New Couples Product at ETO Awards.
Another confirmation for LELO`s success
that year came from the XBIZ Awards,
with TARA winning in the category of Luxury
Toy/Line of the Year. TARA brings an entirely
new sensation into the bedroom: swirling,
revolving and vibrating inside you as you
make love, it offers you both the most
luxuriously satisfying shared orgasms ever.
The 2015 XBIZ Awards also recognized HULA BEADS as the Sex Toy of the
Year. LELO is also approaching the first year
anniversary of their most successful launch
ever with SONA reaching the record sales
levels with more than 56 thousand units
sold just within months of the launch.
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Love Aﬀair
New supplement from JDS Wholesale
Belfast, Northern Ireland - The launch of this new supplement has gained the interest of
many customers and buyers globally. Containing a unique blend of natural and effective
ingredients, we anticipate that Love Affair will begin to out sell comparable libido enhancing
supplements and rise above and beyond other manufacturers of similar products, making it
one of JDS Wholesale’s top sellers.

or those looking to try a natural
enhancement, nutritionists highly
recommend products such as JDS Wholesale’s new product ‘Love Affair’, that
contain ingredients such as Shatavari,
Maca Root, Ginseng, Vitamin C and Zinc.
Vitamins and mineral sales continue to be
propelled by consumers as global popularity grows for health and wellbeing. This
has led people to take a more proactive
approach towards their health. Increases
in launch activity and advertising investment are contributing to the category’s
strong performance. Demographically
positioned vitamins are amongst the
biggest success stories released this year,
reflecting consumer demand for more
targeted health solutions and indicating
that brands could now generate more interest in the category by exploring specific

F
Love Affair is containing
x20 capsules per box

gender and age related claims. Sales of
supplements to women led the market,
accounting for £55 million from 2015 to
2016. According to Grand View Research, the growth of the supplements market on a global basis is expected to continue rising at a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 6% from 2017 to 2025.
After developing Love Affair, director of
JDS Wholesale, Steven Robinson stated
that „Recent years have seen an upsurge
in sexual health supplement use. Consumers are now more interested in overall
well-being and vitality than ever before“.
Lesley Kavanagh, Sales Ambassador at
JDS Wholesale says: “We are opening up
new categories in order to keep up with
ever-changing health fashions.“
All JDS products are manufactured in the
UK and the majority are vegan certified.

Satisfyer reduces prices
by up to 33% from 1st October 2018 on
Bielefeld, Germany - After 12 months of
development Satisfyer proudly presents
its 25 new products for the first time at
this year‘s eroFame 2018: „With the help
of our customers, we have again succeeded in creating products that are actually
in demand in the market and are expected with great pleasure. Thanks to our
optimally positioned team, it has been
possible to reduce production costs
considerably again over the past few
months due to major investments in
48

automation and falling raw material prices.
In the course of this we pass on these
savings of course 1:1 directly to all our
customers and partners and are pleased
to be able to offer new, but above all
considerably reduced prices from 1st
October 2018. Our partner toys and
patent-pending Satisfyers are already
starting at a retail price to customers of
19.95 Euro/dollar including VAT,” Jerome
Bensimon, Vice President of Sales at
Satisfyer, says.
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XR Brands intro new skin tones

for American-made ‚USA Cocks‘
Lifelike Ameriskin dildos now available in multiple sizes & skin tones

Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands has expanded its popular USA Cocks line of American-made dildos with two new skin tones for each SKU, making the ultra-realistic products
even more lifelike.

USA Cocks comes packaged in coordinated clamshell packaging suitable
for slat-wall displays

With six unique shapes made using
exclusive Ameriskin material and dual-density construction, USA Cocks boast
hand-painted detail and high-level quality
control with multiple skin tones to choose
from. Since its debut earlier this year, USA
Cocks has impressed customers with
its lifelike look and feel, intensely strong
suction-cup bases, and true ‘Made in
America’ construction all at competitive
prices. Featuring a firm inner core and
soft, detailed exterior – including realistic
frenulum and testicles – USA Cocks sets
a new standard in its category. “We’re
thrilled that the expanded line of USA
Cocks is now shipping; the complete line
looks even more lifelike on display,” XR
Brands General Manager Rebecca Wein-

berg said. “Customers love how realistic
the pieces in this line look and that they all
are made in America – Southern California, to be exact! Now that the line features
light, medium, and dark skin tones, USA
Cocks offers consumers something for
everyone!” USA Cocks is made in the
USA with Ameriskin, a proprietary material
formulated to look and feel like the human
body. These dildos range in length from 6
to 12 inches and offer diameters ranging
from 1.75 to 3.5 inches. The 6-, 11-, and
12-inch shapes are available only in light,
while the rest of the line is available in
light, medium, and dark. Each is harness
compatible and features a strong suction
cup base. Ameriskin is phthalate-free and
completely body-safe.

Enigma by Rocks-Oﬀ:
designed for the perfect orgasm
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new
Enigma rabbit-style vibrator is a totally
unique addition to the Rocks-Off assortment at SCALA. The ready to order vibe is
‘designed to create the perfect orgasm’,
according to Rocks-Off. The Enigma is
USB-rechargeable, made of soft, velvety
silicone and offer 10 functions of vibration and escalation. Rocks-Off further
elaborates on the new arrival: “Enigma’s
every detail has been beautifully crafted to
deliver ultimate pleasure for the fearless
50

woman. Perfectly balanced to sit in your
hand, the unique ergonomic design gives
you total control. The sensitive handle
orientation allows pressure to be easily
applied against the G-spot with a gentle
downwards motion, so you choose and
create your own personal blend of passion. Enigma’s dual, high-velocity motors
drive intense vibrations to the flexible
precision shaft and stimulate the clitoris;
ensuring endless satisfaction. The power
of Enigma has no boundaries.”
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THE trendy label for
the conﬁdent and modern
man who knows what
he wants – without all
the frills but always
with style!
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MaleEdge & Jes-Extender launching

new BtB Purchase & Marketing Portal
Starts October 3rd
Copenhagen, Denmark - New marketing materials for online and bricks & mortar shop
use will be launched at this year´s eroFame by Penis Growth brands MaleEdge and
Jes-Extender. “For years we have supported our BtB clients with online booking
accounts and marketing resources.

eading up to the eroFame we are
now relaunching our BtB presence at
extenderbtb.com which will be opened
on October 3rd at the eroFame,“ Klaus
Pedersen, Managing Partner, says.
“The ‚Purchase‘ part of the BtB portal is
tailored to allow our clients to have an
easy and seamless process for ordering, shipping costs calculated on the fly,
payment etc. This then mean that ‚next
morning‘ our warehouse is ready to ship,
and we can normally deliver ‚stocked‘ for
all products. Due to this we have a quite
short-order-lead-time and deliver normally within days of receiving orders, to
most global markets”. Klaus adds: “Since
we are dealing globally it is of course
important to be able to service 24/7 even
though we are not ‚in the office‘ so to say,

L

MaleEdge and Jes-Extender are
relaunching their BtB presence at
extenderbtb.com

in Copenhagen, Denmark. We want our
clients to be able to order and finalize in
one go and know that we can ship out
to them quickly. Additionally, we have
worked intensively to produce strong
new and improved marketing resources
for our BtB Distributors/Wholesalers and
Retailers. These are also being launched
at the eroFame! Our new BtB Marketing Portal will include all main product
graphics, sales support materials, videos,
shop kit concepts, local-market-language
version and much more. We will include a
full new line of MaleEdge and Jes-Extender high-end photos, and support-material as single-product sheets and more.
And we offer of course to work with our
sellers to tailor to what extent we can for
their local needs!”

New at SCALA: the Glory Hole Tunnel
and Glory Hole Ass strokers
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The Glory
Hole Tunnel and Glory Hole Ass – both
new additions in Doc Johnson’s KINK
collection – are now ready to order at
SCALA. These textured ULTRASKYN
strokers are the latest in masturbating
design, combining a thrilling inner sleeve
with a unique hard outer case with a special squeeze plate. This special plate on
the exterior case allows users to control
the pressure: simply squeeze it harder
or loosen the grip to experience different
52

sensations during play. Both designs also
feature an end cap that creates intense
suction: simple twist the base to adjust
the suction strength.
What differs the two in the orifice, texture
and color of the sleeve. The KINK Glory
Hole Tunnel has a non-realistic orifice,
transparent coloring and abstract, bumpy
inner canal. The KINK Glory Hole Ass
offers a more lifelike experience, with a realistic skin-tone, anal orifice and anal-style
inner canal.
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Special price

€ 29,00
€ 79,00

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

1808-053

Valid until 31st October 2018

N E W S

Xgen announces

new styles from Lapdance Shoes
Adult products manufacturer appeals to the Ladies

Horsham, USA - “The masses like new shoes with every season and we like to accommodate
them. These new styles are just in time for Fall and will transition perfectly from the stage to
a hot date or a night out with the girls,” said Andy Green, president of Xgen products.

ith fine lines and form-fitting
styles, Lapdance shoes are a
staple in every costume and wardrobe
box!” Lapdance Shoes’ newest styles
includes the LS-21, a stylish black patent
leather platform sandal with red mesh
trim and a 6-inch stiletto heel, along with
the LS-22, a black, faux leather open-toe
platform sandal with a 6-inch stiletto heel
and accented with chrome studs and
steel rings. Also making a splash is the
LS-23, a sexy open toe black platform

“W

Xgen Products is now shipping brand
new styles from Lapdance Shoes

sandal with an ankle strap and a 5-inch
stiletto heel, and finally the LS-106, an
eye-catching black patent leather
platform lace-up ankle bootie with an
open toe and a 6-inch stiletto heel. The
new styles join Lapdance Shoes’ entire
catalog, which offers something for
everyone. Lapdance Shoes is the
premier manufacturer of stylish and
high-quality high-heel footwear designed
for the stage as well as those special
nights on the town.

Kheper Games, Inc.
launches Mind, Body & Soul Game
Seattle, USA - The Mind, Body & Soul
game is for any couple that allows them
to achieve full body enlightenment
together by opening up their Chakras. Mind, Body & Soul helps you learn
about your lover while you reveal and
discuss answers to questions pertaining
to each of the seven chakras: Root,
Sacral, Solar Plexus, Heart, Throat, Third
Eye and Crown. A sample of a Sacral
Chakra question is “What do you
fantasize about most often?” And a
sample of a Crown Chakra question is
“What ‘path not taken’ in life do you think
about most often?” As you answer
questions about your various chakras,
this leads to enlightenment, which is
represented by one chip for each chakra.
The first successfully answered questions
earn the dimmer side of the chip, and the

The Mind, Body & Soul game can be
played by any couple
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second earns the fully enlightened side.
Once a player has all 7 fully brightened
chakras, that player wins the game and is
rewarded by the other player in a way that
satisfies his or her Heart and/or Sacral
chakras. All questions are gender neutral,
so this game can be played by any
couple. All test is in both English and
Spanish. „This has been a very fascinating
game to research and write,“ explains
CEO Brian Pellham. „There are very few
relationship games out there that can be
played by the LGBTQIA community, in
addition to straight couples. This concept
allowed us to release this much needed
flexible game as our society has become
a lot more gender fluid recently. This
game accommodates any two people,
and helps them improve themselves and
their relationship together.“
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MEDICAL LUBRICANTS
MASSAGE OILS

!
240 PIECES
STARTING AT
RMANY!
MADE IN GE

TOY- AND INTIMATE CARE
APHRODISIAC
COSMETIC PRODUCTS

S

21 PRODUCT

YOUR BENEFITS WITH US:
• Minimum order amount of only 240 pieces
• 21 high-quality products from the drug store
• Certiﬁed manufacturer
• An individual layout
created by our graphic departement
• Everything from a single source:
the fastes way to your own brand
• High quality at a great price
• An experienced partner at your site

DESIGN YOUR

PRIVATE LABEL
+ 49 461 5040-154
abraack@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com/private-label

1808-053

Set yourself apart from the competition and create your own product line!
Combine your great brand with excellent quality with the Private Label concept.
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ORION sets sail
exclusive
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Every other year, ORION invites their clients to a sailing trip on the Baltic Sea, and at the end of August/beginning of September
2018, it was time to set sail once again. The event was kicked off on August 31, when the ORION team and their guests gathered at the ‚Hansens Brauerei‘ brewery for a fun, relaxed evening. The next day, they put to sea aboard the three-mast sailing
ship ‚Artemis‘ for a beautiful trip across the waves of the Baltic Sea, during which the international guests got to enjoy the late
summer weather, food and drink, entertainment in the form of roulette and poker, and the hospitality of the ORION crew.
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Successful premiere for the

The guests were split up into small groups before
taking part in the training sessions and workshops

‚SCALA In-house Experience Days‘
exclusive

Tr a i n i n g s e s sio ns, wo rksh o p s, a nd netwo rking a re met with ggrea t interest

Following a successful test run of their new
in-house event at the end of May, SCALA
invited guests and visitors to the first ‚SCALA
In-house Experience Days‘ on September 3-5.
The new event is very different from previous
in-house shows because the focus is more on
information, education, and entertainment,
which combine for a very trade-oriented
programme for the visitors.
Here are some impressions from the show.

Walter Kroes (CEO) mit einem Teil
des SCALA Sales Teams:
Michel Minkhorst, Marilena Pope
scu, Martin van der Hooft,
Jolanda Horsten, Ton van Eijk and
Evegeniia Pelykh
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Rick Zwaan presents the new SeXentials line from SCALA
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F E A T U R E

The limits of unlimited possibilities
S e x te c h f o r th e h eck o f it?

exclusive

yes
t may be true that there is a market for even
the most unusual products, but it seems as
though producers are really trying to outdo
one another right now, presenting sex toys
with stranger and stranger features to the
masses. I hope the producers of these toys
will forgive me for being so sceptical, but is
the market for sex tech products already this
matured and so overcrowded that the only
way to stick out from the competition is to
present weirder features than everybody
else? Just to be clear, there is nothing wrong
with using modern technologies for sexual
stimulation, and you don’t have to be a
prophet to know that this segment will play a
major role in the future of the adult industry,
offering stimulation the likes of which we
can’t even imagine right now. And it could
happen sooner than you think. The sex dolls
category has proven how quickly things can
develop. Yesterday, you still had to blow up
your doll, today, they are made from
super-realistic silicone, and who knows, maybe tomorrow we’ll be waking up next to fully
functioning cyborgs. But here’s the thing:
Sex tech products and the technologies used
therein need to offer some added value to
the user. If they are only there so you can
tout the uniqueness of your product or
maybe justify higher prices, that’s a problem.
Sex tech has a real chance of establishing
itself as a major category in the market,
provided that these products are also
affordable to the average consumer. Too
many technological features drive up the
prices. Of course, some of you may argue

I

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

Often times, progress is the
result of trial and error. Nobody
knows in advance if their
product will be a success, and
without brave and bold
developers, lots of iconic sex
toys would have never existed.
Now, modern technologies – or,
in this particular case, sex tech
– infuse product development
with new possibilities and
opportunities. However, the
results seem like mere
gimmickry at times – as though
they were only created because
they could be created. So, does
the majority of sex tech
products hitting the market
today offer no added value at
all? Or do sex toys with calorie
metres and cameras represent
the next step on the way to a
bright future?
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that right now, the main audience for these
products is early adapters, and that prices
will invariably go down once this category
has reached a certain level of market
penetration. And yes, that may be right, but
you forget that innovation is like a hamster
wheel; it never stands still, always keeps
moving. There is always a stream of new
features and products. And new features
always cost money. Also, there is another
question to consider: How does the adult
industry want to be perceived by the public?
Is this industry about sexual wellbeing, sexual
health, a fulfilled sex life, i.e. are we pursuing
a serious, sex-positive approach? In that
case, there are too many products that
confuse the consumers rather than strengthening this image. On a general level, we
have to ask ourselves. What is the purpose
of sex tech? Offering new possibilities for
sexual stimulation that eclipse everything we
know today and open up a whole new
dimension of pleasure and fun? Or is it to
present features and technologies that may
be original and fun and kinky but don’t offer
real added value with respect to the actual
purpose of sex toys: to provide sexual
pleasure and satisfaction to the user.bringen,
wenn es um das geht, was der Sinn und
Zweck von Love Toys ist: nämlich sexuelles
Vergnügen und Befriedigung bieten.
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No
t is true: If you look at all the technological
innovations that have emerged in the sex toy
market during the sex tech revolution, not all of
them are meaningful or useful. Adding a thrust
metre, cameras or other gimmicks to existing toy
models does not automatically create added value
for the consumers. However, if you sneer at such
endeavours and wave them off as pointless, you
are missing part of the picture. For one, even if a
product seems to have no appeal for the big
masses, it can still find its niche of dedicated fans
and fetishists. There is probably no other market
that proves this fact more clearly than the adult
industry. Not every new product can be the next
Rabbit vibrator or the next womanizer, not every
product is striving to be that, and also, they don’t
have to be in order to be a success. Rather, this
wave of experimentation with new technologies
should be seen as a sign of a healthy, dynamic
market where even outlandish ideas and crazy
concepts have a place and an audience. Sex tech
is still in its infancy, and nobody can tell how this
trend will develop in the long run. Trying new things
gives birth to new ideas and developing products
to market maturity creates experience. The
gimmicks we see today are just a first step. Many
of them will disappear from the market sooner
rather than later, but some will stick around to be
developed into something bigger and better a step
or two down the road.
Also, there are indications suggesting that sex tech
products are often more well-thought out and more
sophisticated than their conventional counterparts.
Sure, it is easier than ever to add some technological extra to your vibrator, but it doesn’t exactly
make development and production cheaper. In the

I
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long run, no producer can afford to
keep churning out sex tech products
for which there is no audience. In
that sense, the current phase of
gimmickry – if you want to call it that
– is just the prelude to a wave of
more focused ideas. And as much
as some producers may scoff at sex
tech right now, the question is: Can
they afford to give wide berth to
these new technologies and rely
solely on their traditional concepts in
the long run? Developments in other
industries have shown that the companies
that dare to take a risk often end up winning
the day in today’s marketplace. Also, the
world is becoming more digitised and
interconnected around us, robots and other
future technologies are slowly, but surely
becoming an everyday reality; in such an
environment, the potential for sex tech will
only continue to grow. Creativity and the
willingness to try new things will win out over
hesitation and reservations in the end. We’ll
see who has the last laugh.

Randolph Heil,
editor

F E A T U R E

FUNtastic tidings for eroFame
exclusive

L AYA I I & a n d a surp rise in th e ma le to y segment

Twice the FUN at the FUN FACTORY stand:
The German producer does not have one,
but two brand-new products to show to the
trade members at this year’s eroFame.

000

UN FACTORY’s new LAYA II is an
update of best-selling LAYASPOT.
Rechargeable and more powerful,
LAYA II was first introduced as part
of the BLACK LINE. Now, the clitoral
stimulator is also available in pool blue, pink,
and dark violet, and it provides fans with even
stronger vibrations. “LAYASPOT was one of our
most popular toys. As technology advanced,
it felt right to present an optimised version of
the product. This new version, LAYA II, has an
even more powerful motor while staying true
to the popular design, and it comes in many
appealing colours. Thanks to the ergonomic
shape that nestles smoothly against the body,
this clitoral vibrator is also a perfect toy for
couples,” explains Sjoerd Pereira, Head of
Sales at FUN FACTORY. So, while LAYA II is
catering to women and couples, the second
new product in the company’s range will be
of particular interest to male consumers. FUN
FACTORY have come up with a special form
of stimulation – but that’s all we know for now.
Further details will only be revealed at eroFame.
Apart from presenting their new products,
FUN FACTORY’s main focus for the show is
on customer relations: “We want to use this
year’s eroFame to present FUN FACTORY as
THE German quality brand and to show the
world how relevant quality “Made in Germany”
still is. Moreover, the trade show represents a
wonderful occasion to talk with other leading
brands from the industry and our national and
international distribution partners. Also, FUN
FACTORY is always looking for new distribution
opportunities. It is hard to say how the market
will develop, but we will make sure that our
products are available wherever our customers
are. At the same time, we want to support
those channels of distribution that have helped
make FUN FACTORY the brand it is today,”
says Sjoerd Pereira.

F
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ONLY ONE WILL
CONTROL YOUR ORGASMS.
Mystim Cluster Buster – remote
controlled electrostimulator
WE’D L
OVE TO

Our new remote controlled electrostimulator is one of a kind:
Not only does our Cluster Buster feature 12 stimulation and
5 training modes (e.g. for kegel training), but he can control
an unlimited amount of e-stim toys at the same time.
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The best sex toys you‘ve never seen

(because they‘re on Etsy)
exclusive

E ts y.c o m i s a trea sure tro ve o f unique, undisco vered sex to ys

If you‘ve never stumbled upon Etsy.com, then it‘s almost safe to say you‘ve never shopped
online. Etsy is an online marketplace with more personality and personability than eBay; a
place where budding small businesses can test the market and open up shop without the
costs of building and marketing a website. Though there‘s a huge variety of goodies available, Etsy specializes in all things handmade and vintage: jewelry, clothing, custom gifts, and
every kind of art imaginable. And yes, that list now includes sex toys. Some less-than-ethical, wanna-be dildo makers have unfortunately earned Etsy bedroom toys a bad reputation.
In fact, I‘m pretty sure the #regretsy hash tag, given to questionably-crafted homemade
Etsy fare, was created after users stumbled upon too many Play-dough dildos. Just like
any craft fair, it takes a bit of digging through the piles of re-sale junk and gingham quilts to
find the good stuff. A bit of browsing reveals stellar lingerie, BDSM accessories, and funky,
body-safe sex toys made by passionate creators. If you‘re looking for the next crop of sex
toy manufacturers, it‘s time you checked out the one-of-a-kind finds on the world‘s #1 place
for indie movers and shakers.
Lovecrafter Toys
Lovecrafters
Indulge your geek fetish
with silicone creations straight out of a sci-fi novel.
Taking her
he shop name
from famous
fam
British
horror and science-fiction
c
author
H.P Lovecraft, toy
mak
maker Chae special
cializes in nerdy
wor
works of insertable
art. Colorful,
C
bumpy
Cthu
Cthulhu tentacles
and Daleks a la Dr. Who are Ch
Chae‘s signature
pieces You can even buy your ffavorite dessert
pieces.
in dildo form. Ever dreamed of getting it on
with a delectable piece of cake, or popping a
chocolate-covered strawberry between your
cheeks? Just wait until you feast your eyes on
the adorableness of Lovecrafters‘s blueberry
cake dildo and strawberry butt plugs.

This article is contributed
by Colleen Godin,
n,
EAN
AN U.S. Correspondent

LVX Supply
B
BDSM
accessories have become the new
b
bedroom
basics, but there‘s nothing ordina about LVX Supply‘s stunning creations.
nary
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Their hand-crafted leather cuffs, collars, and
body harnesses bring an air of gorgeously
rugged-yet-modern design to the bondage
arena. Meticulously fine-line engraved wooden paddles, decorated with ancient swirls,
crescent moons, and mystical creatures, are
absolute game-changers. Your fuzzy cuffs will
hide in shame next to these works of superior
craftsmanship. I dare you not to drool over
LVX‘s incredible art pieces, even if BDSM isn‘t
your thing.
JANMAR Beds and Bondage
Quality, high-end accessories have been a
staple of the fetish lifestyle community long
before Christian and Anna stole the spotlight. Master woodworker Jan Maartensen‘s
BDSM furniture and kinky beds are a nod to
high-end fetish play. Classic dungeon
staples, like the St. Andrew‘s Cross, are
brought to life in lush, dark stains on solid
wood. The bondage beds even feature an
incognito mode with hidden drawers and
removable restraint pieces. However, don‘t
blame us if your guests figure out the real use
behind that bench with the head stock you
stashed in the guestroom.
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Geeky Sex Toys
In case you haven‘t heard, geek culture is in, and
Geeky Sex Toys covers all your favorite nerdy hits
like Star Wars, Pokemon, and Marvel Comics. If
you‘ve ever wanted to truly feel the power of The
Force within you – quite literally - all your teenhood
Luke Skywalker fantasies can come true with the
Laser Sword Dildo (though it‘s not officially called
a Lightsaber because the cease-and-desist from
LucasFilm would probably arrive within seconds).
You can even get handsy with Star Wars super stud
Han Solo with the Hand Solo masturbator. With
Han frozen in carbonite, it‘s a lot easier to have your
way with him. If Pokemon is more your jam, there‘s
an entire mini brand line dedicated to this absurdly
popular anime – adorably titled Pokemoan - including
a Pikachu tail butt plug for some bedroom cosplay.
But at the end of the day, my personal favorite is the
Sailor Moon-themed dildo. As a youngster, I owned
the original kids‘ toy version of this pink, moon-topped wand, though mine played music and flashed
lights, and I was far too young to imagine its‘ sexual
possibilities. (And that‘s probably for the better.)
EXES Lingerie
Unleash your inner nasty woman with some of the most
gorgeously raunchy lingerie,
club, and festival wear. EXES
is all about empowerment for
shop owners and designers
Madeline and Mario. I‘m pretty sure any babe who laces
up a pair of their Cheeky
panties is about to unleash
some sort of tigress-siren creature within. Madeline
wasn‘t impressed with cutesy mainstream lingerie, so
she dreamed up her own creations. The results are
like a Lady Gaga-Bad Bitch hybrid, making her way
to Burning Man on a flaming chariot. See-thru mesh,
curve-hugging straps, and shiny fabrics make sure
you dominate in the bedroom or under the flashing
lights.

of teenage (and let‘s face it, adult) masturbation. It
might seem a little weird to get it on with a sweater,
but Swoon Kink‘s silky sleeves have piqued our
curiosity. The best part is that Susana up-cycles her
cashmere from second-hand fabric, making these
adorable penis sweaters eco-friendly and super
plush.

My Favorite Kink
Leave it to the fetish community to turn the most
boring, practical items into McGyver-style impact
play and bondage toys. Paracord doesn‘t exactly
sound sexy, but My Favorite Kink proves that even
the oddest of materials make for BDSM greatness.
Designer Nikki Rose hand-braids and wraps each
of her sturdy floggers with radiant colors. She also
crafts braided cuffs, hog ties, and whips to round out
her funky collection. I seem to be sensing a pattern
of the kinky and the geeky going hand-in-hand, but
either way, Nikki‘s flogger homage to Harry Potter is
definitely on my Favorites list.

S
Swoon Kink
I thought I‘d seen it all in the
wo
world of sex toys and kink goodies
dies. Swoon Kink owner Susana
proved m
me wrong with one of the most
unique and yet rather obvious materials
for masturbat
masturbation sleeves: cashmere. Soft
sweaters have long been a not-so-tall tale
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pjur love – gives you

more new products
exclusive

Ne w a d d i ti ons to th e p jur WO MAN line

„Women are the most important target group in the western world today,“ explains Michael Bart,
Head of Global & Online Marketing at pjur. „They make the most purchasing decisions and are, of
course, particularly interested in cosmetic products. Personal lubricants are also seen as cosmetics and/or medical products so it’s often women who buy them.“ As a result, the pjur group is
launching three new products targeted specifically at this group of consumers. The new products
are additions to the pjur WOMAN range:
pjur WOMAN Aloe
The first new product is a water-based personal lubricant that contains the natural
ingredient aloe vera for added moisturising care: pjur WOMAN Aloe is a water-based
personal lubricant. Its unique formula increases pleasure and also gently nurtures sensitive female skin. The extract from the aloe vera plant is renowned for its
moisturising effect. It also increases the skin‘s elasticity. Aloe vera is used in a wide
range of cosmetic products such as shower gels, creams and lotions. Which is no
surprise really as even Cleopatra used the gel from this desert plant to care for her
skin. Alexander the Great used it to treat his wounded soldiers. Aloe vera comprises
99 percent water, which it stores as a clear gel in its leaves. This enables the plant
to survive for weeks at a time without water. pjur WOMAN Aloe is pH-optimised and
– like all pjur products – dermatologically confirmed. pjur products are also free from
parabens and paraffins for extra peace of mind. This added care for the female body
is available in a 100 ml and 30 ml version.
Michael Bart, Head
of Global Marketing
& Online Marketing
at pjur, emphasises
the importance of the
female audience

This year, pjur is releasing
new products but this time the
focus is firmly on women. The
Luxemburg manufacturer has
developed three new products
tailored to the needs of its
female target group. EAN was
curious to find out what sets
this trio of products apart
from the competition – and
when it will be available in
stores.
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pjur WOMAN Vegan
The number of vegans is rising steadily. In Germany alone, around 1.3 million people
follow a vegan diet. According to estimates, around 200 people become vegan every
day. According to the market research company Mintel, more vegan products were
launched in Germany in 2016 than in any other European country. With 18 percent of
all product launches, Germany is leading the way in Europe. The new pjur WOMAN
Vegan is a personal lubricant that contains 100 percent vegan ingredients and has
not been tested on animals. It is targeted at women and therefore capitalises on this
major trend. pjur WOMAN Vegan is a water-based personal lubricant that does not
contain preservatives, parabens, paraffins, glycerin, synthetic perfumes or colour
additives. Outstanding skin compatibility and a formula that is specifically tailored to
the pH value of female mucous membranes put the perfect finish on this product.
pjur WOMAN Vegan bears the Vegan Society trademark. This seal acts as a guide for
consumers, showing them that the products in question do not contain any animal
products and have not been tested on animals. Our water-based, vegan personal
lubricant guarantees pleasure that‘s also sustainable. „More and more of these kind of products
are appearing on the market,“ explains Michael Bart. „There is a large target group here comprising
consumers who not only follow a vegan diet but are also keen to buy clothes and cosmetics that
are free from animal ingredients. pjur WOMAN Vegan is a new product that we have specifically
created to address these needs.“ pjur WOMAN Vegan is also available in 100 ml and 30 ml bottles.
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“ W OME N ARE THE M O S T
IMPORTANT TARGE T
GROUP IN THE W E ST E R N
W ORL D TODAY.“
MICHAEL BART

pjur WOMAN After YOU Shave
Spots and itchy skin? It doesn’t have to be this way. Skin is especially sensitive in the intimate area
and regular shaving can lead to infections and razor bumps. Today, however, shaving the intimate
area is more popular than ever. According to a recent study, 76 percent of women between the
ages of 19 and 49 shave either all or part of their intimate areas. pjur WOMAN After YOU Shave
is an aftershave product developed by the pjur group specifically for women’s intimate area. It contains panthenol, which regenerates stressed skin by increasing the product‘s moisturising effect and
promoting the development of new skin cells. What makes this product really special though is that
unlike other aftershaves on the market, it does not contain any perfume or alcohol. Which means
there‘s no burning sensation on the skin – just a gentle nurturing effect. pjur WOMAN After YOU
Shave is odourless, neutral in taste and dermatologically tested. All of which makes it the perfect
solution for healthy skin after shaving. Simply apply after shaving and it will protect skin the whole
day. WOMAN After YOU Shave Spray is available in 100 ml spray bottle.
The pjur WOMAN range
The pjur WOMAN range is one of the most successful product series offered by pjur. The silicone-based personal lubricant pjur WOMAN was launched exactly 20 years ago. It was the world‘s
first silicone-based personal lubricant to be marketed exclusively to women. Over the years, more
classic products were added to the range including the water-based pjur WOMAN AQUA and pjur
WOMAN Nude, which is also water based and free from preservatives, parabens and glycerin.
„The three new products are the perfect complement for this range and provide us with access to
an even larger target group,“ explains Alexander Giebel, CEO & Founder of the pjur group.
All major European dealers have already listed the products and they are available for sale with
immediate effect. You can obtain further information and prices from your contact partner at pjur.
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The next generation of G Spot toys

F E A T U R E

Elegance meets luxury
exclusive

S a ti s f y e r L ux ury p remieres a t ero Fa me

German brand Satisfyer
is currently in the final
phases of preparing the
launch of their new line
of high-class toys.
Satisfyer Luxury, as it
is called, will be
presented to the public
at eroFame, and trade
members will also have
the opportunity to take a
look at the POS displays
that will accompany
the launch. Satisfyer
Luxury will be available
for pre-orders from the
end of September.
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“Our new collection, Satisfyer Luxury,
launches with three innovative, new products
– Satisfyer Luxury Haute Couture, Satisfyer
Luxury Prêt-à porter, and Satisfyer Luxury
High Fashion -, and they will revolutionise
the market for sexual wellness,” says Jerome
Bensimon, Vice President of Sales at
Satisfyer. Luxurious designs, first-grade
materials, and a lot of elegance and glamour;
those are the striking characteristics of
Satisfyer Luxury Haute Couture, Prêt-à
porter, and High Fashion. A ring of extra-soft
liquid silicone gently caresses the clitoris,
providing intense pleasure by way of
Satisfyer’s popular pressure wave
technology. The intuitive controls enable the
user to pick their personal favourite from a
total of eleven intensity levels, all of which
offer truly satisfying clitoris stimulation
without any real contact. The ergonomic
shape of both, the Satisfyer Luxury Haute
Couture and the Satisfyer Luxury Prêt-à
porter make for easy handling, and the
structured leather covering the upper surface
adds a special feel to the experience. The
elegant design is topped off by golden and
rose-golden metal elements and a satin finish
on the white and rose-tinted corpus. Add

yer
to that the Satisfyer
shion
Luxury High Fashion
with its brushed
aluminium surface, and you get a
ct
top-notch product
d
line, characterised
by ergonomically
curved lines and
high-quality buttonss
– a product line,
the look and feel of
p
which definitely live up
als
to Satisfyer’s lofty goals
for the Satisfyer Luxuryy collection
collection. A
And the
contact-free Airpulse stimulation with 11
programmes only helps to further elevate
these toys. Everything about the products
exudes a sense of quality, from the look to
the functions to the way they feel in your
hands and on your skin. “In keeping with our
strategy of retailer support, we will provide
free POS displays for the Satisfyer Luxury
products,” Jerome Bensimon adds. “We
have designed a special display for each
of the Satisfyer Luxury toys. Made from
high-quality natural materials, they will be a
real eye catcher in any store!”
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SEXY STANDARDS
exclusive

M a r k e ti n g Ma tters

s I’m a sucker for alliteration, I’m continuing on the same “Sexy… [insert subject
area]” title for this month’s column that I had
used last month. While the titles however
have an element of commonality, the subjects
certainly don’t.

A

In his monthly column, Brian
Gray from Glasgow-based
erotic marketing agency
Lascivious Marketing offers
his thoughts on all things
marketing. This month he’s
highlighting the role and place
of standards in the erotic
trade industry.

I’ve been watching with interest the news
about the British Airways customer data
theft. The perpetrators are reckoned to have
grabbed the card details of nearly 400,000
customers. As it unfolded BA was trying to put
as positive a spin on it as possible.
But in my view, it was a bit of a cock-up.
Yes, they were highlighting that customers’
passport details hadn’t been stolen. But how
much comfort is that really, when they’ve
potentially allowed some nefarious s**ts to
possibly empty victims’ bank accounts of
thousands. “Oh don’t worry, it’s all right, it’s
not too bad: I mean, your passport details are
safe!”
It was a classic case, in my view, of framing
the narrative to try and highlight a positive
when there’s been a right royal balls-up.
Imagine waking up one morning and finding
thousands had just gone from your account.
I’d be far more stressed and upset if the
criminals cleared my account rather than my
passport details being nabbed.
I was intrigued by the standards being exhibited by BA. And it made me think about companies in our industry. How might a company
handle a situation where their reputation was
at risk, and perhaps the wellbeing (financial or
health) of their customers. Would they ignore
it and hope the issue disappeared? Would
they try and deal with it, but do so in such a
cack-handed manner that it made the matter
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worse? Or would they own the problem, hold
their hands up, deal with it to minimise the
damage incurred and to attempt to restore
some trust and goodwill?
Our industry is one which is, for good and bad
reasons alike, judged differently by many. But
there are still standards that need to be established and to be upheld. Standards pertaining
to service, safety and communications.
When considering service, I initially thought
back to eleven years ago working at YouGov,
when I was running a big UK internet dating
research study. One question asked to respondents centred on comparing the service
levels of internet dating websites compared
with banks, online travel sites, internet service
providers and such. Back to the present day,
how do you think companies – big and small
alike – in our industry compare with supermarkets, airlines, health clubs and so on in the
minds of consumers?
It goes without saying that erotic retailers
should be providing the same levels of customer service (perceived and actual) that other
types of service providers are. And thanks to
social media, we can clearly identify stores
and boutiques who are being praised by loyal
customers for their efforts. Quite right too.
Service is one area where good standards
are vital to attract and retain customers who
hopefully will become loyal, and in time become brand evangelists (arguably one of your
most effective marketing weapons available).
But there’s an even more important area
which sadly seems to be lacking sufficient
standards. And this particularly affects manufacturers: I’m talking about safety.
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Everyone’s heard about safety records of airlines,
aeroplanes, or automobiles. We know what bright
yellow crash test dummies look like. But where are
the high-profile safety standards for sex toys and
other adult pleasure products? Car ads cite safety
ratings: shouldn’t we be doing the same?
Bloggers – some featured here in a previous EAN
issue – have been publicly holding manufacturers
to account for years regarding safety concerns.
They’re not doing this to be whiny – they’re doing
this because they give a damn about what goes on
and in our bodies and those of the wider sexually
active population.
Rest assured, until safety standards are improved
the blogging will continue, attracting ever growing
numbers of sex toy consumers who become even
more knowledgeable – and more conscientious –
the longer they’ve been in the market. They’ll start
questioning more and start boycotting particular
brands who are deemed to be falling short. Safe sex
is safe sex, whether it’s with another human, an object, or both. This may even spill down to individual
retailers regarding what SKUs they have on their
shelves: get body-safe or lose the sale.
The fi nal area in which to consider standards is
that of our own communications both in terms of
content and timeliness. When looking at certain
Instagram lingerie or sex toy accounts I often
wonder whether users have taken leave of their
senses. Questionable language and imagery employed, inconsistency with established branding
and positioning; the list goes on.

manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and others
are setting high standards in these three areas, and
which are not.
Perhaps in your networking you can be discussing
these issues. Maybe there’s genuine enthusiasm
among many attendees and exhibitors alike to open
a dialogue covering these subjects. Depending on
the interest and commercial acumen displayed,
the time may be right to explore the possibility of
forming a new trade association committed to the
highest standards of safety, service and communications. This can also take the form of an industry
charter mark offering consumers – and other industry players – reassurance and confidence.
This can’t be a sham PR stunt however. It needs to
be the real deal and has to have the active participation and enthusiasm from individual Etsy sellers to
the biggest brands in the business.
The erotic trade industry will always have its detractors and challenges. We may never be able to
pacify the hard core objectors. But we sure as hell
can do our collective bit to ensure we’re doing the
best we can for our customers and for ourselves, by
adhering to the highest of standards. And that’s a
noble enough cause.
Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.
com, found on Instagram @lasciviousmarketing or
phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769.

There’s also cause for questioning communications
between ourselves. How long should it take you to
respond to a B2B query or complaint? Are you on
the phone or keyboard within an hour to get on top
of the situation? Or is ‘ghosting’ someone acceptable until you’re good and ready? Feel free to compare
with other interactions from other industries to arrive
at your own conclusions. There’s an old saying: treat
someone the way you’d like to be treated yourself.
It’s as relevant now as it was in the past.
Many of you reading this will be attending the eroFame trade event. Perhaps you’re reading it while attending. If so, I hope you’re making the most of your
time there. And if my words have resonated with you
then why not take it upon yourself to assess which
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The excitement around growth
is driving the industry forward.
exclusive

S a m i r S a r a i ya o n th e interna tio na l ma rket f o r a dult p ro ducts

There is little reliable data to exactly gauge the size of the global market for adult products, much less its growth and its potential. What seems certain, however, is that the
market is growing. With the aid of Samir Saraiya, the founder and CEO of ThatsPersonal.
com, EAN attempts to shed some light on the driving forces behind this growth, and of
course, we also discuss the current developments and their effects on the market.

„

There seems to be a lot of growth in
developing markets? What’s the reason?
Samir Saraiya: There has been a significant
growth across the globe over the past few
years, especially from developing markets
where internet access via smartphone has
connected e-commerce to the masses. This
has led to a new set of internet retailers who
leverage the online platform for their market
entry strategy in markets where traditional
retail had been non-existent.
Additionally, I have noticed a lot of activities
in the ‘Grey Markets’ of select geographies
where government laws are not well defined
on the policy governing this industry. Local
retailers buy from established overseas
distributors to cater to this rising demand.
Low-end Chinese manufacturers have
dominated this entry level segment with their
price points which has led to a rapid increase
in global production capacity.
What factors have contributed to the growth
of the industry in the West?
Samir: Besides the rapidly growing e-commerce sector, we see a lot of traditional
retailers especially supermarkets, pharmacies, and convenience stores give shelf
space to this category to support consumer
demand for sexual health and happiness.
Manufacturers have been quick to segment
the market and provide a large variety of
products backed by quality seals like ‘CE’ or
‘FDA Approved’, resulting in stronger

Samir Saraiya is the founder and CEO of ThatsPersonal.
com and a pioneer of the Indian adult market
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consumer confidence. Brands are investing
in softer designs and packaging to attract
larger audiences, while Durex and Trojan are
leveraging their brand and distribution
strengths to grow their non-condom product
portfolio creating millions of first time users.
Let‘s discuss current events: What are your
thoughts on the merger of Womanizer and
We-Vibe?
Samir: It’s great to see such blockbuster
M&As in our industry. I believe the merger will
work as it is a marriage of strengths. The
brands have similar attributes, especially
relating to product positioning and consumer
audience. Both brands are strong in their respective geographies and will be able to
leverage their combined resources to achieve
better economies of scale.
Once they get their integration right, the
WOW Tech Group should look at more such
acquisitions, especially for premium
innovative products, and take them to global
scale by utilising their sales and marketing
resources. This merger has created a strong
business proposition for long term wealth
creation.
You always said in previous interviews that
our industry needs money and know-how
from outside. Now an investor has joined
Lovehoney. Is this an isolated incident or
could you imagine our industry attracting
greater investor interest in the future?
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Samir: Lovehoney was ripe for private equity and I
am happy to see the deal announced. The interesting
aspect of the deal is that the sole investor, Telemos
Capital, has taken a majority stake. This sends out a
powerful message that signifies investor confidence towards the industry and I believe this will set a
trend for more such private equity investments in
future.
The investment wave is expected soon as financial
investors are known for their herd mentality.
Companies that are excited to grow exponentially
need to start focusing on their fund-raising
activities by engaging with financial advisors, as it
takes time to become ‘investor-attractive’. I believe
that financial resources will be a key success factor
in the near future.
For years, there has been talk of the disintegration
of the traditional supply chain. What are the
reasons for this?
Samir: I believe the disintegration of the traditional
supply chain will continue in the future. There will
always be growing interest by manufacturers to
maximise margins by going directly to the consumers, or by retailers to buy directly from manufacturers. This is particularly prominent in industries where
consumer products and retail stores lack brand
identity.
Then, there’s the discussion about exclusive
distribution. One could argue that there are not many
brands strong enough to generate enough revenue
for a distributor who exclusively markets a particular
brand. How does this fit together?
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Samir: The partnership necessity for exclusive
distribution between manufacturers and retailers is
diminishing as exclusivity is restrictive in nature.
Retailers desire to offer a large selection of brands to
their customer base while
manufacturers are keen on
increasing their distribution
partnerships to reach more
“O V E R A L L , TH E I N D U S T RY consumers.
Having said that, companies are
HAS BECOME SMARTER
looking at preferred partners for
strategic exclusivity and mutual
A N D H A S S O LV E D TH E
benefit. This fosters deeper
PA S T C H A L L E N G E S O F
relationships around aspects like
market intelligence and exclusive
O V E R S U P P LY. “
promotions resulting in a tighter
span of control.
S A M I R S A R A I YA
A great example of exclusive
distribution that I have seen lately is
Durex’ partnership with select
convenience store chains like 7-11
and pharmacy chains like
Watson’s. Durex has set up independent kiosks with
powerful point of sale branding resulting in consumer
marketing pull while compensating the retailer for real
estate and exclusivity.
The market is characterised by distributors who
market their own brands / products, and retailers
who act as wholesalers to get better margins when
buying products etc. What’s driving this need?
Samir: Wholesalers and retailers are keen on
marketing their own products in order to increase
margins and create brand equity. This business need

I N T E R V I E W

“ V I B R ATI O N I S O N E O F
T H E C O R E T E C H N O LO G I E S ,
A N D I T ’ S H E R E TO S TAY. “
S A M I R S A R A I YA

has been encouraged
ed by a set of
gents that
independent sales agents
hinese
represent multiple Chinese
ayer
manufactures. This layer
solves the challengess of
communication and trust
OQ
and supports low MOQ
requirements while
ensuring quality. Thiss has
nges
created price challenges
rn
for traditional Western
e
manufacturers in the
commoditised
categories, while
benefiting consumerss
with lower prices.
Obviously, traditionall
manufacturers and
is
brands try to fight this
supply chain
disruption. What
outcome should we
expect?
Samir: The supply
chain disruption has
caused many
manufacturers to
enrethink their competente
cies and find alternate
revenue streams to survive
mpanies
this threat. Some companies
he low-end
have moved out of the
rs are leveraging
segment, while others
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their brand equity and retail rela
relationships to retain
shelf space. Manufactures are e
exploiting the growing
e-commerce platforms by closi
closing direct deals with
Amazon while restricting their d
distribution channel
from marketplace sales.
Similarly, large Western brands that are known for
their quality in the soft product c
categories like liquids,
lotions, sprays, oils, etc. are eag
eager to take up private
label manufacturing jobs in orde
order to optimise their
capacity. These large European
European, American, and
Canadian companies have a cle
clear edge over their
Chinese counterpart
counterparts when it comes to
perceived qualit
quality, and they are better
positioned to support wholesalers
and retailers for their soft product
private labe
label needs.
Speaking of brands: Do you
c
see any changes
compared
previo years? You have
to previous
s
always said
that the industry
should not just focus on
produc development, but
product
also on branding...
Samir There has been
Samir:
limited advancement on
co
the consumer
branding
front this year. Big
spen
spenders
like Satisfyer,
S
Fifty Shades
of Grey,
Flesh
Fleshlight,
We-Vibe, and
Piped
Pipedream
have achieved
stron brand recognition
strong
in the B2B segment.
Thes brands need to
These
subs
substantially
invest in
order to further their
brand recall in the
cons
consumer
segment.
Investm
Investments
in consumer
branding require financial
an I am confident that
capital and
th private equity
some of the
money entering tthe industry will be
allocated towards cre
creating brand value.
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Would you agree that the business model that has
long dominated our market has become obsolete
due to the consumer‘s access to the internet?
Samir: The industry has a natural fit with e-commerce as the online shopping experience solves
customer issues like privacy. The internet has
helped in many ways, especially product discovery,
product education, and discreet purchase. The
business model will keep evolving as the market
share of online sales will grow rapidly. The industry
will need to constantly develop new skill sets to
compete in the internet age, especially with
respect to marketing, cataloguing, marketplaces,
logistics, customer care, etc.

“A M A Z O N I S K N O W N
TO H AV E C R E AT E D A
D I S R U PTI O N A C R O S S
MANY INDUSTRIES
& C AT E G O R I E S A N D
PLEASURE PRODUCTS ARE
N OT A N E X C E PTI O N . “
S A M I R S A R A I YA

Of course, Amazon cannot be left out as a hot topic curse for some, blessing for others? Or the biggest
danger for the entire erotic market?
Samir: Amazon has substantially grown the pleasure
product business in every market where they operate. It
provides a great shopping experience and more and
more consumers are inclined to use the site for their
regular set of household products. This has led to the
opening up of the pleasure product category to
mainstream consumers, who otherwise would not have
visited a traditional adult shop. The sheer scale on
which Amazon operates has been one of the massive
driving factors of consumer adoption.
Amazon is known to have created a disruption across
many industries & categories and pleasure products are
not an exception. The current problem of marketplace
dumping needs to be addressed and over the long
term, the industry has to adapt better to the Amazon
model, and those who successfully do so will greatly
benefit from it.

Samir welcomes corporate mergers and the influx of investor
capital in the adult industry
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Let‘s move on to product development: Did 2018
herald the end of vibration technology that dominated
the market for decades?
Samir: Vibration is one of the core technologies, and it’s
here to stay. We will continue to see vibration technology exist in its purest form as well as blended with other
technologies. Airflow or suction technology has become
a category of its own like electro stimulation. Hot
Octopuss has led oscillation technology forward and I
hear of companies re-experimenting with heat
technology in their R&D labs. These core technologies
will together support various future products including
interactivity and sex tech.
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The range of male toys is growing rapidly. But what is
especially angel funding and crowdfunding. I am
missing so far is the big hit that we have seen several
impressed with organizations like ‘Women of Sex
times among toys for women. Is there a lack of real
Tech’ which has an ever-growing set of dynamic
innovations?
ladies pursuing innovation in sex tech.
Samir: This category has been underserved and I
The development costs for sex tech products are
believe the industry is moving in the right direction with
high and over time, the functionality and utility will
new and interesting products focused on the male
enhance along with price drops.
consumer. Besides penis enlargement products, the
I believe the larger ecosystem will embrace these
range has grown from the basic male masturproducts and propel them forward. I
bators to interesting variants that include
expect to see more partnerships
vibration, oscillation, and suction especially
between device manufactures, content
via brands like Hot Octopuss, Fleshlight, and
providers, and software developers to
“TH E I N D U S T RY H A S
Autoblow. With the growth of sex tech,
expand this niche.
A N AT U R A L F I T W I TH
companies like Kiiroo and Lovense have
brought in virtual reality and interactivity,
If you had to deliver a verdict on the erotic
E  C O M M E R C E A S TH E
further strengthening the available product
market in 2018, what would it be?
portfolio. The buzz around high tech sex dolls
Samir: The industry has grown geographiONLINE SHOPPING
(robots) keeps circulating via the press and
cally, and we see expansion across most
we will have to wait and watch consumer
categories and market segments. This has
E X P E R I E N C E S O LV E S
readiness.
created more opportunities and has led to
The journey has started, and I believe that
wider participation from different sectors
C U S TO M E R I S S U E S L I K E
companies are focused on both innovation as
of the economy.
P R I VA C Y. ”
well as moving the needle from early
Consumers have become more savvy with
adopters to early majority. It’s a matter of time
product information from ratings, reviews,
S A M I R S A R A I YA
until the big hit materialises and becomes a
videos, etc. leading to a higher level of
game changer for this industry.
maturity. This has created a greater need
for specialisation across the eco-system.
All that is commonly referred to as Sex Tech
Existing companies have realised the
is also still waiting for the big break. Do we just have
business environment is changing, and they are
to be more patient or will this product category be
building their competitive skill sets to plan for the
forever trapped in its niche?
future. Well-managed companies are growing faster
Samir: This category is relatively new, but it has
than the rest of the market and achieve leadership
already created buzz and excitement. Technology has
positions.
played a major role across many industries and I am
Overall, the industry has become smarter and has
confident it will play its part in our industry as well.
solved the past challenges of oversupply. The exciteSex Tech has been able to attract external funding,
ment around growth is driving the industry forward.
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Allure’s lingerie has always been

unapologetically provocative, sexy, and bold
exclusive

T h e 2 5 - y e a r a nniversa ry o f Allure Lingerie

This year, Allure Lingerie have celebrated the 25th anniversary of the brand’s creation, and
what an eventful quarter of a century it has been. Originally focussing on fetish collections,
Allure has inched closer and closer to the mainstream market in recent years, however, the
brand does not hide away or ignore its roots, which always shine through in the form of
bold details and fetish elements. In our interview with Marketing Director Peline and
designer Janelle, we learn more about the latest collections from Allure Lingerie.

„

Allure Lingerie has recently celebrated its
25th anniversary. What have been the
highlights in the company’s history so far?
Peline: Allure has always been on the cutting
edge of adult lingerie, and thus celebrating its
25th anniversary inspired us to create ADORE,
a completely new line of high-end lingerie. Adore’s playful styles are all about being shamelessly sexy, the absolute pinnacle of seduction
with flair. Each piece is designed to give little
hints & peeks of your curves creating flirty
glamorous caresses of mystery and passion.
Lingerie used to be made to be worn in the
boudoir for only a short time, but now, it has
moved into the everyday wardrobe. These are
naughty, inspired pieces juxtaposed with
romance.
Allure is evolving: From being known solely as a
fetish company, we have grown and infiltrated
mainstream lingerie, but always with a surprise
twist, thereby, changing the customers’
perceptions that there is only a limited selection
of items. Allure invites women to embrace the
freedom of expressing their ever-changing
moods and personality through lingerie. Our
styles show a deep understanding of women.
What you wear and how you wear it shows
who you are or want to be in that moment.

Janelle is a designer
at Allure Lingerie

What sets lingerie by Allure apart from other
similar products?
Peline: Allure’s lingerie has always been
unapologetically provocative, sexy, and bold.
We create sexiness with an edge, yet we
present it in a sensual and romantic manner

Marketing Director
of Allure Lingerie
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that all women can relate to. This allows
women to try something they maybe wouldn’t
have considered otherwise. Allure makes edgy
okay, less intimidating, and simply fun.
There is a plethora of lingerie brands that are
copies of one another, that’s why we choose to
have our own unique flavour of design. ‘Sexy’
is very subjective, making the power of lingerie
all the more immense. It is never simply just a
‘teddy’; there is a world of meaning and
fantasies ready to be imbedded in that tiny little
piece of lace & wetlook. We want you to fall in
love, from the outside in ;)
How do you decide which new lingerie to add
to your portfolio?
Janelle: It’s a process of boiling down the
designs presented by our designers to what is
the very best in our eyes. Throughout this
process, we take into consideration what our
customers want, the current lingerie trends,
and of course what feeling we want to evoke
with a new line.
Could you describe the creative process, from
the idea to the product?
Janelle: Research, research, research is how
the process starts … from trends to fabric to
trim. Then we let the creative process take
hold. Sketches of designs are completed, and
a lingerie idea is transformed into a pattern and
an initial product. In some instances, the idea
and final product are completely identical, other
times, another idea hits mid-process or some
element of the design is altered along the way.
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“A G O O D P I E C E O F E R OTI C
L I N G E R I E I S O N E TH AT
M A K E S YO U F E E L A M A 

Black is the
dominating
colour of
many Allure
designs

ZING WHEN WEARING IT
 W H E T H E R YO U A R E
W E A R I N G I T FO R YO U R 
S E L F O R FO R YO U R
PA R T N E R . “
JANELLE CADOGAN

It can be a lengthy process, but the final product is
always worth the wait.
Generally speaking: What defines good erotic
lingerie? Is it the design, the fabric or is there a secret
ingredient?
Janelle: A good piece of erotic lingerie is one that
makes you feel amazing when wearing it - whether
you are wearing it for yourself or for your partner. A
good piece of erotic lingerie should make you feel
that you are at the height of your sexual power, and
this power will radiate from within. So, it’s bringing
out that inner sexual kitten we all have inside us.

represents the combined beauty of faux-leather
and elastic bands that encircle the body. It is
a stand-out piece!
Just recently, Allure Lingerie also launched
the “Kitten Holiday Collection”. What sets
this collection apart from similar products,
and how important are seasonal products
in general when it comes to lingerie?

What are the current trends in the costume and
lingerie market?
Janelle: Some current AW18 trends are the
continued rise in comfortable lingerie pieces such as
un-lined bras or bralettes and brief cut undies and
bodysuits. Cage-back panties with full open
criss-cross details or slight peek-a-boos of skin. Also,
restraints that are more decorative and feminine.

Janelle: This year, we have chosen to let the
bold new crotchet–look lace material to stand
on its own for the Kitten collection. Every piece
in this collection is adorned with gold and red
trim that adds a certain holiday sizzle. When the
seasons change, our mood swings as well. We
think fresh and new in the spring time and turn to
cosy warm thoughts for the winter. So why not
invest in some dark sexy lingerie for those cosy
winter nights? And after that, lighten up your
collection in the spring with delicate laces and
colours.

Let‘s talk about the latest additions to your brand:
This summer, you released the “25th Anniversary
Collection”. What are the highlights in this collection?
Janelle: The highlights of this collection are very
popular lace and wet-look items such as the femme
sweet and sexy Sienna Teddy (4-0102). It features a
sexy lace collar, lace cap sleeves, and a scoop-out
back. This sweet little number includes a lace garter
to up the ante for a sexy night. The 25th collection
also includes edgier faux-leather lingerie pieces. The
untamed Heart Playsuit (4-6255) is a designer’s
dream, and it absolutely does its name justice as

Do you have any tips and tricks for retailers when
it comes to selling erotic lingerie? For example,
how should your products be presented in a retail
environment?
Janelle: Most of our lines come packaged, but I feel
they are best presented on mannequins or hanging
forms in a store. This way, customers can explore the
design visually and by touch as well. This encourages
a customer to think about trying on that special item.
Allure items also make for great window displays
when grouped with similar items reflecting the mood
of the season or the store environment.
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Which lines of distribution do you use? Where can
interested retailers turn to if they want to sell Allure
Lingerie in their shops?
Peline: We use large adult distributers, websites, and
trade shows as sales platforms, and we also have a
sales team. Retailers can contact Dave George at
dave@allurelingerie.com or Robyn Meyer at robyn@
allurelingerie.com.
What can you tell us about your plans for the future
of Allure Lingerie?
Peline: Allure strives to continually find creative new
ways to make women look and feel sexy. Our quest
for perfection – in customer service, quality, and
design of merchandise as well as providing the best
value for your money – is never-ending. Allure
recognises that everyone has their own style & personality, and thus, its designs are a lot like accessories
that illuminate that personality and bring to the fore
g them.
whoever is actuallyy wearing

The new Kitten
Holliday Collection
sticks out due to
the red details
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I am so excited about the new challenges in front of me
exclusive

Ra y m o n d H outenbo s wa nts to ta ke E vo lved to th e to p o f th e E uro p ea n ma rket

„

Congratulations on your new position at
Evolved Novelties! Are you looking forward to
the new challenges?
Raymond Houtenbos: Thank you very much!
I am so excited about the new challenges
in front of me. During the past days, I have
already learned so much about Evolved that
I never was aware of, and I look forward to
sharing Evolved’s strategy and philosophy with
all (my) European customers. I am very eager
to get started and ensure that Evolved gets the
attention it deserves in Europe.

In the United States, Evolved Novelties is one of the
top players in the sex toy
market; however, in Europe,
the brand’s presence hasn’t
always been the strongest.
But that is about to change
now that Raymond Houtenbos
has taken over the position
of Vice President of Sales for
the European market. In our
interview, he tells us about the
challenges lying ahead of him
and about the plans and ideas
he has to firmly establish the
Evolved Novelties brand on
this side of the Atlantic.

How did you know Evolved Novelties and what
made you take on this challenge?
Raymond: When it became known that I had
resigned from my previous job, Greg Alves
from Evolved was the very first to reach out to
me and the feeling from both sides was immediately very good. However, I needed some
time to process my resignation and I wanted
to think about the next step in my career. I
have felt very privileged to receive so many
reactions and invitations after I resigned, but
the good feeling about Evolved remained very
strong. Evolved is one of the top brands in the
United States, they have amazing products, an
excellent team, an incredible fill-rate, and we
plan to have a centralised warehouse in Europe
to be able to ship ASAP. So as stated above, I
am very excited that it all worked out with them
and this is the perfect next step in my career.
What exactly does your new role look like? And
which steps are you planning first?
Raymond: As VP of Sales my job is to represent Evolved in Europe (in the broadest sense
of the word) and lead Evolved to the top of the
European market. The first steps have already
been taken by learning about the products
and the company. In the upcoming weeks I will
attend more trainings and events to observe
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and learn from Evolved’s current account
managers.
What are the strengths of the Evolved Novelties
brand?
Raymond: Very important … we strongly
believe in our products and give a five-year
warranty.
In addition to the unique five-year warranty,
Evolved also offers a tester programme which
is something that is extremely important for our
retailers in today’s market. The brand includes
a wide range of products in different price
ranges and has something for everyone. Since
the motors are the most important part of (our)
vibrating toys, the development of almost all of
our products starts with the motors. This way,
we ensure that the consumer enjoys maximum
pleasure and 99 % of our products are waterproof or water submersible.
Can you give us some information about the
product range?
Raymond: In general, our product range can
be divided into three brands / categories:
Evolved Novelties (female-oriented) – Adam &
Eve toys (couple-oriented) and Zero Tolerance
(male-oriented). As mentioned in the answer
to the previous question, the brand contains a
wide range of products in different price ranges
and has something for everyone
How much potential do you see for Evolved
Novelties in Europe?
Raymond: Of course, my answer to this question sounds like a cliché but we see a huge
potential for Evolved in Europe (otherwise, we
would not have started …. Lol).
Evolved Novelties has had a rather volatile history
in Europe so far. What sales strategy do you rely
on in order to establish the brand in this market?
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Raymond: This volatility is mainly due to the fact
that it has hardly received the attention it deserves,
but now, with Evolved Europe BV, this will change. I
can focus 100 % on Evolved and help the customers
with their questions and sales needs, provide the
necessary support, and guarantee fast delivery from
our centralised warehouse in The Netherlands.
At the moment, it seems as though we were experiencing a comeback of exclusive distribution. How do
you feel about this strategy?
Raymond: Honestly, I haven’t experienced that trend
so much yet but at this stage, we are open to every
suggestion as long as it’s in the best interest of our
brands.
Which ideas, concepts, plans etc. do you want to
implement in your new position?
Raymond: My own ideas, concepts, plans and etc.
are no rocket science …… Firstly, we have to make
sure that we establish a steady base. We have to
observe, recognise signals from the market / our
customers, and look at what the demand is and how
we as a company can respond to this in the best
possible way. My plan is to be myself, so no nonsense or false promises. I will work hard with the existing
Evolved team to give the customers good reasons
and tools to sell Evolved.

000

Will your years of experience in the erotic industry
and your profound knowledge of the market help you
with your new challenges?
Raymond: Yes, I think that after all these years I
can say that I have a pretty good overview of the
European market and know how to build up a stable
network. I am most confident that Evolved feels the
same, otherwise we never would have entered this
partnership.
You know the market inside out, so you probably
won’t find it too difficult to sum up the current
situation. What is your assessment of the market in
late 2018?
Raymond: Knowing the market inside out is perhaps
a bit of an overstatement ... The market is constantly
evolving, and companies must try to respond to it. It
is an open secret that more and more companies are
trying to create private labels and that is obviously
their right, but ….. it’s not so easy to communicate
with Chinese manufacturers, make sure they fulfil
their commitments, and ensure quality. Companies
like Evolved Novelties have years of experience and
we have our ‚own‘ people in China to monitor things
and focus on our constant commitment to quality,
etc. I strongly believe that, now and in the future, our
market needs brands like Evolved Novelties, Adam &
Eve, and Zero Tolerance.
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We are delighted with the end results as it perfectly showcases our

abilities to look at the market and present something that’s really diﬀerent
exclusive

R o c k s O f f i n tro duces Dr Ro cco’s Plea sure E mp o rium

„

Rocks Off’s new product line has
something very special to offer. Before we go
into greater detail, would you mind giving us
some information about the number of new
products in this collection, their names, etc.?
Gary Elliott: Rocks Off is a brand that’s globally
recognised for edgy styles, finishes and on trend
packaging. It’s going to be no surprise that our
latest range, which is due to launch at eroFame
in October, Dr Rocco’s Pleasure Emporium,
promises definitely not to disappoint on any of
these levels. The range consists of 8 pleasure
products all aptly named and styled together with
a branded Dr Rocco Lubrication Potion and
Gadget cleansing remedy.

The Rocks Off presentation
of their Dr Rocco’s Pleasure
Emporium line at eroFame
will be a major eye catcher
as the eight new products
are heavily influenced by the
popular steampunk style.
We interviewed Gary Elliott,
on of the heads of Rocks Off,
one
to find out more about
Ro
Dr Rocco’s
Pleasure
Empo
Emporium
and the appeal of
the ssteampunk genre.

Which ideas, concepts, and philosophies have
been guiding you throughout the creation of
this new product line?
Gary Elliott: The range is based around
Steampunk which is basically a science
fantasy that incorporates designs and
elements inspired by 19th-century steam-powered machinery and Victoriana retro-futuristic inventions. Steampunk related
products, themes and trends are
currently in demand and available in
design décor, fashion, accessories
and consumables product
markets so why not in a range of
pleasure products! As a
company Rocks Off always look
at different markets and see
what is currently trending or
what’s a bit different and see how
they can apply this to products
and ranges and we feel that we’ve
certainly delivered this with the Dr
Rocco range.
What were the biggest hurdles you had to
overcome during development and producti-

Gary Elliott, one
of the Directors of
Rocks Offs
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Dr Rocco’s Pleasure Emporium
will have its
big premiere at
eroFame

on? And how long did the whole process take,
from first idea to finished product?
Gary Elliott: We didn’t really have any hurdles
but we did have a very clear vision on what we
wanted to achieve with the stylisation of both
the products and packaging, so they were
authentic to the genre they were representing.
As with all of our ranges we take time to see
how we are going to deliver not just the look
but also the feel of the product and the detail
for this range is stunning.
Which trends are reflected in this new
collection? Which current developments in the
market have left their stamp on the products?
Gary Elliott: The products are all designed
with specifically related details that give them
an automatic and authentic fit with the
steampunk genre. That being said there is
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something that will have an appeal to everyone from
the range. Use of Victoriana elements and styling is
very prominent currently with all sorts of mainstream
brands and products, so we wanted to do something
that was very different that would appeal both niche
and mainstream users alike.
What are the features that distinguish this collection
from other products? How do they stick out from the
crowd?
Gary Elliott: At Rocks Off we believe the presentation of tthe product is as important as the product
itsel
itself particularly when you are presenting
so
something as visually engaging and collectable
a
as the Dr Rocco collection. Each product has
iits own strong identity and they are all
packaged and presented in amazing true to
time era Victorian Steampunk style so they
could be straight from Dr Rocco’s apothecary’s store and traveling show. The
whole ethos of the brand and range has
been created to hit the customer with that
w
wow factor from the moment they pick up
th
the packaged product to taking the products
o
out of the box to use.
Ca
Can you tell us more about the materials that
w
were used to create these products?
G
Gary Elliott: Night Wish, Day Dream and
H
Halcyon Daze are the spectacular 90 mm 10
fu
function bullets from the collection that sit within
th
the range and they also power some of the
p
products. They feature the hallmark design of
st
steampunk complete with clockwork cogs
int
intermingled with nautical tentacles and
dra
dragonfly’s which are visually stunning against
de
deep copper, gold and silver metallics.
The silico
silicones have been produced to portray an
iintricately crafted and forged item with a further special
fin
fifinish
finish, no
not currently seen in the adult industry, giving the
loo
look of lustre and patina of aged and forged metallics.
The visual presentation is always very important –
what can you tell us about the packaging concept for
wh
the n
ne
new collection?
Gary
yE
Elliott: The packaging and products will take
you b
back in time where the user is instantly
ttransported to a time gone by when steam
and clockwork ruled the world and made
it tick! Our art director has come up
with some incredible creatives which
we think will make the range
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Dr Rocco’s
Pleasure Emporium also includes
a lubricant and a
toy cleaner

extremely collectable, very appealing, and visually
exciting. We are delighted with the end results as it
perfectly showcases our abilities to look at the market
and present something that’s really different.
Which consumer groups are you aiming for? Is the
target audience for this product line different from the
audience you cater to with your other collections?
Gary Elliott: Who will love this range? Absolutely
everyone! And certainly anyone who wants something that’s just a little different and wants to enjoy
sensual bedroom adventure, after all who doesn’t
enjoy a sexual fantasy. It’s all about getting lost in the
moment and enjoying it to the full. We’ve recently
purchased an original showman’s booth that was
owned by the Bibby family who were famous
travelling showmen dating back to the 1800’s and we
will be presenting the range at various events with the
booth throughout the year.
What expectations does this target audience have
when it comes to sex toys?
Gary Elliott: Steampunk is all about fantasy and
adventure, so this range will shoe horn perfectly to
this lifestyle following whilst also appealing to so
many more due to its strong visual appeal. We are all
very excited and everyone here can’t wait to present
it to the industry.
How does Rocks Off support the retailers? Do you
offer POS and marketing materials for the new
products? And how do those reflect the unique
qualities of the collection?
Gary Elliott: The packaging and the products are all
incredibly visual, so the range automatically draws
the eye, there isn’t anything quite like it in the market,
however we can assist distributors with brand
elements and POS that they can make available to
their customers.
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“ O U R A R T D I R E C TO R H A S
C O M E U P W I TH S O M E
I N C R E D I B L E C R E ATI V E S

The special finish
h
of the products
contributes to
the steampunk
aesthetic

W H I C H W E TH I N K W I L L
M A K E TH E R A N G E
EXT REMELY C OL L E C TABL E ,
V E RY A P P E A L I N G , A N D

Do you have advice for the retailers on how to
boost their sales with your new collection?
Gary Elliott: I think the range will do all of the
talking as it ticks so many boxes in terms of
appeal, style and presentation.
How much will the products cost in store?
Gary Elliott: As with all of the Rocks Off
ranges we produce high quality products and
very affordable prices the range starts at £9.99
GBP for the lube and toy cleaner and goes up
to 64.99 GBP for the USB rechargeable
Zeppelina which is beautifully crafted in true
Steampunk style and finished in deep royal
purple and gold metallic lustre silicone.

V I S U A L LY E X C I TI N G . ”
G A RY E L L I OT T
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You have a plethora of reasons as to why you

need to visit us at our booth during eroFame 2018
exclusive

S H OT S go e s f ro m strength to strength

„

We understand you have had a record-breaking year so far. What is your explanation for
this great success?
Oscar Heijnen: There are many reasons
for this but let me try to clarify! Firstly, we
put 100 % of our focus on the products we
distribute, which resulted in us doubling,
even tripling sales figures for our partners like
Pipedream, Doc Johnson, and all the other
great brands we represent. Basically, we
became stronger while the competition grew
weaker. Last year we also opened a brand-new
warehouse, which allowed us to increment our
stock levels immensely. We also signed a new
deal with UPS, it costs us more but results in
more efficient, all-round excellent delivery for
our clients worldwide. We also won back a few
customers with our fair pricing and customer
service whom we had previously lost along the
way due to pricing battles. SHOTS will never
be the cheapest product on the market, however for that little extra, you are guaranteed a
top-notch customised online system unlike any
other. Our logistics and website are all done
in-house and therefore, they can be updated
within 24 hours. Our customers are appointed a personal account manager who will be
at their disposal (almost) all day and night.
And, if anyone has a question for the team,
we will always reply to text and emails within
24 hours. This year, we have also taken away
the retailers’ responsibility to handle defective
product, meaning in the unlikely event that
consumers have received a faulty product or
have any questions, they can contact us direct
via our website and social media pages. Talk
about improving customer service, this takes
a huge pressure off the retailer. We approached 2018 as a reinvestment year, meaning
that every euro we make is invested straight
back into the company. How did we do that?
Well, we expanded our logistics team, so we

In our interview with Oscar
Heijnen, he tells us about
the company’s investments
throughout the course of the
year and the positive results
they yielded. Furthermore,
we learn more about
the SHOTS App, and
we get a first taste
of the vast and
diverse range of
products that
SHOTS will be
presenting at
eroFame.

Oscar Heijnen is
looking forward to
the premiere of 'Irresistible‘ at eroFame
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could move more volume. We expanded our
purchasing team for greater buying efficiency.
We created a new marketing department so
we could communicate more online with our
business-to-business customers and promote
our products and create brand awareness
directly with the consumer. Our data entry and
logistic scanning systems were also updated
and optimised. On top of all the above, we also
have our American company that has performed incredibly well this year.
You developed a SHOTS App. What can you
tell us about that?
Oscar Heijnen: The SHOTS App utilises a
scanning feature, which enables our customers
to scan, explore, and purchase our products.
We love this new addition. For instance, at
eroFame, all SHOTS customers can walk up to
the booth of our distribution partners and scan
any product they see. They can then pass on
their orders to us during the show itself, which
will be shipped upon confirmation. This means
that, instead of having 6 sales managers, we
can now have more hands on deck promoting
and selling our 20,000 products, which are
easily accessible via the App, and all products
in stock will be shipped the same day.
What new products will you be presenting at
eroFame?
Oscar Heijnen: We always aim to release as
many new products as possible and this year
is no exception as we strive to break our yearly
record of great designs, competitive pricing,
and innovation. This year, we do have one
breathtaking product line, named ‚Irresistible‘.
This brand-new range using suction technology is different from any other product on
the market today. Many companies are using
suction pump systems that can cause injury
to consumers, which obviously is not what
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German consumer fair:
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next step:
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… far beyond any „sleezy image“
or a pornographic touch
… 180.000 - 200.000 expected visitors
… target audience:
women and couples
… huge community of love toy
brands in the heart of fair life
(about 1.500 m2)

… individual booths starting
from 12 m2 including big
meetingpoint, a bar,
café, show stage and an
ordering station
… 13.10 - 21.10. 2018
in Hanover - two weekends
included
… hostess service upon request
(individually trained staff)
… strong regional and nationwide
advertisement - supported by
market-leading German onlineshops
… ideal connection to b2b
eroFame Global Trade Convention

Save the date!
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SHOTS wants. This is the reason we dedicated to
invest so much research and development in this
new ‚Irresistible‘ line of products. Our technology is
patented and not in conflict with any other patents
on the market. This is to ensure that SHOTS is one
of the few companies that can sell this technology
today. We will be releasing 6 new products at the
show, in a variety of stunning colours, and we are
sure they will be the talk of eroFame 2018. Please
make an appointment with your account manager to
ensure you get a demonstration before our schedules
are full. Alongside this new top brand, we will also be
releasing four other brands: PUMPED – a new series
of female pumps; SEXERCISE – a new series for
pelvic muscle training; JACK – a new male masturbation line; and HEAT – a new line of heated vibrators.
We will also be presenting a selection of exciting new
products from our brands Ouch!, Simplicity, Sono,
ElectroShock, Elegance, GC, Jill, Loveline, Real
Rock, Shots Toys, and PharmQuests. Furthermore,
we will focus on offering customers private label
branding on our assortment of own brand products.
This will be demonstrated at our booth during the
fair. Last but by no means least, we will be selling off
around 500 products at a fantastic price of just €1 to
€3 net; each limited 50 to 5000 pieces per item. So,
there you have a plethora of reasons as to why you
need to visit us at our booth during eroFame 2018.
You can also contact our sales managers for all our
online/offline offers. www.shots.nl

Six new products
in various colours
will kick off the new
'Irresistible‘ line

The SHOTS App enables customers to scan SHOTS products to get more
information about them and buy them, quickly and easily
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Spider was designed as a companion for the modern

man who wants to be in balance on a sexual level
exclusive

L i k e th e p h o enix f ro m th e a sh es – a f ter a two -yea r h ia tus, Sp ider gets a co meb ack

„

When a product disappears
from the market for a long
time and upon returning, it is
able to pick up exactly where
it left off in terms of appeal
and originality, then it has to
be something truly unique. In
the case of Spider, it definitely
is. After a two-year break, the
product gets a relaunch, and
Sebastian Schulz and Michael
Jahn, the heads of Omocha
Dreams GmbH, have spared
no expenses to make this the
best Spider to ever hit the
shelves.

Sebastian
ebastian Schulz,
co-managing
o-managing director
off Omocha Dreams
GmbH
mbH

Spider is back! How long have you been
working on this comeback?
Sebastian Schulz: We have been preparing
this comeback for about two years, from the
initial talks and ideas to the finished products
we now present. It took longer than we had
planned because, with just a few exceptions,
we redesigned Spider from the ground up.
Also, there were several setbacks we
couldn’t prepare for, and at times it actually
looked as though this relaunch might fail. But
fortunately, it didn’t, and we’re happy we
hung in there.

Sebastian Schulz: Some unfortunate events
led to this break. For one, there were private
reasons I am not going to go into now; and
there were difficulties with the suppliers.
Those problems arose all at once, and we
reached the point where we simply couldn’t
keep everything afloat just by ourselves.
However, we are more than happy to be
back and to present a better, optimised
product to the consumers. And we are even
happier to see that Spider has lost none of
its appeal and its uniqueness, in spite of
being away from the market for two years.

Why was there a break to begin with? After
all, when Spider was introduced to the
German market in 2010, it was a highlight
that towered over all the simplistic ‚rubber
masturbators‘ populating the market back
then …

The number of products for men has
increased rapidly throughout the past few
years … Aren’t you worried that it may be
too late for Spider to reclaim its place?
Sebastian Schulz: We think it is great that
the number of products for male users has
gone up. After all, masturbators have been
su
surrounded by a taboo for a long time. Even
tod
today, toys for women are much more easily
acc
accepted than toys for men. And for that
exa
exact reason, the time is perfect for a Spider
rela
relaunch. This is the ideal moment to turn
ma
masturbators into lifestyle products. There
hav
have been some good ideas in the past
yea
years, but something was always missing.
Un
Until now.
Wh
What makes your product unique? How is it
diff
different from the competition?
Se
Sebastian Schulz: Spider is an extremely
we
well-thought out lifestyle product with a
dis
discreet look, making it a stylish accessory. It
wa
was no coincidence that the Spider concept
wo
won the Design Award at the eroFame show.
The outer case is made from impact resistant
hig
high-gloss ABS, and the Pussy Inserts are
ma
made from our very own material, called
Fud
Fudge N³ - it is perfectly body-safe,
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odourless, and never gets sticky. The inner
structure is truly unique and ranks among the most
realistic in the world. The Spider inserts are made
from two different materials: There is an outer layer
with a skin-like feel, and the inner layer which is a
super-realistic replication of a vagina. We are very
proud of these inserts! The suction system
represents another important feature of the Spider
masturbator; it sticks to all smooth surfaces, and
the angle can be adjusted to emulate a variety of
different positions!
Michael Jahn: The way I see it, Spider has always
been an art object, a work of art that didn’t hide its
sexual nature but instead presented sexuality in a
highly appealing fashion. One time, when I visited a
friend, I actually saw a Spider in his bathroom, and
it wasn’t hidden away; it just lay there, for everyone
to see. That was the moment I knew we had done
something right. Until today, there has been no
other erotic lifestyle product that combines
aesthetics, functionality, and innovation the same
way Spider has. Of all the products we sold over
the course of the past fifteen years, Spider has
always been my personal favourite. When I started
my company in 2003, my vision was to find a
product so unique that there wouldn’t be anything
to really compare it to. Today, I know that we were
successful. Spider is that product, and I can say
this with full confidence because the overall
concept embodies everything a modern product
for male masturbation has to offer, but with a
unique twist. After we launched Spider, many
producers started introducing male-oriented toys
with suction cups, which is really quite flattering.
After all, it shows that our concept hit the sweet
spot. But no matter how often others tried to copy
us, Spider is – and will always remain to be – the
original. Now, after two difficult years, I am proud
to announce that we were able to secure the
support of internationally known erotic star Texas
Patti to promote our brand. The uniqueness of
Spider is reflected in the uniqueness of the models
we work with – if they don’t have that special
something, they’re simply no Spider Girls. But if
they have it, if there is that air about them, then we
approach them to make a replica of their inner
vagina accessible to their fans. There are many
unique women who will be added to the Spider Girl
gallery in the near future. Furthermore, we want to
establish a network of carefully selected trade
partners. In this business, there are many people
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who don’t even know the products they are selling.
They have forgotten their sales talent, it’s all about
the money. But what about the passion? Spider is
looking for partners who put the product first and
the profits second.
There is not just one Spider, but there is a ‚Spider
Original‘, a ‚Spider Meiki One‘, a ‚Spider Lexy
Roxx‘ and – soon to be launched – ‚Spider Texas
Patti.‘ Could you tell us more about these
individual versions of Spider?
Sebastian Schulz: Currently, there are four Spider
models, the latest one being the Spider Texas
Patti, and all four models feature a very realistic
inner structure. Spider Original is an improved
version of the classic Spider; it also boasts a
two-layer structure: The tunnel created by the inner
structure is made from a harder material that firmly
encloses the penis for more intense sensations; the
material of the outer layer is as soft and smooth as
real skin. So, that’s Spider Original with its realistic,
organic inner structure – a classic if there ever was
one. Spider Meiki One is a very special treat. In
case you didn’t know, in Japain, Meiki is a term
that describes the perfect vagina. According to a
study, only one in 70,000 women have a vagina
that is a meiki, a treasure. So, most men probably
don’t have the pleasure of having sex with a meiki
vagina – but now, with Meiki One they can find out
what a meiki vagina with a truly amazing anatomy
feels like. The inner structure is the result of years
of research and gathering data. Spider Lexy Roxx
is the queen of suction cup masturbators. Lexy
Roxx is a likeable actress with those girl-next-door
charms, and the realistic replica of her vagina has
already won over thousands of men. Of course, the
Spider Lexy Roxx also offers all the advantages of
the two-layer insert structure. So does Spider
Texas Patti, but apart from offering all the qualities
of the previous models, this Spider also offers a
wholly new feature: The upper area of the Spider
Sleeve has been adapted to make it tighter. This
creates a highly authentic, highly stimulating,
satisfying sensation. As you can see, each of the
four models is unique in its own way, and each
Spider has its own set of seductive qualities.
Quality always comes at a price – how much does
Spider cost?
Sebastian Schulz: Spider Original and Spider
Meiki One retail at 99.95 ; the price for Lexy Roxx
and Texas Patty is 109.95 . There will be a few
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special versions in the future – as a matter of fact,
we are already in the planning stages. Fans who
already own a Spider and want to complete their
collection don’t have to buy a whole Spider, by the
way. The inserts of all the models can be bought
individually as well. All the inserts fit into any Spider
case. As far as the prices for the inserts go, they
retail at about 50 . Swapping inserts is easy and
only takes a few seconds.
‚Spider Lexy Roxx‘ and the announced ‚Spider
Texas Patti‘ represent your first forays into the
segment of signature toys, i.e. toys produced in
collaboration with porn stars, usually based on
certain parts of the star’s anatomy. Why did you
decide to take this step?
Sebastian Schulz: Many men out there idolise
porn actresses and look at them as real stars, and
of course, many of them have this fantasy of
actually sleeping with their female idols. However,
this dream will remain exactly that, a dream – for
the vast majority of men, at least. Therefore, we
decided to give our consumers the opportunity to
take their personal favourite star home with them.
As I said before, the inner structure of the Spider

Michael Jahn, co-managing
director of Omocha Dreams
GmbH, is proud of the collaboration with well-known adult
star Texas Patti

models is highly realistic, and just like each Spider
Girl is different, so is each Spider. Each version
offers a different feel. It’s like your biggest dream
finally coming true. And the beauty of the whole
thing: With Spider, you can enjoy this feeling again
and again.
Signature products are very popular in the United
States, but in Europe – not so much. Isn’t there as
much fandom or star cult on this side of the big
pond?
Sebastian Schulz: Just like with so many other
American trends that reach Europe with a certain
delay, signature products will also become more
popular over here. I don’t think there is a lack of
fandom or star cult. Sure, a lot has changed in this
market, especially with regard to the growing
number of webcam portals. We feel the real
problem was that there weren’t enough innovative
products in Europe that actually lend themselves to
such signature projects. What matters is not just
that the products looks like the anatomy of a porn
star – but it also has to feel real. And that’s why
quality is so very important.
What is also of note: You present Spider as a
sexual health and sexual wellbeing product. Why
did you decide to take this marketing route?
Sebastian Schulz: The erotic industry is becoming
more and more widely accepted, not least of all
due to the insane popularity of certain movies and
books. Sexuality is no longer a taboo; it is
becoming more mainstream, and people are more
and more taking advantage of these products and
the effect they have on their wellbeing. Looking at
it from that angle, Spider is also a training device.
Men can use their Spider every morning in the
shower to keep their sexual wellbeing and their
sexual fitness up. Not to mention that Spider is an
incredibly effective tool if you want to prevent
premature ejaculation. In short, Spider was
designed as a companion for the modern man who
wants to be in balance on a sexual level.
Who is target audience for Spider?
Sebastian Schulz: Our target audience is primarily
men who are conscious of their body, who like to
try new things, who like to experiment. After all,
this is still the most beautiful trivial pursuit we are
talking about here. And why wouldn’t you want to
enjoy it as much as you can? Unfortunately, there
still aren’t enough men who really cherish their
sexual wellbeing, which is one of the main reasons
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for frustrations in people’s sex life/
relationships. Feeding your fantasies
is great, after all, fantasy is lust, and
it makes for more variety. Just like
Spider. It’s a pleasure giver and
training device rolled into one.
The past few years have also improved
the image of male-oriented toys. Is
male masturbation no longer a taboo?
Sebastian Schulz: No, it isn’t.
However, there is still a lot to do and
discover. Male masturbation may have
shed the nimbus of taboo, but there
are other topics that still haven’t. But all
things considered, I’d say we’re on the
right track, and there are a lot of
positive developments. It will be
interesting to see how things continue
to change over the course of the next
few years.
Now that Spider is back, the big
question is, do you also offer it to
retailers and wholesalers/distributers?
Sebastian Schulz: I know, things were
different with the previous model, but
now, we offer the entire Spider series to
retailers and wholesalers. So, Spider
Lexy Roxx and Spider Texas Pattis will
also be available to the b2b segment.
We have taken this step to enable
every trade member to impress their
customers with a unique product of the
highest quality. The concept of Spider
is still fresh and innovative, and it clearly
stands apart from the great number of
rubber pussies on the market.

What is your strategy for the distribution of Spider?
Will you go with a wide network of distributors in
various European countries? Or will you work directly
with retailers?
Sebastian Schulz: Both. We are
The complete line,
including Spider
already working with a number
Texas Patti, is
of retailers and distributors, but
available to retailers
we are still looking for wholesaand wholesalers
lers in other European and
non-European countries right now. If any of your
readers are interested in working with us, they can get
in touch via global@omochadreams.com
What type of support can your
The inner structure of future partners expect from
Spider Meiki One is
Omocha Dreams GmbH?
the result of years of
Sebastian Schulz: First of all,
research
we offer a fair pricing policy
that makes Spider an interesting option for both,
small retailers and bigger stores. Also, we are
currently in the process of developing merchandising and POS materials, and there are lots of
high-resolution photos, texts, and clips that our
partners in the trade can download for free to
optimise their presentation of Spider.
Will Spider be your sole focus
for the time being, or are there
Spider Lexy Roxx,
the first 'Signature
plans to add more products to
Product‘ in the
your range?
Spider line
Sebastian Schulz: We are
currently developing several
interesting concepts to expand the Spider brand and
add more products to the collection. One of them,
Spider Dong, is already very close to going into serial
production, and we also have a new, innovative
lubricant and more Signature Products in the pipeline.
So we are well-prepared for the next years, and we
have big plans for the future of the brand.

Brand-new: Spider
Texas Patti
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I think consumer demand is growing and nowhere near its

peak and we need to keep innovating to keep up with that demand
exclusive

H o t O c to p u s s co ntinues o n a co urse o f gro wth

„

Julia Margo verstärkt Hot Octopuss
als Chief Operating Officer

Julia Margo is co-founder of
the Hot Octopuss, but due to
her professional endeavours in
other areas outside the adult
market, she chose to remain
in the background for the
most part. That has changed
now, as can be seen from the
fact that EAN is presenting an
interview with her. And in this
interview, she explains why
the strong growth and the
direction of the brand made it
necessary for her to support
her business partner Adam
Lewis in a full-time capacity.
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Julia, even though you helped build Hot
Octopuss from the beginning, you usually
stayed in the background. So, before we talk
about your brand, would you mind introducing yourself to our readers?
Julia Margo: Of course ... I’ve always had
some involvement with Hot Octopuss since I
helped Adam Lewis to launch the business
six years ago and have always been hugely
passionate about the brand. But until now
I’ve had a totally separate and very varied
career. I’ve actually been working in the UK
charity sector for many years and have been
CEO of two national charities (one a medical
research charity that funded work on
infertility and reproductive health). Prior to
that I ran a UK think tank and was a
journalist. I’ve also run a large consumer
insight department in the corporate sector.
From now on you are completely dedicated
to Hot Octopuss and assume the position of
Chief Operating Officer. How led you to this
decision?
Julia: We’d always thought that I would come
on board at the right time. Hot Octopuss has
grown very quickly in the last few years. It’s
got to the point where it’s too big for Adam to
run it alone. Around six months ago we were
doing our annual strategic planning session,
we looked at our growth trajectory and our
plans for the next few years and realised that
if we wanted to get to where we want to be
we would need both of us to be working on
this together, full time. It’s a really exciting
moment for us. I’m also incredibly proud of
what Adam has achieved - he’s built the
business from scratch with no outside
investment. That’s quite some achievement.
But of course, without external investment,
growth is slower. It’s time for us to speed
things up, and that’s why I’m here.

What will your new tasks and responsibilities
look like?
Julia: My focus at least initially will be our
direct to consumer business, where there’s
clear potential to grow. So I’ll be looking after
our website, PR and marketing. We’ll shortly
be announcing some new partnerships and
there’ll be some other big developments in
the next few months. Apart from that, I’ll be
helping Adam to build the organisation
behind Hot Octopuss and drive sustainable
growth. This will free him up to focus on the
other core parts of the business including our
product pipeline.
Where do you see Hot Octopuss positioned
in today‘s sex toy marketplace?
Julia: At the moment we have a unique
product proposition and are still one of the
only manufacturers to succeed with an
innovative penis toy. We have a fantastic
balance across age and gender in our
customer base. But we are a niche company
with a small portfolio and we will now be
looking to grow our customer base and
product offering quite significantly in the next
few months and years. I am very focused on
us delivering a really innovative and successful
vulva toy and think there is huge opportunity
in the interactive and app-enabled product
market. Aside from this, as a brand we seek
to be far more inclusive and I have a personal
interest in the trans and gay markets where I
feel the product offerings are pretty poor.
Isn‘t it incredibly difficult to score big in a
product-flooded market, no matter how
well-designed your toys are? How difficult is
it not to be drowned by the mass, even if you
have innovative ideas?
Julia: Some parts of the market are more
challenging than others. The female market is
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busier and it’s more difficult to break through. We
saw this ourselves with the Queen Bee. But I see
huge opportunities elsewhere where consumers
are crying out for new product, for example in the
trans market and gay couples market. In terms of
breaking through, it’s also never just about the
product – you need to be able to communicate
the product features in a way that is instantly clear
to the end consumer and that can be tricky in this
market. But I actually don’t think the market is
flooded with product; I think consumer demand
is growing and nowhere near its peak –
particularly for some key groups – and we
need to keep innovating to keep up with that
demand.

Julia: I think there are many exciting innovations
out there and that the more brains come to bear
on this industry the more we’ll collectively push sex
tech forward. The key is developing technically
advanced products that are affordable to the
consumer.

“ H OT O C TO P U S S H A S
G R O W N V E RY Q U I C K LY I N
TH E L A S T F E W Y E A R S .
I T ’ S G OT TO TH E P O I N T

Has this year marked the end of the era of classic
vibration technology?
Julia: Absolutely not. Classic vibration technology
has survived since the 1880s because it’s very
effective. Innovation is all well and good, but
we should not lose sight of what works. I
believe there’ll always be a place for classic
vibration tech.
The category ‚male toys‘ has gained a lot of
momentum in recent years. Which direction is this
development taking? What drives it forward?
Julia: Consumer demand! More and more men are
discovering that sex toys can give them incredible
masturbation experiences and powerful orgasms
and this market is growing and growing.
Some people feel that the ‚male toys‘ category
lacks game changers the likes of which we have
seen in the product categories for women and
couples. What is your opinion on this?
Julia: Well, PULSE was certainly a game changer
as we introduced the first penis toy that delivered
powerful oscillations rather than more superficial
vibrations to the user. Products such as the
Autoblow have also been game changers. I
certainly think there could be more innovation in
this market - creating the next game-changing
product is top of our agenda!
Sex tech is another hotly debated topic that is
currently. Is the fuss about this topic justified? Will
sex tech remain a niche topic or is there a big
breakthrough on the horizon?
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W H E R E I T ’ S TO O B I G FO R
A D A M TO R U N I T A LO N E . ”
JULIA MARGO

In terms of sex tech, it is often argued that the
technical gadgets do not add value to the
consumer at all. Are you sharing this criticism?
Julia: I do firmly believe that some manufacturers
can become distracted by the opportunity to add
on gimmicky features that don’t actually improve
the user experience but do add cost. The next
product offering from Hot Octopuss will be a ‘no
frills’ penis toy that is inspired by our original
commitment to powerful vibrations and oscillations
based on thoughtful mechanics. Leaving out the
additional ‘gadgetry’ means we can make very
effective and powerful products available to the
consumer at a much more affordable price point.
Watch this space ...
Hot Octopuss is exhibiting at the upcoming
eroFame show. What are your expectations for the
event? What will be the focus of your trade show
appearance? Which trends will be dominating this
year?
Julia: We’ll be introducing our buyers to our new
products and it will be a chance for me to meet our
key retailers and partners. We’ll certainly have
some interesting pieces to show ...
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We strongly believe that intimacy and sexuality play an
important role in the well-being of our customers
exclusive

R i ts D o u w e s o n th e mo st recent a dditio ns to th e C LS H ea lth ca re bra nds

CLS Healthcare’s portfolio of brands continues to grow. Now, the company presents “The Dutch Spirit”, their first collection of
ceramic toys that excel due to the extraordinary level of craftsmanship. Also, they perfectly encapsulate the corporate philosophy of CLS, as we learn in our interview with Rits Douwes, who is in charge of CLS’ wholesale activities. Rits also tells us more
about the other new products that fans of brands such as SAFE, Explicit Blue, Willietoys, and Pleasurelab can look forward to.

„

2018 will be the
first year for CLS
to have a stand
at the eroFame
trade show
in Hanover.
What can
the visitors
expect to
see at your
booth?
Rits Douwes: We are
presenting
a number of
new labels and
products. New
visual identities for
SAFE (condoms) and
Explicit Blue (sexual
health en-

Rits Douwes is the head of
CLS’ wholesaling department

hancing supplements) and Willietoys; The
first product that we developed in-house for
Plesurelab; The Dutch Spirit, a collectible,
artisanal ceramic product range that you’ll
probably want to leave on display on your
mantlepiece; our new SuperLube condom
for SAFE; and an expansion of our range of
products under the Willietoys label.
Even though every line has its own characteristics and requirements, is there an
underlining principle that is common to all
CLS products?
Rits Douwes: With the different labels, we
target very distinct target groups, so that
is reflected in pricing, the look & feel of the
packaging, and the communication around
the brands. But for all the labels, we seek
to offer something to the consumers that
enriches their lives. We strongly believe that
intimacy and sexuality play an important role
in the well-being of our customers and in
that sense, we have an important responsibility.
One of the new lines, ‘The Dutch
Spirit’, will be made of ceramics.
Why did you choose this unusual
material?
Rits Douwes: At first, we were
actually using ‘The Dutch
Spirit’ as a concept to explain
what our company philosophy
is. We like to believe that
the Dutch have a tradition of
open-mindedness, tolerance,
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and freedom. We want to propagate these values
in the way we do business, and with our products
that play an important part in people’s lives: It’s the
Dutch Spirit.
We were looking for a product to visualise what we
stand for. So, we worked together with Dutch designer Fenna Oosterhof to create a series of designs;
a combination of 17th century arts and crafts and
21st century tolerance and independence. Collectables that look just as great on the mantlepiece as
they do on the bedside table.
‘The Dutch Spirit’ is a telling name. How important
is it for a modern erotic product to have a story?
And what makes a good story in our industry?
Rits Douwes: Well, with the Dutch Spirit, it was
our corporate story and we translated it to a product, so that’s maybe the other way around – first
a story, then a product. Stories are important to us,
as long as they are truthful. With Pleasurelab we
are starting to develop our own products, through
a cooperation with TU Delft, a leading university
in the field of industrial design. Young designers
from TU Delft get the chance to work on innovative
products. That is a story that seems to appeal to a
lot of people. But of course, the products have to
live up to the story.
For Explicit Blue, we have chosen to adapt a
tone of voice that doesn’t ‘overpromise’. Some of
our competitors in this field make claims that are
absurd, obviously. We present an addition to good
health, not a cure for an unhealthy lifestyle.
More and more companies are starting their own
online-magazines, blogs, produce videos etc. in order to reach out to their customers and add value
to the respective brand and tell their story. Does
CLS have any plans in this regard?
Rits Douwes: With PleasureAcademy, we produce
vlogs and podcasts on a wide range of topics
related to sexuality. At this point, it’s targeted at
the Dutch market and we try to maintain a certain
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degree of independence; it’s not only our own
products that get good reviews. Another Dutch
initiative is SheSpot, a platform that explores female sexuality with erotic stories and online sexual
counselling.
Why should a retailer care if a product has a story
or not?
Rits Douwes: For some brands, like Willietoys, it’s
mainly the attractive prices that allow consumers
to try something new a bit more frequently. In that
case, a story is probably not so important.
But when consumers move up to more expensive
brands and products, it’s important to invest in
consumer loyalty through communication (brand
story, packaging, etc.). Okay, sure, brand loyalty
and the means to get there are more important for
the brand than for the retailer. On the other hand, a
shop filled with beautifully packaged products with
good stories is probably a nice environment for
consumers to return to as well.
CLS prides itself on a strong development department. Could you tell us a bit about the process
that leads to new lines and products?
Rits Douwes: We started out as an online retailer
and that has given us a lot of insight into what
consumers want. But it was only recently that we
started to really do all the research and development for our own products. As I said earlier, the
most important thing is that we cooperate with TU
Delft to give young, talented designers an opportunity to work in an interesting field of product design. In addition to the consumer-insights that we
already have, we work with focus groups to give us
input about the needs of consumers and testers in
the development stage to improve our prototypes.
From lingerie to condoms to a variety of sex toy labels:
CLS offers a diverse product range. Which segment of
the market is the most dynamic right now and where do
you see the most interesting developments happening?
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Rits Douwes: Because we carry a number of
different labels, we can define the core of each
label more specifically. For instance, SAFE started
out with condoms but over the years, it grew into
a more diverse brand that offers a variety of products, including toys. With the recent restyling, we
have put the emphasis on condoms and lubricants
again, offering a range of premium products for a
price that is very competitive.
And if you compare Willietoys and Pleasurelab, the
former offers tried-and-tested concepts while the
latter focuses on innovation. So, because we are
set up broadly we can anticipate developments in
different niches of the market.
You have announced a crowdfunding campaign
for the next Pleasurelab product – a masturbator.
What will set this product apart from the competition? Why did you choose to use crowdfunding, and
what are you expecting from this campaign?
Rits Douwes: I understand your curiosity, but I can
say only one thing right now: We expect that when
we reveal the design, a lot of people will want to
be the first to try the new product. That makes
crowdfunding an obvious tool to bring this product
to life. Besides, crowdfunding is a marketing and
communications tool that fits the innovative nature
of the brand, Pleasurelab. Consumers can help
make the designers’ dreams come true.
Could you tell us a bit about CLS’ plans for the
time after the show, maybe even a sneak peek into
2019?
Rits Douwes: The feedback which will be given
at the fair will be important for us when turning to
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“W E L I K E TO B E L I E V E
TH AT TH E D U TC H
H AV E A T R A D I TI O N O F
OPENMINDEDNESS,
TO L E R A N C E , A N D
F R E E D O M . W E WA N T
TO P R O PA G AT E TH E S E
VA L U E S I N TH E WAY W E
D O B U S I N E S S , A N D W I TH
O U R P R O D U C T S TH AT
P L AY A N I M P O R TA N T PA R T
IN PEOPLE’S LIVES: IT’S
TH E D U TC H S P I R I T. “
RITS DOUWES

future projects. From there, we will decide which
path to follow. For now, I can’t give you a sneak
peek, but we will be extending the range of SAFE
with more and innovative products. Of course, EAN
will be the first to know when we will launch these
items.
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If there is an opportunity, fifi will be there
exclusive

E r m a n S a r a c o n th e ex p a nsio n o f th e f if i bra nd
Erman Sarac will
present an improved
version of fifi at
eroFame

„

Your company recently acquired the
distribution rights for the fifi line for Europe.
How come?
Erman Sarac: To be honest, it happened
rather surprisingly. Sarper Overseas are
dealing with FMCG business on an export
basis. We sell food and cosmetics products
from Turkey to many countries on different
continents. One day, I had a meeting with
my business partner and we decided to
make an investment in a different sector. We
focused on sexual life and began to search
products like adult toys. At that point, my
business partner found fifi and showed it to
me. We believed in fifi‘s potential and
decided to get in contact with Whizworx in
order to learn about terms & conditions.
After some negotiations, we learned that
they were looking to shut down fifi. Therefore, we decided to take over the sales rights
for all around the world, except the USA.
What thrilled you about fifi? What makes it
so special?
Erman: As you know, there are a lot of
masturbators on the market. However, they
all have the same shape and design. fifi’s
design is unique; also, its appearance is
reflecting the kind of discreetness that is
ideal among these products. In short, fifi is
different from all the others. And we are
determined to establish fifi as one of the top
brands.

Turkish company Sarper Overseas acquired the distribution
and sales rights to the fifi
brand – best-known for the
unique fifi masturbator -, and
has been marketing the brand
worldwide, with the exception
of the United States. Now,
they present an improved
version of the fifi masturbator,
and their goal is to strengthen
the presence of the brand
in the European market. But
that is only just the first step,
as Erman Sarac, one of the
founders of Sarper Overseas,
explains in our EAN interview.
For instance, new products
such as underwear will be
added to the brand next year.

What successes have you achieved with fifi
so far?
Erman: First of all, we have improved fifi
technologically. In the previous versions of
fifi, there were some quality and functionality
issues. Due to our engineering studies, fifi is
now more user-friendly and gives more
satisfying pleasure to users.
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The market is flooded with masturbators,
which makes it difficult establish a new
product. Do you agree with this statement?
Erman: Well, that is correct but nearly all
other male masturbators have the same
shapes. fifi is very different because of its
discreet design. No one will get that it is a
masturbator unless you tell them. Moreover,
with its latest improvements, users will feel
more intense orgasms and erections. So, this
makes fifi unique among all its competitors.
Of course, the fifi brand is more than just a
masturbator – which other products are part
of the collection?
Erman: Yes, definitely! We have a lubricant
selection. Our flavours are chocolate, vanilla,
aloe vera, natural, and strawberry. Also, we
are planning to expand fifi‘s business scope
to add products for women and underwear
for men. In 2019, you will see the fifi
underwear collection launch in several
countries. We are already in the phase of
finalising our deals with several wholesalers.
The interaction between the different
products of the fifi brand offers the opportunity for retailers to generate additional
sales. Is that one of the benefits of your
brand?
Erman: Yes. Our product requires the buyer
to utilise disposable sleeves for one-time
use. After using them, you need another
sleeve. This is a big advantage for the
retailer because you have a product that is
being sold permanently. Let me describe
this via a little example: You only need to
buy a pen once, but you need the ink every
time in order to write.
Are you interested in further expanding your
sales network?
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ETO SHOW IS BACK!!
THE UK’s ONLY DEDICATED ADULT TRADE SHOW RETURNS
10TH/11TH MARCH 2019 AT THE RICOH ARENA IN COVENTRY

To register for your

FREE entrance badge*
and for full Show details visit: www.etoshow.com

The ETO Show is a trade only event and strictly no under 18s, students or consumers will be allowed entrance.

FOR EXHIBITION ENQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT JONATHAN KIRK
T: +44 (0) 7786 925080

E: jonathan@etoshow.com

@etoshow

*Register now and we will keep you updated on all the exhibitors, Show news and Show promotions. Every person wishing to visit needs to register separately and just once.
All visitors must bring proof of trade status (business card, stationery, supplier invoices etc).
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Personally, I am confident that we can

establish this event as a successful part of infa
infa is one of the biggest entertainment and shopping events in Germany

T h e e r o Fa me go es p ublic co ncep t is p ut to th e test

exclusive

Wieland Hofmeister, head of Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH, brings us up to date on the preparations for eroFame goes public, a b2c event that will take place at the infa fair on October 13 to 21 in Hanover. Apart from that, he also talks
about changes that are already planned for next year’s event to make it easier for companies to be a part of the communal
stand of the adult industry at infa.

„

eroFame goes public – In mid-October,
eroFame is going to take its first step
towards a b2c experience, and the infa
trade show in Hanover will be the venue.
What was the inspiration for this plan?
Wieland Hofmeister: A trade show can
only be successful if there are enough
visitors. If you wanted to create your own
b2c event and ensure that it is successful
from the very beginning, you would have to
splurge on a major ad campaign. I am not
sure if the companies in our industry would
want to make that kind of financial investment. Hitching our idea to a successful
trade show, on the other hand – and more
importantly, a trade show that attracts lots
of consumers from our target audience –
that seemed like the right option to the
eroFame organisers.

Wieland Hofmeister, head of
Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH

infa has a lot going for it - is a big experience and shopping trade show with a long
tradition. But what sets it apart from other
similar events?
Wieland Hofmeister: infa has been an
annual success for decades. Close to
200,000 consumers visit this event, most of
them women, often accompanied by friends
or partners – that’s also the reason why infa
is jokingly called the ‚housewife trade show‘.
This strong female presence alone makes
infa a perfect point of contact for the
companies in our industry. Also, infa is
spread across the vast majority of the
fairgrounds, with each of the fair halls being
themed as so-called worlds of experience.
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Our section has already been given its own
title: Modern Feelings. This title is also
mentioned in the advertisement for the infa
trade show.
And why is infa the perfect match for the
‚eroFame goes public‘ project?
Wieland Hofmeister: Public acceptance of
the erotic lifestyle industry has grown
consistently, and now, we have the
opportunity to actively engage a giant group
of consumers in a direct, discreet, serious,
and informative fashion. We will surprise and
enthral the visitors of infa, and we have
reason to believe that there will also be a
positive echo in the press. In contrast to
other erotic trade shows like Venus Berlin,
we are going to clearly distance ourselves
from the porn image. This does not mean
we do not respect that approach – no, there
is definitely a market and an audience for
that kind of presentation, and Venus Berlin
does a great job catering to that audience.
The fact of the matter is simply that we
focus on another side of the market, and
therefore, we want to blaze a new trail.
Your concept is centred around a joint stand
at infa where the companies of the adult
industry can present themselves to the
consumers. How has the industry responded to this concept?
Wieland Hofmeister: To be perfectly
honest, the response has not been as
resounding as we had hoped. That may still
change, but I can’t deny that there is a
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certain degree of disappointment, especially since
we worked hard to offer a package that doesn’t put
too much of a financial burden on the participants.
We would have liked to welcome more exhibitors at
our 1,500 square metre joint stand, seeing how this
is an opportunity to put our best foot forward and
present the biggest and best brands or our industry,
accompanied by an interesting show programme –
we plan to have a stage for presentations at the
stand. But, as the saying goes: The first step is
always the hardest ... Personally, I am confident that
we will get more and more participants on board for
future shows, and that we can establish this event
as a successful part of infa.
Taking part in this project would be a big effort for
companies that are not from Germany. Has that
limited interest in the concept?
Wieland Hofmeister: When we initially approached the industry members with our b2c idea, we
got lots of positive feedback. However, several
interested parties were turned off by the fact that
infa takes place over such a long period of time, and
the gap between eroFame and the consumer show
also represented a problem for some companies. In
case you don’t know, infa takes place over the
course of ten days, and it begins one week after
eroFame ends. So, that’s not ideal, especially with
respect to the additional hotel and personnel costs.
Which companies will be part of ‚eroFame goes
public‘ when the even starts in mid-October?
Wieland Hofmeister: ORION has gone all in, as
have ST Rubber and JOYDIVISION and several
other innovative companies. We are also going to
work with a well-established trade member to
make sure that all the defining products of the adult
market will have their place at our joint stand. You
simply can’t do justice to our ‚Modern Feelings‘
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fa
to visit in

slogan without presenting brands such as womanizer, We-Vibe, pjur, Leg Avenue, and many others.
You already announced that ‚eroFame goes public‘
will continue next year. Does that mean there are
indicators that this year’s event will be a success, or
are you simply convinced that
‚eroFame goes public‘ has great
potential for the future?
Wieland Hofmeister: From
”WE WILL SURPRISE AND
the very beginning, we were
convinced that this b2c concept
E N TH R A L TH E V I S I TO R S
would be a success – after all,
we are the very first to initiate
O F I N FA , A N D W E H AV E
such a concept for our industry.
R E A S O N TO B E L I E V E
What’s more, we firmly believe
that the consumers – especially
TH AT TH E R E W I L L A L S O
interested women and couples
– are ready for something like
B E A P O S I TI V E E C H O
eroFame goes public. Actually, I
think they may have already
I N TH E P R E S S . “
been waiting for something like
WIELAND HOFMEISTER
this. So, let’s work together and
show people that erotic lifestyle
is not the same as porn!
Can you already tell us if there will be big changes
next year?
Wieland Hofmeister: We have talked with the
organisers of infa in Hanover and worked out a
feasible concept for our b2c event. Next year, infa
will begin the weekend after eroFame, and ‚Modern
Feelings‘ is going to take place on the first Saturday
and Sunday of the trade show, so it’s just two days.
We hope that this new concept will be more to the
liking of the exhibitors, and the positive feedback
we’ve already received makes us hopeful for the
next eroFame goes public. Unfortunately, we
couldn’t offer such an alternative this year.
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At Temptation Holidays, we believe sexual wellbeing is

just as important as physical and mental wellbeing
exclusive

T h e s e x u a l wellbeing trend h a s rea ch ed th e tra vel industry

Peter Stratton,
CEO of Temptation
Holidays

Nina Saini,
Executive Director of
Temptation Holidays

„

How did you come up with the idea of
offering sex-positive vacations for adults?
Nina Saini: Our CEO Peter Stratton is an industry expert with over 30 years of experience
in the travel sector. With his impressive background and wealth of knowledge, there’s little
Peter doesn’t know about the travel industry.
Peter was looking into new and unique travel
opportunities a few years back and the company decided to explore the sex positive holidays
concept. I joined the team last year to help
develop the brand and the business alongside
Peter. Together we researched the market and
discovered that there was a variety of resorts
and cruises that could potentially suit our
needs, and that there was a huge demand for
sex positive holidays. This became Temptation
Holidays (www.temptationholidays.com).

British company Temptation
Holidays has set out to offer
appealing travel options for
sex-positive vacation-goers.
Customers can choose from
a variety of vacation spots
and cruises that provide
them with an inviting, safe,
and private place to discover
and live out their sexuality,
without any pressure. EAN
was curious to learn more
about this unique concept, so
we spoke with Peter Stratton,
CEO of Temptation Holidays,
and Nina Saini, Executive
Director of Temptation
Holidays.
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It was important to us to take our time to get it
right. We wanted to offer holidays that not only
embraced our ethos of sex and body positivity
but allowed our guests to be themselves with
no judgement in a safe and private environment. We also wanted the resorts and cruises
that we featured to be of a high standard with
first class service, delicious food and a variety
of beverages, and amazing day and evening
entertainment, all within beautiful locations.
The holidays we offer are for over 21’s and
have optional elements in designated areas.
These include topless optional, clothing optional and play optional choices. The key word
here is optional! Either way, our guests are
guaranteed a great holiday.
Privacy is also important to us and as a result
we have our own Temptation Holidays Rule
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Book of guidelines, which can be viewed here:
https://www.temptationholidays.com/th-rule-book/
Since our launch, the feedback has been brilliant!
We have had some wonderful mainstream media
coverage and positive feedback from our peers both
in the travel and adult industries.
Why is it so important to you to support and promote sensual and sexual wellbeing?
Peter Stratton: At Temptation Holidays, we believe
sexual wellbeing is just as important as physical and
mental wellbeing. It is important to us to support
sensual and sexual wellbeing as we believe consenting adults should be free to explore their sexuality
without judgement. It is nobody else’s business!
It’s ironic that we have non-sex brands using sex to
promote their products with no backlash yet when
you have a sex brand that does the same, people
are quick to jump to conclusions and pass judgement due to preconceptions or lack of understanding. People are individual and obviously are going
to have different sexual choices. We support that
freedom of choice between consenting adults.
Our holidays are for adults that may want to explore
their sexuality with their partner or just want that
time to reconnect with each other. We know our
holidays may not be for everyone and that is ok too.
What exactly is different in your resorts and cruises
than in more conventional vacation trips?
Peter Stratton: The holidays that Temptation
Holidays feature have additional features that you
wouldn’t find on conventional resorts and cruises.
Unlike traditional resorts and cruises, we feature
topless optional, clothing optional and play optional
choices depending on which resort or cruise our
guests decide to visit.
We have created the categories ‚party‘, ‚play‘ and
‚nude‘ to describe the holidays on offer and we detail what guests can expect within each resort and
cruise. Again, these are optional!
Critics could argue that all this sounds like upscale ‚Swinger Club‘. How would you counter this
argument?
Nina Saini: We are not an adult
lifestyle club and we do not
organize parties. We are
a sex positive holiday
company, that feature some resorts
and cruises that

have designated play areas for couples to explore
their sexuality with like-minded couples if they wish
to. These holidays can be found under the ‚play‘
category on our website. However, there is no organization by us or our resorts and cruises to actively
arrange this. Whether guests want to play or not, is
purely up to them! There may be occasions that no
one is in the private play areas,
but again this is the choice of
the guests and is optional.

“ OUR HOL IDAY S ARE
FOR ADULTS THAT MAY
WANT TO E XPLORE THE IR
SE XUAL ITY W ITH THE IR
PARTNE R OR JUST WANT
THAT TIME TO RE C ONNE C T
W ITH E AC H OTHE R.“
P E T E R S T R AT T O N

Who is your target audience?
Nina Saini: Temptation Holidays is open to anyone over
21 years of age. We don’t have
a target audience as such,
but we will say our guests
are fun-loving, open-minded,
confidence in their own skin and
adventurous.

Your trips are divided into the
categories ‚party‘, ‚play‘ and
‚nude‘. What‘s the difference
between these categories?
Peter Stratton: We wanted
to do something different and fun from traditional
holiday companies, so we created the categories
‚party‘, ‚play‘ and ‚nude‘ to describe the resorts and
cruises we have on offer. ‚Party‘ refers to resorts
and cruises that have a lively and vibrant party
atmosphere, they feature topless optional areas.
‚Nude‘ describes holidays that offer designated
clothing optional areas. ‚Play‘ are holidays where
couples have the option to explore sexuality with
their partner or with other open-minded couples
in designated private play areas. All of these are
entirely optional.
Safety and privacy are priorities to us, which is why
we have produced a Temptation Holidays Rule
Book of do‘s and dont‘s.

I N T E R V I E W

Which criteria do you use to choose holiday destinations or cruises?
Peter Stratton: First and foremost, when we are
looking for new resorts and cruises to feature we
look for high quality holiday experiences. So, something unique that could sit well in our collection of
sex positive holidays. We want to feature resorts and
cruises that are essentially wonderful holidays that
live up to the 5-star ratings so exquisite food and
quality beverages, amazing entertainment, first class
service in beautiful locations.
Is it difficult to find suppliers of hotels or cruise liners
that are open to your ideas?
Peter Stratton: No, not really! There is a market that exists out there. We just took our time to
meet and visit potential partners and to explain the
concept behind Temptation Holidays as well as our
marketing plans. Our partners loved the concept
and jumped on board! We have also been delighted
with the response from other suppliers who have
been in touch since hearing about our launch and
we are always looking for potential partners.
Your focus is on safety and privacy and for that you
have a set of rules. What are they?
Nina Saini: Safety and privacy are very important
to us, which is why we created the Temptation Holidays Rule Book. This was to ensure all our guests
respect one another and so that everyone has a
clear understanding of what this is before traveling.
Our rules are: 1) In topless and clothing optional holidays, we ask that all guests wear appropriate attire
in all the restaurants and any other designated areas
that are not clearly marked as topless or clothing
optional. Please refer to the individual resorts or cruise rules for more details. 2) Your privacy is important to us. Due to the unique nature of the resorts
and cruises, it is important privacy is respected.
Taking photos and videos is strictly forbidden. Any
exceptions to this rule are specified in the individual
resorts or cruise rules. 3) Please refrain from sexual
activities in public areas.
4) Please treat all guests with the utmost respect
and remember the Golden Rule: ‘NO’ means ‘NO’.
5) Some of the resorts have couples only areas,
please refer to the individual resorts or cruise rules
for further details. 6) Drug use is strictly prohibited.
7) Please respect fellow guests. On the cruises, you
will be expected to keep noise levels to a minimum
in the ship’s corridors after midnight. 8) Keep your
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valuables safe! The resort or the cruise ship operator will not be held responsible for any items left
outside of your safety deposit box. Please ensure
you place all valuable items in the safe within your
room or cabin. 9) Don’t encourage staff members to
get involved, they are forbidden to interact intimately
and are not allowed to drink with guests. If they do,
they will be immediately dismissed. These can also
be viewed online here: https://www.temptationholidays.com/th-rule-book/
How has the response to your special trip offers
been so far?
Peter Stratton: The initial
response has been great! We
have seen a massive increase
in website hits, lots of enqui“ W E ARE NOT AN ADULT
res and much media interest
and press coverage. For EAN
L IFE STY L E C L UB AND
readers we would like to offer
W E DO NOT ORGANIZE
10 % off all bookings made on
our website www.temptationhoPARTIE S.“
lidays.com until 16th October
2018 using the code LaunchENINA SAINI
AN10. We also regularly feature
special promotional prices, so it
is worth checking in with us on
a regular basis or sign up to our newsletter through
our website.
An official press release states that you have plans
to offer holiday deals for the LGBT community. How
far along is this idea?
Peter Stratton: As you can imagine, it takes time to
find the right partners and we are taking our time to
get this right! We are continuing to research and are
speaking to potential LGBT holidays that we would
like to feature. Currently this is a work in progress
and will announce the launch of this in due course.
There is also mention of an affiliates programme,
what can you tell us about this?
Nina Saini: We will be launching our affiliate programme in a few months with its own website and
are inviting interested individuals, adult companies
and adult retailers to pre-register by sending an
email to affiliates@temptationholidays.com. We will
also be attending eroFame this year and if anyone
would like to meet with us to discuss the affiliate
programme or partnerships, please drop us a line
on info@temptationholidays.com
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I believe Made in USA products are held in a

very high regard by our customers worldwide
exclusive

R e be c c a We i n be r g, G e n e ra l Ma na ger o f X R B ra nds, o n h er co lla bo ra tio n with C urve To ys

XR Brands and Curve Toys have been working together for a number of years, and now,
the two companies have decided to take their business relationship to the next level:
From now on, even more XR Brands products will see the light of day in Curve’s production facility in North Hollywood, California. Rebecca Weinberg, General Manager of XR
Brands, tells EAN how this close relationship evolved and which advantages arise for the
trade, from this collaboration in particular, and from products bearing the label “Made in
USA” in general.

„

XR Brands recently struck a strategic
partnership with the manufacturer Curve
Novelties. How did this cooperation come to
pass?
Rebecca Weinberg: Curve Toys approached us earlier this year with the proposition
as they recognised the synergies that could
be achieved by partnering with a company
like XR Brands. We have been a large
customer of Curve Toys for some time, so
they already knew how easy we were to
work with and we knew there were synergies to be had with the alignment. Curve
Toys pursued the partnership with us as
they recognised the strength and position of
our company as well our built-in admirable
business model.
Why did XR Brands choose Curve Novelties
for this cooperation? What makes this
manufacturer stand out for you?
Rebecca Weinberg: There are many
factors that went into our decision making.
As a Veteran, helping to directly support and
create U.S. jobs was my personal first and
foremost motivation in the cooperation.
Other factors also were considered
including unforeseen tariffs on imports
coming down the pike, gaining added
control over the quality of our production,
and making a strategic move to counter
some of our competition that has been
outsourcing production out of the U.S.

Rebecca Weinberg, General Manager of XR Brands
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Which role did the current US policies
regarding China have to do with your decision
to manufacture more products in the US?
Rebecca Weinberg: Although it fits the
storyline, our move to manufacture more
products in the USA was definitely not based
on the US policies regarding China. It was
however, mainly based on expanding our
wheelhouse, capabilities and offerings as a
company.
How important is the label „Made in USA“ for
your customers?
Rebecca Weinberg: I believe Made in USA
products are held in a very high regard by our
customers worldwide. They know that USA
regulations on manufacturing, materials,
cleanliness, quality and labour laws carry a
very high standard and therefore produce a
superb product.
One of the benefits that come from this
partnership is an expansion of XR Brand‘s
private label business. Could you tell us more
about this program and how your customers
can benefit from it?
Rebecca Weinberg: XR BRANDS has a
strong Private Label program. We are very
excited to have the opportunity to offer high
quality MADE IN USA products. Customers will
benefit from products manufactured with top
quality formulas, competitive pricing and
exclusive designs for their Private Label brands.
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Which trends are shaping the current market in
your opinion?
Rebecca Weinberg: The market in my eyes has
exploded in so many different directions. Stores are
becoming more progressive with a heavy focus on
educating their customers on inclusion, sexual
awareness and acceptance. E-commerce is a big
pie where entrepreneurs are popping up every day
to take a piece. New materials are being created on
the manufacturing side and the creativity continues
to evolve and flourish in the products being
launched. Distributors are diversifying and finding
new ways to service their customers.

“CUSTOMERS WILL
BENEFIT FROM PRODUC TS
M ANUFAC TURED WITH
TOP QUALIT Y FORMUL AS,
COMPE TITIVE PRICING
AND E XCLUSIVE DE SIGNS
F O R T H E I R P R I VAT E

How does XR Brands decide, which products to
manufacture next and which aspects are most
important to the company when it comes to
product development?
Rebecca Weinberg: One of the keys for our
Product Development process is the great
communication we have with our customers. We
listen to their suggestions and feedback to create
and develop new products. It is very important to
keep customers happy.
Good quality, innovation and price, are some of the
aspects we consider when developing new
products.
How is the company‘s philosophy reflected in its
products?
Rebecca Weinberg: The company’s philosophy is
to work hard and play hard. Play hard in the sense
that we want our customers to “play” using unique
fetish products.
As in the past years, XR Brands will have a booth on
eroFame this year. What can the visitors of the show
expect from you there and why should everybody
stop by at your stand?
Rebecca Weinberg: This year at eroFame we will
be debuting a new line; Mistress by Isabela
Sinclair, A beautifully designed line of genuine
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L A B E L B R A N D S .“
REBECCA WEINBERG

leather bondage accessories
and toys designed by the
world-famous Dominatrix
herself. In addition, we will also
be debuting an amazingly
priced line, Booty Sparks, a
full assortment of aluminium
alloy gem, rose and heart butt
plugs all offered in 3 sizes
each. The most exciting and
fun item which will be
predominantly displayed in our
booth will be the Ass-Spinner
butt plug which essentially is a
spinning light up fidget spinner
anal plug. Definitely will be a
big highlight for us.

Where should retailers turn to, if
they would like to sell XR
Brands‘ products in Europe?
Rebecca Weinberg: XR brands is distributed by
some of the top distributers in Europe. Because our
line is so vast, over 1,200 products, retailers are
encouraged to email us at info@xrbrands.com so
we can point them to the best distributor to service
them.
Could you give us a preview of which new collections or products we can expect in the near future?
Rebecca Weinberg: XR Brands never ceases to
excite with launches of new products every week.
We will soon be expanding our very successful
Made in USA lines; Jesse Jane and USA Cocks.
Customers can expect 4 new Jesse Jane items by
years end. USA Cocks which will be debuting at
eroFame for the first time this year will also see
some new additions in the coming months, soon
followed by an exciting Make America Cocky Again
marketing campaign. We’ll be on the search to find
the most “American” cock out there to cast mould
him as a toy.
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We can work much more eﬃciently,
with much bigger stocks and supply.

exclusive

D e br a N e t u p s ca p a cities by building a new wa reh o use

„

Congratulations on the opening of your
new warehouse. Are you looking forward to
having more room for expansion, or are you
just happy that the project has come to an
end?
Zoltán Bődy: Thank you! Both of these
things are true; this expansion was unavoidable and we're glad it is finally finished.

Zoltán Bődy,
owner & CEO of Debra Net

Zoltán Bődy, owner and head
of Debra Net, and his team
have set out on a course of
growth and expansion. One
example of this is their new
warehouse which enables the
company to stock more
products and guarantee better
delivery capabilities. But is
also helps them to prepare for
future developments in the
market, as we learn in our
interview.

How long did the construction take?
Zoltán: Compared to our plans, the
construction took a long time due to many
modifications, but it was worth it because the
result speaks for itself. The planned
completion should have been in March, but
before all is said and done, it will probably be
December. This delay has caused some
disruption because by May, the first part of
overseas shipments had already arrived, and
the only place to store it was the new
warehouse. Therefore, filling stock and
completing construction have gone hand in
hand since May. If you look at the pictures,
we're all fine now, but there are still things to
do and the purchasing continue. In total, the
construction took up about a year and a half.
Can you give us some info about the new
warehouse? How much space does it
provide? Which other aspects have been
important to you?
Zoltán: The area is 2500 square metres in
total, spread out across 3 floors, which
means room for 8000 shelf spaces, each
measuring 60x100x50 cm. The products are
moved up and down between the floors on a
conveyor belt. The driveway network at our
company is growing as well, so it is much
easier to move goods. What is also important
to us is the new highway close to the
company which will be open to traffic some
time next year.
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Why was the construction of a new
warehouse necessary?
Zoltán: We had known for years that we
would need a third warehouse because the
second one was already too small when it
was ready. Of course, it is great to be able to
achieve significant growth every year, but it
also means you need more space to keep a
wide range of products in stock.
Surely, you already had ideas about the new
warehouse in advance. Could you tell us
about your plans?
Zoltán: The new warehouse is more
innovative than those warehouses we built in
the past. Among other things, it will have a
50-meter long showroom in the center,
where we can show our products. So,
anyone who comes by to visit us in person
will have the possibility to get a better view of
our offer.
Will the new warehouse affect your logistics
services? Do you want to increase your
assortment?
Zoltán: Of course, this will make a huge
difference. We can work much more
efficiently, with much bigger stocks and
supply.

The new warehouse
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Inside the warehouse

Now that you've created more room, you can
move ahead with your expansion strategy. What
will be the next step?
Zoltán: There are already ideas for expansion,
but the next year will be all about working out the
details. We are having several negotiations with
potential new manufacturers and partners, and
we will expand our offer according to market
demands.
It seems that there is a trend towards exclusive
distribution right now. Or are these just isolated
cases? Does exclusive distribution make sense
from your point of view?
Zoltán: Anyone who is working in the European
market knows that one single distributor is unable
to cover all of it, especially in the long term. I
absolutely do not believe in this type of distribution, and is you ask me, these efforts will prove be
effective.
Some wholesalers and distributors rely on
exclusive distribution to set themselves apart from
the competition, others rely on private labels. What
does Debra do to stand out from the crowd?
Zoltán: This is a big dilemma for us as well. If we
think about it, the healthiest thing would be if
manufacturers focused on production from start to
finish, and distributors didn’t come up with new
packaging and names to sell products that are
already available everywhere. A distributor should
take care of its customers, just like retailer should
create a beautiful shopping environment that
attracts customers instead of running a mini
wholesale. Of course, these roles are often mixed
in today’s market, and it is hard to tell what will
work best for whom in the future.
If I were a manufacturer, I would choose 2–3
distributors with different locations in the EU who
take care of my brand, but avoid those who do not
care about my brand – or who’d just ruin it. We
have territorial exclusive agreements with many
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brands for 6–9 nearby countries which works very
well in most cases. We cannot cover all of EU, but
if there is a similar-minded distributor from
West-Europe then the biggest part of market can
be covered and maintained by 2–3 distributors.
How would you sum up the wholesale business in
2018? Has the traditional supply chain continued
to break apart?
Zoltán: Even looking back several years, there has
never been a year as crazy as 2018 in our industry.
It looks like we will close a successful 2018, in
spite of being so busy because of the construction
project. The results of our hard work and investments will be seen in 2019. There are changes in
the market and surely there will be more in the
upcoming years. Fortunately, we are ready for any
challenge. Changes like these are necessary to
defend and add to our market leadership in Central
and East Europe.

“ W E A R E H AV I N G
S E V E R A L N E G OTI ATI O N S
W I TH P OT E N TI A L N E W
M A N U FA C T U R E R S A N D
PA R TN E R S , A N D W E W I L L
E X PA N D O U R O F F E R
A C C O R D I N G TO M A R K E T
DEMANDS.”
Z O LTÁ N B Ő DY
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The history of sex toys is just so important to the history of hu-

manity, and I didn’t see anybody out there making this argument
exclusive

A n i n t e r v i e w w ith H a l l ie L ie b e r ma n , A uth o r o f ‚B uz z : A S timul a tin g H is to r y o f the Sex To y‘

The history of sex toys spans centuries, from ancient stone dildos to the sex tech products
of the 21st century, but in spite of being incredibly fascinating and interesting, it has been
ignored for a long time. Hallie Lieberman set out to lift the subject out of obscurity with
her book ‚Buzz: A Stimulating History of the Sex Toy.‘ Published in November of 2017, the
book outlines the evolution of sex toys against the backdrop of the political and sociological ebb and flow within society. After all, vibrators and dildos have always been and
will always be more than mere objects or products. EAN talked with the author about her
research, about the turning points and the pioneers in the history of sex toys, and about
the conclusions and the lessons that today’s market players can draw from the past.

„
Hallie Lieberman is the author
of 'Buzz: A Stimulating History
of the Sex Toy‘

Before we get to your book ‚Buzz: The
Stimulating History of the Sex Toy‘, would
you mind introducing yourself and telling our
readers a bit about yourself?
Hallie Lieberman: I’m a historian of sex and
a journalist, and I’m also an instructor at Georgia Tech. I’ve written for New York Review of
Books, The Forward, Tablet, Eater and many
other outlets.
I graduated from University of Florida for my
BA in English in 2002. Then I got an MA at
University of Texas-Austin in 2005. I
wrote my thesis on the marketing of
sex toys. I received my PhD from
University of Wisconsin-Madison in Mass Communications in 2014. My dissertation was on the history
of sex in America from
1850s to today. I worked at Passion Parties
from 2004-2005.
I wrote about sex
toys in undergrad at
University of Florida,
and at Texas-Austin
and Wisconsin.
What was your motivation to tackle this
topic – the history of
sex toys?

Hallie Lieberman: Sex toys have been
something I’ve been fascinated by since I
was very young. Sex toy history has been something I’ve been interested in since around
2004, but I didn’t start doing research in it
until around 2008, when I entered the PhD
program at UW-Madison.
When I went to U Texas-Austin for grad
school, I began working for home-party
company Passion Parties and it was 2004,
when selling sex toys was still illegal in Texas. I
had to use all these euphemisms when selling
them: I had to call vibrators massagers and I
couldn’t mention the clitoris, I was supposed
to say “man in the boat.” It was crazy. And
walking into a sex-toy store at that time it was
like entering a dystopia. There were black
bars over the packaging so that any sexual
words would be censored. I wondered why
in the 21st century sex toys were outlawed in
the U.S. That really led to my interest. I started
researching the history of sex toys at UW-Madison and found there was only one book out
there, Rachel Maines’ Technology of Orgasm
and when I started to check its sources I
found out that there was no evidence for her
argument: that electric vibrators were invented
in the late 19th century to cure hysteria. I
thought that we needed an accurate and
comprehensive history.
I considered writing an ethnography of sex
toys: users and sellers, etc., starting with
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home parties. But then the Institutional
Review Board at my university (UW-Madison) was
giving me a hard time for my proposed home
party sex toy sales project: they said that it
was such a sensitive topic that I would not be
able to conduct research via email because
email is not secure. They said that my project
had several risks associated with it, including:
‚risk of embarrassment and the risk of a breach
of confidentiality.‘ I actually had to write that on
the consent form: that ‚There may be a risk of
embarrassment. There may be a risk of breach of
confidentiality. I will be using pseudonyms for all
participants, to mitigate this risk.‘ It was ridiculous. I
went and talked to the IRB board to try to get them
to allow me to be more flexible and one of the IRB
board members said I should imagine that her 90year old mother were at the sex-toy parties and how
embarrassed she would be if someone knew she
was there.
Anyway, that was a part of the reason that I went
into the history side, I’m also just fascinated by
history as well.
What fascinated you about this topic?
Hallie Lieberman: The history of sex toys is just
so important to the history of humanity, and I
didn’t see anybody out there making this argument. People just assume sex toys are a frivolous
topic, but when you dive deeper you see that the
development of sex toys ties into some of our
deepest longings and creative impulses. They
represent human hopefulness and ingenuity.
Sex toys are driven by some serious and difficult
issues. Sex toy developers historically have been
trying to figure out how to give disabled people
the tools to have sex with their partners; how to
give inorgasmic women their first orgasms; how to
close the orgasm gap (the fact that over a third of
women not having orgasms during intercourse);
they’ve even made prosthetic penises for little boys
born with micro-phallus disorder. Sex toys are
sold as devices that allow women to leave abusive
relationships, so they don’t have to rely upon their
abusive partner and instead are able to provide
themselves sexual pleasure through enhanced
masturbation. They are also about bringing people
together – improving sex between long-term couples. And pre-Viagra strap-on penises were sold as
impotence cures.
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The things
that drove my
thirst for knowledge were that sex toys and female masturbation were
so taboo. When I was in high school, mentioning
I masturbated caused people to freak out and
make assumptions, like I must be lonely or that I
never wanted to be in a relationship. That idea of a
woman taking control of her sexuality, giving herself
pleasure, it freaked people out, which interested me.
The fact that sex toys were illegal in multiple states,
that they were seen as dangerous, also piqued my
curiosity. The double standard when it comes to
male and female sexuality also
interested me. Male sexuality
was openly discussed in the
1990s and early 2000s Viagra
“ R U B B E R D E M O C R ATI S E D
ads with Bob Dole during football games, meanwhile talking
TH E D I L D O . “
about a vibrator was illegal. It
HALLIE LIEBERMAN
was crazy. And the more I got
into sex-toy history, the more
interesting it became.
What was the starting-off point for your research?
There is no such thing as a global sex toy archive ...
Hallie Lieberman: If only! I started actually by
looking at the vibrator industry in Racine, Wisconsin,
a city that was considered the ‚small motor capital
of the world‘ in the early 20th century. It was a few
hours’ drive away from Madison, WI. A friend told
me that they were known for vibrator manufacturing.
I found out there were six vibrator companies in
Racine from 1900–1935. They competed with each
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other. These vibrators weren’t really sold openly
as sex toys, they were sold as ‚massagers‘ for the
body and health devices for treating everything from
malaria and sciatica to constipation. Many of them
even came with vaginal and rectal attachments that
looked like dildos. Anyway, my friend introduced me
to a collector of antiques in Racine, who shared all
his insights and some primary materials. I used the
historical society there, and then I ended up also
using so many other archives, hunting for materials.
So I went to Smithsonian National Museum of American History on a Lemelson Fellowship and found
rectal dilators from the early 1900s and vibrator catalogues from the first half of the 20th century, and
then sex-toy ads in gay magazines from the AIDS
era. I went to Kinsey Institute and Cornell’s Human
Sexuality collection and the science museum in
London. I bought vibrators from ebay. I even went
to the house of the inventor of the silicone dildo in
NYC, Gosnell Duncan, and rescued his materials
from being thrown out after he died. Mean I had to
patch together archival sources myself.
What have been the most important turning points
in the history of sex toys?
Hallie Lieberman: Good question. I’d have to say
some of the biggest turning points go way back, the
mid 1800s and the vulcanisation of rubber. Once
rubber was vulcanised, it could withstand heat and
cold and wouldn’t get brittle and it began to be
used for dildos. Before then dildos were made of
glass, which is fine, and sometimes strap-ons had
fabric penises with them. There were also steel and
tortoiseshell and ivory dildos, but they were more
expensive. Rubber democratised the dildo.
Another turning point would be electricity in the late
19th early 20th century. That’s when you see the
electric vibrator. It was a luxury good at first, but
soon when more people got electricity it was more
affordable.
You can trace a lot of the history of sex toys to
technological innovations, if you just look at the
teledildonics stuff today, and the ability to connect
sex toys wirelessly, you can see that. However old
technologies don’t go away and some of the most
popular sex toys aren’t even what we’d consider
high-tech. The Hitachi magic wand is 40 years old.
It’s been improved: there’s a silicone head and a
wireless version now, but it’s definitely not really
high-tech.
Other turning points relate to social changes, so you
see feminists like Betty Dodson teaching women
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to have orgasms with vibrators in the late 1960s through to today, actually. But when she started doing
this it was radical, she made the vibrator political
and made masturbation seem more acceptable for
women, so that was a turning point.
Another one occurred with Duncan, the inventor of
the silicone dildo, but that was
related to technology.
In the 1960s and 1970s there
was the development of the first
“ S E X TOY S A R E M O R E
real mass-market sex toy industry with Doc Johnson.
A C C E PTA B L E TO TA L K

A B O U T O P E N LY TO D AY,

Who were the biggest pioneers
of the industry?
B U T W E ’ R E S TI L L M O R E
Hallie Lieberman: 1. Gosnell
Duncan (who I mentioned aboC O M FO R TA B L E W I TH
ve): the inventor of the silicone
dildo who was a paraplegic
TH E M I F TH E Y ’ R E S O L D
immigrant from Grenada who
created silicone dildos in his
AS HETEROSEXUAL
Brooklyn, NY basement after
being frustrated with the lack of
C O U P L E S TOY S . “
devices and resources for hanHALLIE LIEBERMAN
dicapped people about sex.
Before Duncan invented the
silicone dildo, most dildos were
made of polyvinyl chloride,
which had major drawbacks, including porousness,
a ‚plastic‘ smell and the inability to retain heat.
Duncan came up with the idea for using silicone to
make dildos while working as an auto mechanic and
noticing that pliable silicone rubber didn’t melt even
when exposed to the intense heat of an engine.
Duncan consulted with GE, the leading silicone
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developer at the time, to come up with a particular
silicone rubber that was safe for the human body.
2. Co-founder of The Pleasure Chest, Duane
Colglazier,, who drove in ice cream truck in LA and
was a stockbroker in New York before starting the
Pleasure Chest.
The Pleasure Chest was the first sex-toy store in
the U.S. to bring sex toys out of the dark, dingy
pornography stores and sell them in a well-lit
boutique environment. Before The Pleasure Chest,
New York’s sex toy stores were seedy porn stores in
Times Square.
3. Dell Williams, who was the founder of the first
feminist sex-toy store in the united states in 1974, and
Betty Dodson who taught masturbation workshops
and introduced the electric vibrator to the feminist
movement. For them selling sex toys and talking
about them was a political act, sex toys were tied into
women’s liberation and bringing yourself to orgasm,
Feminists in the 1960s and 1970s transformed the
sex-toy market by moving away from the uber-realistic detailed veiny penis sex toys in ‚flesh-colour,‘
which meant Caucasian flesh and designing less
realistic dildos. Key in this development were
4. A ventriloquist named Ted Marche created the
first major sex-toy company in America in the late
1960s. He used the same material in his dildos as
he used to create the face for his dummy, Georgie. Marche’s dildos were less threatening to
men because they were strap-ons that men were
supposed to wear during sex as impotence devices. They didn’t
replace men, they augmented them. They didn’t threaten traditional sex roles
because a man wearing a
strap-on is still following the
sexual script of the time:
penetrating a
woman

and being the provider of her sexual pleasure.
5. Reuben Sturman – He created Doc Johnson
along with Ron Braverman, the first real sex-toy
brand in the U.S., in 1976. He bought out Marche’s
company, which was already pretty huge in the US.
He had already a vast porn
distribution enterprise in the
U.S. which he then used to help
distribute his sex toys both in
“PEOPLE JUST ASSUME
the U.S. and in Europe. Reuben
S E X TOY S A R E A F R I V O 
Sturman, created Doc Johnson
in 1976, in part to sell to EuroLO U S TO P I C , B U T W H E N
pean stores like Beate Uhse.
6. Beate Uhse-Rotermund – Her
YO U D I V E D E E P E R YO U
creation of the mail-order birth
control and sex aids company
S E E TH AT TH E D E V E LO P 
post WW II was way ahead of
its time, and definitely ahead of
M E N T O F S E X TOY S TI E S
anything people were doing in
I N TO S O M E O F O U R
the U.S. We didn’t have a female run mail order sex toy comD E E P E S T LO N G I N G S A N D
pany until nearly three decades
after Uhse started hers. And to
C R E ATI V E I M P U L S E S . “
top it off she created the comHALLIE LIEBERMAN
pany and made it successful at
a time when porn was illegal in
West Germany.
Looking at the history of sex toys, you also have to
look at the political and societal context. What role
do these factors play in your book?
Hallie Lieberman: Basically, everything in the
industry is influenced by the political and societal
context. Sex toys were illegal for a very long time
in the US and they still are in Alabama. In the early
2000s anti-sex toy laws exist in five states here. Just
last year, a suburb of my city (Atlanta) had a law
banning the sale of sex toys.
Worldwide, sex toys remain illegal in a lot of countries,
including Botswana, Vietnam, Pakistan, South Korea.
People find ways to sell and obtain them as they did
in the U.S. when they were illegal, but there still is
that looming threat.
Over the course of the decades, what has changed
more: the products themselves or society’s views?
Hallie Lieberman: It’s difficult to answer this question: on the one hand, sex toys have changed a lot
as far as the types of materials they’re made out of
(stone, metals, wood, glass vulcanised rubber, silicone rubber, plastic etc.) but a lot of these materials that
we used to make sex toys out of centuries ago, we
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continue to make
sex toys out of
today. Wood is having a comeback,
glass already did.
Porcelain is a thing
now. I think some
of the technological
changes are big:
from hand-cranked vibrators, to
steam powered,
to electrified, etc.
And now we have
wifi enabled and
wireless.
The design of dildos has changed a lot from 1960s
to today: from the uber-realistic Caucasian veiny
penises (flesh coloured) to the abstract, non-realistic
brightly coloured and millennial pink ones we have
today. Vibrators have shrunk in size over the years
but then they’ve also expanded in size: see Sybian
and Cowgirl. But our technology allows for much
smaller vibrators than they had in the early 1900s.
As far as societal change goes, societal views have
changed a lot. In some ways we are more accepting
of sex toys than we were 100 years ago (in Europe
and U.S.). In other ways sex toys were more acceptable in the early 1900s, and mid 1850s because they
weren’t openly sold for masturbation or other sexual
uses, it was implied but not overt. So they were butt
plugs sold as ‚rectal dilators‘ for rectal health and
then there were vibrators I mentioned above, and vaginal dilators that doubled as dildos and were sold to
treat vaginismus, vaginal muscle spasms that prevent
women from having penetrative sex.
Sex toys are more acceptable to talk about openly
today, but we’re still more comfortable with them if
they’re sold as heterosexual couples toys: as devices
that help people in relationships have more pleasurable sex than we are if they’re sold as masturbation devices. Of course, many people are comfortable
with the ideas of women masturbating with sex toys,
but it’s still more taboo than say the idea a woman
would stimulator herself with a vibrator
during sex. The feminist movement is definitely more
comfortable
with sex
toys than
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'Buzz: A Stimulating
History of the Sex
Toy‘ was published
by Pegasus Books in
November of 2017

they were 40 years ago. There was a big lesbian dildo
debate in the 1970s and 1980s: the idea was that a
good feminist lesbian could not use a dildo because it was too male identified, it was a symbol of the
patriarchy. That’s what led Dell Williams to work with
Gosnell Duncan to create the first feminist dildo in an
abstract design that wasn’t realistic.
Sex toys have always been more accepted among
gay men as a group. But perhaps if gay men were
loving to masturbate with fake vaginas during the
gay liberation movement in the 1960s and 1970s
there would have been an uproar? I think masturbation has always been seen as more acceptable
for men and gay men have had this relaxed attitude
towards sex toys.
What lessons are there to be learned from the history of sex toys? And what can the sex toy industry
learn from its past?
Hallie Lieberman: There are so many lessons that
can be learned, here are a few:
1. The history of sex toys is filled with male fear
and regulation of them, but not all cultures have
this male fear of sex toys. For the past 500 years
off and on, men have been threatened by sex toys,
afraid that they will be replaced by a vibrator or dildo
because the device could provide more pleasure
than they could to a woman.
Women always need to fight for their rights for sexual
pleasure and keep fighting because when they ease
up restrictions can come back. A sexually liberated
and sexually self-sufficient woman can be threatening
to a lot of men. It can also be a turn-on for a lot of men
as well, but when men are insecure in their masculinity
restrictions on female sexuality occur. Just look at the
anti-contraceptive and anti-abortion movement in the
U.S.: it’s really aimed at punishing women for having
sex for pleasure and not procreation.
2. I think we need to keep in mind Betty Dodson’s
philosophy and teach girls about masturbation:
Dodson’s philosophy: masturbation was key to women’s liberation because masturbation was the first
stepping stone to sexual freedom. How? Women
learned about their bodies own sexual responses
and were able to take control of their own sexuality
and not be dependent on men.
3. Sex toys always have political meanings,
but the politics they embodied have always
been up for
grabs. One of
the important
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points is best phrased in this quote from Buzz: ‚Sex
toys soaked up the meanings of whoever was promoting them. In one context, they embodied liberationist
radical feminist values, while in another, they symbolised traditional gender and sexual roles. Feminists
championed them for masturbation while traditionalists
promoted them for monogamous heterosexual sex.
Sex toys symbolised gay liberation in The Pleasure
Chest and disability rights in Gosnell Duncan’s newly
renamed company Scorpio Products.‘
The sex toy industry can learn from its past in a
couple ways:
1. Listening to input from women in the design of sex
toys. There are a lot more women-owned and founded
sex toy companies now that are doing this, but all
companies should be doing this. Also, it should be
easier for women to get venture capital money for their
companies, instead of being laughed out of the room
sometimes. Opening a bank account shouldn’t be difficult for sex-toy company owners. Facebook shouldn’t
ban sex toy ads but allow anti-holocaust stuff to
proliferate. If the idea is to have free speech on Facebook, then all speech should be allowed on Facebook.
Although legally the company can control what is said
on its site it is so widely used that it needs to have a fair
and transparent policy and explain why sex toys are
considered more threatening than false ideas.
2. Paying attention to the queer market. Duane Colglazier and Bill Rifkin of the pleasure chest, transformed
the sex-toy industry when they created a boutique sex
toy store for gay men. I think a lot of the innovations
don’t necessarily have to come from queer people and
that straight people can serve this market with input
from queer people. More sex toys for trans people and
gender-non conforming people should exist. A few
exist now but there’s room for so many more.
3. Using sex toys to make the world a better place,
which a lot of companies are doing, but offering free
sex education or providing it with sex toys and really
trying to bring more pleasure to the world.
How would you describe the current developments?
Have sex toys truly reached the mainstream?
Hallie Lieberman: I’d say that there’s a lot of exciting stuff going on in the sex-toy field: you have toys
like the womanizer, clitoral suction-type devices.
And then there are great designs like Dame’s Eva II
which are clitoral stimulating devices that are secured under the labia.
There are also tech developments like Amazon Alexa-enabled sex toys. I’m a little wary of that, becau-
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se I can imagine Amazon knowing your sex patterns
and trying to sell you stuff and selling your data, etc.
It’s hard to say whether sex toys have truly reached
the mainstream in the U.S.: in some ways, they are
available in drugstores, Target, etc. so that’s mainstream. They are in pop culture: TV shows, movies,
etc. There are sex toys designed to look like Groot
from Guardians of the Galaxy. So all this shows the
mainstreaming. On the other side, sex toys aren’t
covered by health insurance, but erectile dysfunction drugs and penis pumps are covered by health
savings accounts. Sex toys are all over Instagram,
if you know where to look, and they’re on etsy. So
mainstream, sort of. But also the NY metropolitan
authority didn’t allow sex toy ads on the subway,
earlier this year. They reversed the decision after
Unbound, the company trying
to advertise, complained. But
at the time the NY subway was
allowing erectile dysfunction
E V E RY TH I N G
company to have racy ads.

I N TH E I N D U S T RY I S
Has the old idealism been
lost to some degree? Is it all
about the pursuit of profit and
S O C I E TA L
market-based calculations
nowadays?
Hallie Lieberman: I would say
the idealism hasn’t been lost
among a lot of companies like
Dame and Unbound. The industry as a whole wasn’t idealistic in the 1960s and 1970s, certainly not among the
sex-toy distributors who sent out junky, dangerous
sex toys or just completely ineffective ones. It was
about profit then. There were pioneers like Williams
and Joani Blank of Good Vibrations and Duane
Colglazier, and Phil Harvey of Adam and Eve who
were idealistic but at the end of the day they had to
balance idealism with capitalism and I think a lot of
companies do that now. Not all of them of course,
some people just want to make money. Of course,
I think there could be more idealism. I still believe
in the idea of one vibrator per teen, that I wrote
about on my blog: a non-profit dedicated to giving
teen girls free vibrators and sex education. Overall,
there are some great companies who are devoted
to changing the world, as there were before, and
there are others who aren’t but they are still creating
good, high-quality products. And then there are the
companies who churn out crap. But I think overall
there’s a lot of great stuff going on in the industry.

I N F L U E N C E D BY TH E
P O L I TI C A L A N D
C O N T E X T. “
HALLIE LIEBERMAN
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One of the main selling

points is the multi-purpose design

exclusive

A d r i a n Ke y s p resents th e Kiz iti Sex Sea t

Kiziti is a true all-round talent. At first glance, it may look like a regular stool made from
see-through acrylic glass, but the nifty design allows for a lot of variation – also during love
play. Kiziti inventor Adrian Keys tells us more about the multi-faceted sex seat in our EAN
interview, and among other things, we learn why Kiziti also makes a great addition to your
furniture outside the bedroom.

„

Adrian, you recently presented a new kind
position is difficult when it comes to face-sitof sex furniture, called Kiziti. What exactly is the
ting, milking, shaving, etc. This product is
Kiziti Sex Seat?
great for male, female, straight, or gay. Even
Adrian Keys: I wanted to design a modern
forgetting about sex, it fits perfectly into a
looking, multi-purpose piece of furniture that
bathroom and is easy to clean.
looks great in any room, office, kitchen,
bed-room etc. The main objective was to
At first glance, Kiziti looks like a chic stool made
design a small cube style Personal Massage
of acrylic. How is the user supposed to use it in
Seat that could be left out in full view so no
a more erotic way?
need to be hidden out of sight should family or
Adrian Keys: One of the main selling points is
friends pop round unexpectedly. To the
the multi-purpose design, people admire it as a
untrained eye Kiziti looks like a very pretty
small footstool, but really, it’s an animal in the
footstool but turned
right hands!
upside-down, it takes on a
very personal role, perfectly
Could you tell a bit
“I WA N T E D TO D E S I G N
designed for adult play /
more about the
genital / prostate massage /
manufacturing
A M O D E R N LO O K I N G ,
face sitting / rabbit, shaving
process?
etc. and also designed to fit
Adrian Keys: Every
M U LTI  P U R P O S E P I E C E O F Kiziti is hand-made,
perfectly into a standard
bathroom, so it’s great for
the material is
F U R N I T U R E TH AT LO O K S
personal hygiene.
custom made for
Kiziti, its 20mm thick
G R E AT I N A N Y R O O M . “
Did you have previous
Acrylic, available in
ADRIAN KEYS
experience in developing
both Crystal Clear
sex furniture? Could you tell
and Hot Pink; the
us a bit about your
template is cut out of
background?
flat sheet by water jet, all edges are hand
Adrian Keys: I have no previous experience in
bevelled and polished and then placed into an
developing sex furniture. I retired early from
oven for a couple of hours where it is heated
government work and have invested all my
through to the core. Heating the core of 20 mm
savings to try and get Kiziti to market.
Acrylic is very time-consuming and expensive,
easy to heat top and bottom 5 mm, but it
How did you come up with the idea for Kiziti?
needs to be heated through to the core. You
Adrian Keys: Interested in the adult industry, I
cannot heat Kiziti quickly as it will blemish
noticed that maintaining a comfortable relaxed
when you bend to shape and this will ruin the

Apart from the see-through sex seat,
Kiziti also comes in a pink version
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Crystal Clear version, even though it is not as visible
on the opaque Pink. Once removed from the oven,
Kiziti is placed into a jig where it has to be left to cool
naturally. All this results in a truly stunning piece of
furniture. Lovely weight and very comfortable to use
and handle, no sharp uncomfortable edges, 100 %
smooth finish, so it is suitable for suction mounted
toys.

Adrian Keys: I’m going to test the water with this
show and see if I get any wholesale interest, my
problem is size of product, hoping for positive
reviews. I sent a sample to Cara Sutra in the UK,
glowing review. Please come see us at No 178 if
you’ve got the time, I would love to meet you.

Being hand-made also means that it takes quite
some time to make the product. What‘s your
production capacity? Do you have plans to bring
Kiziti into mass production in the future?
Adrian Keys: At present, our production capacity is
approx 100 pieces per week, I have also considered
Black as I’ve been approached by several ‘Dungeon’
owners. Kiziti is a newly formed company and has
limited finances. I have 100 pieces in stock for
immediate air freight to any country in the world, with
delivery approx. 1 week. Please keep in mind Kiziti is
a piece of furniture measuring 16” x 16” x 12” (also
portable for the working man and woman) and
weighs 9 kg. So, it‘s very fit for its purpose, chunky,
strong and can easily cope with a 20 stone pay load.
Unfortunately, I have to pay for 20 kg Air-Freight even
though Kiziti only weighs 9 kg, you have to pay for
volumetric size / volume on plane.
How would you describe the target audience for
Kiziti?
Adrian Keys: The target audience is just about
everybody in all ages. It‘s suited for sex, personal
hygiene, people with medical conditions who need to
keep clean, and when used in in the bath it provides
easy access and exit.

While rather inconspicuous at first glance,
Kiziti allows for a number of uses

Are you planning on working with wholesalers or
retailers? How much does a Kiziti cost?
Adrian Keys: I would much prefer to wholesale Kiziti
and ship by sea, keeping costs to a minimum. So I‘m
looking for wholesalers in Europe and the US.
I designed a basic website www.kiziti.com which is
getting views from all over the world. Every customer
has been delighted with the product. This product is
different to most as it actually looks better in the flesh
as it does in the pictures, so no disappointments
when the customer unboxes (as we’ve all been
there). Kiziti sells for £185 + £85 Air Freight.
Do you have plans to expand your product
assortment in the future, adding more furniture or
maybe other erotic products?
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Turned upside down,
Kiziti makes it easier to reach certain areas of the body
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Sceptre will make its debut at our booth

at eroFame where customers can place pre-orders
exclusive

Nexus releases a rotating prostate massage probe designed for use alone or with a partner

Monique Carty, Director of
British company Nexus, tells
us in our EAN interview why
the brand’s latest creation,
Sceptre, stands apart from
the crowd of other toys in the
market that promise satisfying
prostate massages. And while
we’re at it, we also discuss the
current popularity of male-oriented products in general,
and prostate massagers in
particular.

„

Sceptre is designed for use with a partner.
Is there a lack of couple-friendly prostate toys?
Monique Carty: I think there is. Most prostate
toys rely on a remote control in order to bring a
partner in on the action. The idea was to come
up with a prostate toy that could be used
together without the use of a remote control in
order to increase intimacy and trust. The long,
curved handle allows a partner to stimulate the
user with ease but also allows for greater
control in solo play. Unlike other prostate toys
that lock in, Sceptre can be manipulated by the
handle for a more fluid movement.

“ TH E I D E A WA S TO C O M E
U P W I TH A P R O S TAT E T OY
TH AT C O U L D B E U S E D
TO G E TH E R W I TH O U T TH E
U S E O F A R E M OT E
C O N T R O L I N O R D E R TO
I N C R E A S E I N TI M A C Y

Do you see growing interest in prostate
massage among couples?
Monique: I think people in general are realising
the benefits of prostate
massage and becoming more
open to it. Whereas men may
have been curious in the past
and tried it alone, it I now
being seen as a normal part
foreplay and a way to reach
an amazing climax.

Monique Carty,
Director of Nexus

Back to Sceptre: Which other
unique selling points will win
over the consumers?
Monique: There is a lack of
rotating prostate probes on
the market, that is a huge
sales pull alone. On top of
that Sceptre is rechargeable
and waterproof making it a
high-end quality toy that one
would expect from Nexus.
When will Sceptre launch?
Monique: Sceptre will make
its debut at our booth at
eroFame where customers
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A N D T R U S T. “
MONIQUE CARTY

can place pre orders. Shipping will begin at the
beginning of November.
The market of toys for men is growing very
quickly. How do you assess the current
situation?
Monique: I think it will only get stronger.
Brands will always cater to demand, and the
demand is growing.
How difficult is it to hit the sweet spot and
create exactly the right product in this
environment?
Monique: There are many ways we are
inspired to produce something new. Sometimes the feedback we have from customers can lead us to producing something
great. Sometimes products are natural
evolutions from existing ones. Other times we
are inspired by something completely non-adult
related but looks good aesthetically.
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Are the attachments recognisable as Nexus
products or are they marketed under the Doxy
brand?
Monique: Both products will be merchandised
together so it was important for them to complement each other whilst also showing each brand’s
identity. The attachment packaging uses the Doxy 3
packaging colour way whilst incorporating both
logos.

Sceptre has been designed for
both, solo use and couple use

Can you imagine further collaborations with other
brands?
Monique: It’s not something we have planned
nor would rule out. If the right opportunity arose
why not?

Nexus has partnered with British brand Doxy,
resulting in four silicone attachments for the Doxy 3
massager. How did this cooperation come about?
Monique: Doxy were looking to offer a selection of
attachments with their latest massager, Doxy 3 and
decided the best way forward would be to collaborate with a brand that already works with silicone.
As a quality UK brand ourselves, it made sense for
them to approach us as we are on the same timeline
and working together has been easy.
What can you tell about the attachments? Is it true
that two of these attachments are based on your
own products?
Monique: There are 4 to choose from, 2 for women
and 2 for men. Yes, we have based the rabbit style
attachment on Cadence and our prostate massager
attachment on Revo, putting a true Nexus stamp on
things. The other products available are a fluttering
clitoral stimulator and masturbator, both made from
dual density silicone.
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Nexus also created four silicone
attachments for the Doxy 3
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Lovely 2.0 is the result

of two years of development
exclusive

J a k u b Ko n i k, C E O o f Lo vely Inc., p resents th e la test evo lutio n o f th e sma rt cock r in g

„

Lovely Inc. will release its second
product – called Lovely 2.0 – this
October. Before we go into more
detail, could you tell us a bit
about the core features of
the product?
At first glance, not much has changed: Lovely
Jakub Konik: Lovely
2.0 is still a cock ring with app connectivity.
2.0 is the result of
The real changes have happened on the
2 years of
inside. There is now a better motor, a remote,
developand the app – the centrepiece of the product
– has been overhauled from the ground up.
In our EAN interview with, Jakub Konik, the
founder and CEO of Lovely tells us more
mart coc
about the smart
cock ring and we take a look
the current state of affairs in the sex tech
segment.
Jakub Konik, founder
and CEO of Lovely, Inc.

10:0
5

PM
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ment and
improvements
based on
customer and
100
%
in
industry feedback to
tthe first Lovely. It looks
tthe same from the
outside, but on the inside,
everything’s changed.
Lovely 2.0 sports a
Desire-Sensing™ technology, which personalises Lovely
Inspirations given to the couple
via the Lovely app based on
their sexual desires, needs, and
data from Lovely sensors.
Desire-Sensing™ is so good that
we put it through a scientific study
on 36 people (18 couples) and found
out that it improved sexual satisfaction
for 75% of them!
Lovely 2.0 also has a much stronger,
rumbly motor, worldwide remote control
and thanks to lower manufacturing costs we

offer a new, reduced RRP of $139/129 EUR
(instead of $169/159 EUR).
We have also completely redesigned our
app, which provides couples with highly
personalised suggestions for new positions,
stimulation techniques and encourages them
to communicate openly about their sexual
desires and needs.
Now it takes only 2 steps to get a tip, as
compared to 7 steps in the previous version
of the app. Furthermore, we have created a
sexual development path for all Lovely users.
It means that apart from Lovely Inspirations
you can get one ‚Daily Tip‘ from four
categories – Mindful, Sensual, Passionate
and Kinky – and you chose which category
you’re the most interested in.
These tips include suggestions of new things
the couple might try in order to discover new
and exciting aspects in their sex life as well
as short communication exercises designed
to bring them closer when they’re apart and
make them feel comfortable to discuss their
sexual needs and desires.
We are also doing away with showing users
sex-related data because we realised it’s not
what they need in order to fulfil their desires
and discover new things in their sex life. In
the first iteration of our app, we were
showing a lot of data, such as force, speed,
overall calories burned, etc., but now we
stopped bombarding users with it and use
this data in our backend to create highly
personalised Lovely Inspirations and Daily
Tips.
It’s a very important step because when you
think about it knowing how fast or how hard
you moved during sex doesn’t give you a lot
of value… but when this data is used in order
to provide you with better sexual inspirations
and tips, it elevates the entire experience for
our users.
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Lovely 2.0 may look similar to its predecessor, but it
represents the next evolutionary step in the product line

Lovely 2.0 comes
equipped with
the so-called
Desire-Sensing
Technology, which
uses gathered data
to learn what the
users like

Which new aspect of Lovely 2.0 are you especially
proud of and why?
Jakub: The Desire-Sensing™ technology, and the
new rumbly motor. 75% of the people in our study
reported increased sexual satisfaction, and 44%
reported better quality of their orgasms, a stronger
focus during sexual activity as well as an increased
variety of sexual activities. I think the results speak
for themselves and challenges every other sex toy
company to show better results.
We are also very proud of our new motor in Lovely
2.0 – it is rumbly but silent and works very well
during remote control – it’s very responsive and
has virtually no delay – you can be in New York and
your partner in Australia, but it feels like you’re in
the same room.

ment path that‘s controlled by the user.
It means that you not only receive tips after using
Lovely 2.0 but now you can use the Lovely app to
get a ‚Daily Tip,‘ which will be automatically shared
with your partner.
Some of these Daily Tips include communication
exercises. For example, the app can ask what
sexual features do you appreciate in your partner.
Once you reply, the answer will be shared with your
partner and they will have an opportunity to reply,
and that helps couples open up and learn more
about each other’s sexual desires and needs.
Because sexual communication is one of the most
important features of a healthy sex life, our
communication exercises enable couples to
appreciate and enjoy each other even more.

Did the exterior design of the ring change or are all
the new features on the inside/digital?
Jakub: The exterior is nearly the same, but we
improved the patch through which we place the
electronics inside; it’s now comparatively much
stronger because we realised that some customers
tried to tear it apart. Also, we updated the
packaging – it has 10 languages on it and in the
manual, which should help retailers in those
markets.

Could you give us an example of the suggestions
the user may receive from your app?
Jakub: Sure! Apart from the suggestions of new
positions and stimulation techniques we are proud
of the communication exercises where the app
asks you, for example, what did you enjoy during
your last sex? Once you reply, your answer will be
shared with your partner who can then reply back.
Communication exercises like these encourage
couples to be more open about their sexual
pleasure as well as discover and discuss their
needs that would otherwise stay unfulfilled.
Also, the sexual development path in our app is
very important – it enables you to get Daily Tips
depending on what your desires are – Mindful,
Sensual, Passionate or Kinky. Couples see their
progress as they discover new things which
incentivise them to learn more about their sexuality.

The app at the core of your product has also
received a major update for Lovely 2.0. What did
you change?
Jakub: The app was revamped from the ground
up. It’s faster and easier to use, we‘ve added
worldwide remote control, German, Japanese and
Spanish languages as well as a sexual develop-
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The Lovely app provides
couples with suggestions
on how they can improve
their sex life

Another new feature will be a remote control.
Was this something your customers wanted?
Which added value does it provide?
Jakub: Yes, it’s something we’ve been asked
for, by hundreds of customers as well as
retailers and distributors. It helps couples to
stay more connected when they’re apart and
is something we always wanted to have but
had to wait for the “teledildonics” patent to
run out.
What were the biggest challenges you had to
overcome to make Lovely 2.0?
Jakub: The biggest hurdle was to put the
new motor in without changing everything on
the inside. It actually took us more time to do
it than it did to develop the Lovely from the
ground up … but it was well worth it!
When will Lovely 2.0 be released and how
much will it cost? Are you working with
distributors to get the product out there?
Jakub: We are premiering the Lovely 2.0
during eroFame (3rd–5th of October) in
Europe and during the Sex Expo in New York
(22nd-23rd of September). It‘s available for
B2B orders immediately and will be available
online late October. Interested retailers and
distributors can reach out to jk@ourlovely.
com for samples and pricing.
Looking at the erotic market as a whole,
which role would do sex tech products like
Lovely play?
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Jakub: Sex tech products show that there’s
much more to a sex toy than just vibrations.
If you approach sexual satisfaction from a
more comprehensive standpoint you realise
that technology can indeed improve sexual
satisfaction, but it has to be carefully
developed and tested in order to not destroy
the intimate experience that sex is, but
amplify it.
One of the biggest criticisms regarding sex
tech products is that those products are
often gimmicky, without much added value
for the consumer. How do you feel about this
criticism and how does Lovely’s opinion?
Jakub: I feel that adding technology to a
product just for the sake of it is pointless and
detrimental. At Lovely Inc., we are using the
technology to give our customers more than
good vibrations. Thanks to our Desire-Sensing™ technology, you get suggestions for
new positions, stimulation techniques,
communication exercises, and a sexual
development path.
Based on our study, we know for a fact that
it works and improves sexual satisfaction in
75% of cases which speaks for itself. Anyone
who wants to review the full study and about
the effectiveness of Lovely 2.0 can reach out
to me and I’ll send a full analysis.
Is there a feature you would have loved to
have in Lovely 2.0 but had to postpone to
version 3.0?
Jakub: Yes – we wanted to automatically
detect the positions in which couples engage
during sex in order to provide them with even
better suggestions of new positions, but at
this point, it’s too complicated from the
technology perspective. But we’ll get there
someday!
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Product and brand

development are a team eﬀort
exclusive

A n i n te r v i e w with Mela nie B o s, Gra p h ic Designer a t E DC Wh o lesa le

At eroFame, EDC Wholesale will be presenting ten new brands. Many departments
of the Dutch wholesaling company were involved in the creation of the new product
lines, and the design team obviously played a crucial role in turning these ideas into
products. EAN spoke with Melanie Bos, graphic designer at EDC Wholesale, about
the one-year development process.
182
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“ W E A R E A LWAY S LO O K 
I N G FO R I N S P I R ATI O N S
A N D O P P O R T U N I TI E S A N D
WE FIND IDEAS IN MANY
TH I N G S . ”
MELANIE BOS
Melanie: As a wholesaler, we aim to offer a complete
assortment of popular and outstanding third-party
brands. The vision for our house brands is to fill the
gaps in our assortment and offer our customers a full
range, in all categories and at different price levels.

„

EDC presents ten
new brands at the eroFame.
Where do you get the ideas for
so many new items?
Melanie Bos: We are always
looking for inspirations and opportunities and we find ideas in many things. It
usually starts with an idea from Eric, we’ll
research the possibilities and then we set up
a project to develop a brand idea, a look and
feel and the content of the lines.
To what extent do you keep an eye on the market, its
trends, and demand for specific products?
Melanie: This is the base from which we start
researching and developing. The first ideas come
from market-driven opportunities. In what field can
we add products and brands with value? That is
basically the first question we ask ourselves. But we
are also very conscious of what is happening socially
and politically. Times are changing. Sex to young
audiences isn’t what it was 30 years ago. We are not
afraid of change and want to be bold in our design
choices.
And to what extent are new private brands a
response to gaps in the range of EDC Wholesale? Or
are the new lines more extensions of the existing
assortment?
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To what extent are other departments (sales,
marketing, etc.) involved in product development?
Melanie: Product and brand development are a
team effort. The sales team listen to the market
demands, they are the first to hear when a customer
is missing something in our assortment. With their
experience, they can predict whether something will
or will not. The purchasing department orders the
samples, final products, packaging, etc. The
marketing department is involved in product and
brand descriptions, PR, and promotions of the final
products.
Once you come up with the idea for a product, what
is your next step? Could you summarise the process
for us?
Melanie: The development starts with a philosophy,
which is defined in a style guide. After working out
the layout of the brands’ look and feel, we design the
packaging and marketing materials. This process
involves a lot of fine-tuning between the first sketch
and the final product.
Do testing, focus groups, etc. have a big impact on
the design process?
Melanie: We don’t ‘just’ design a toy, we design a
brand with a story to make it stand out from other
brands and make it appealing for the end-consumer.
Products go through a series of tests to make sure
the products and usability match the expectations.
When it’s time to launch the products to the
audience, we listen to the feedback and in some
cases, it means that we need to make some
adjustments.

I N T E R V I E W

The Lil‘Vibes line
mentioned in the
interview is geared
towards a younger
audience

How long have you
been working on the
new brands?
Melanie: We have had some
ideas on the shelf for a while,
but we actually started developing the first brands about a year
ago.
Are there many ideas and prototypes that
are never realised?
Melanie: We put a lot of effort into research
before we start developing the product lines,
some of the prototypes are dismissed when we test
the samples and sometimes, we eliminate several
products from a collection after the final products are
released, in order to keep the assortment concise or
because they don’t perform as well as we had
expected.
Is it more difficult to develop a completely new toy or
to breathe new life into a classic?
Melanie: Take Lil‘Vibes ... Mini vibrators are not
exactly something new … It takes more imagination
to develop something completely new - more testing,
more research, etc. Lil’Vibe is a good example of a
brand philosophy that addresses a certain target
group. This brand is designed to stand out in a shop
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presentation, to appeal to a younger
audience. The packaging has a vibrant look
and feel and the brand’s illustrated style, inspired
by Memphis, has been designed to target the
youngest sex toy users; beginners, millennials and
the young adults in their early 20’s. The brand’s name
Lil’Vibe is slang for ‘little vibrator’, a language that is
often spoken by the target group. Speaking the
language they understand will make them confident
that the brand also understands their needs. We take
a popular toy and turn into more than ‘just’ a toy – it
becomes an experience.
Your new brands include vibrators, toys made of
glass, gels, oils, and pumps. What challenges do these different categories present to you as a designer?
Melanie: We design a product experience that starts
at the purchasing phase. A product should look good
in its packaging, and it should be an experience to
unwrap it. This all leads up to the moment when the
user starts using the product and we want them to
feel good about it.
Which factors determine if a product will be a
success or a failure? The design? The functionality?
The price? The packaging?
Melanie: The elements you mention should all blend
together perfectly in order to make it work as a
whole. We can develop something that looks
extraordinary, but if the price or functionality isn’t in
sync – or vice versa - then it will not work. We can
have a fantastic product, but if there’s no packaging
and branding around it, it will be a less interesting
product for consumers to buy. It won’t stand out but
disappear next to its competitors.
How is designing a sex toy different from designing
other consumer products?
Melanie: We often design products that we don’t
use ourselves, because they are for the other gender,
or because we are simply not into those products
ourselves. This takes more research and imagination,
but this is actually one of our favourite parts of the
process. To delve into the mind of another and
design something special.
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DO ME & the power of LOVE
exclusive

Do you think you deserve a
life filled with utterly happy
love moments shared with
your partner? Imagine the
times when your partner not
only makes you feel better but
his/her goal is for you to be
better and achieve a personal
fulfilment through a constant
discovery of yourself and by
experiencing something new.
Imagine the moments of an
ultimate fun – DO ME is all
about the power of LOVE!

J o i n D O M E ‘ s LO VE jo urney!

„

DO ME was launched in August among
Adult Store businesses. How is it going so
far?
Vasil Tuchev: First of all, thank you for
having us again! We are always happy to
be welcomed by the EAN’s community and
readers!
We have reached out to the B2B community and we continue with our efforts until
the eroFame 2018 in Hanover. We already
created several key partnerships for our strategic positioning in the different geographical
areas but until the upcoming trade show we
concentrate our efforts on building strongly
engaging and attractive brand awareness
campaigns. The media coverage and stories
that we are busy to develop have the key objective to support the B2B community efforts
in the positioning of DO ME in their channels.
We are building a high-end database to
share with our partners – all items focusing
on embracing the emotions of love and fun
moments that take our breaths away.
Let me remind to the new readers that Do
Me is a unisex love drink of 60ml that enhances love feelings, desires, and stimulates
body and mind! Do Me is based on a Swiss
formula of 20 herbs – 100 % natural, vegetarian with no preservatives or artificial colouring and it’s safe to use even in combination
with alcohol. Why DO ME? Because we
believe that it uplifts peoples’ fun and their
intimate moments. It is not only about a pure
erotic experience. It is about the sensuality
of the moment itself and the never-ending
positive energy gained from having your partner close, magnifying the emotions between
each other with the desirable touches to the
point of ultimate happiness and pleasure.
Can you tell us more about DO ME vision?
Vasil Tuchev: Be great, feel great, act great –

that are the feelings we want to create when
engaging with end-consumers. While offering
a unique value proposition with a high-quality
product, we believe that our efforts should
focus on the brand experience and not the
product itself. The marketing of the next SKU
between many in a highly competitive business
environment is not the future in any progressive segment, including Adult Store industry.
It is about the feelings the customer goes
through while engaging with a brand. Creating
meaningful moments that we all need in order
to feel a real fulfilment and happiness is our
goal for the brand awareness campaigns. We
strongly feel that our clients are looking for
the products that stand-out and put a strong
emphasis on the whole concept created by the
brand and not the product functionality only.
Delivering on this promise is one of DO ME’s
team KPI.
When I think of DO ME, I feel the rush feeling
that leads to more daring expressions of
desires. I think of the feeling of love in the times
of euphoria that lasts to infinity and beyond.
With DO ME, it’s maybe a cliché, but we simply
want to bring happiness to peoples’ lives. That
is why we target to work with well-established
and solid partners that value our contributions
and investments. We are set to participate in
some major entertainment events and festivals,
with as much as 50K visitors per event, till the
end of the year.
These events are not only of a major significance for the brand awareness activities but mainly
to embrace our vision of sharing love with the
unique experience of DO ME. At the moment
we are only in EU countries – the events take
place in different EU locations on an annual basis like Amsterdam or Berlin. Next year we are
planning to expand to USA and Asia. We are
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also busy to engage with the LGBT community
events to create DO ME awareness among
LGBT customers.
Where will you publish your campaigns?
Vasil Tuchev: Supported by one of the best
social media agencies, we plan to build on a
strong DO ME fun community and embrace
the word of mouth with a usage of social media
and networks. We are also busy with the negotiations with few influencers to endorse our efforts. We are working on big brand awareness
actions in Paris, Amsterdam and London. Our
publications would be shared with our business
partners for their content distribution and the
sales stimulation. Off course, EAN will be also
updated in the news feeds. Finally, our website
is also going through heavy constructions and
should be ready soon to air in order bring even
more value content to our end-customers. All
these elements require heavy investments and
a gradual implementation, but we are taking
one milestone at a time and are firmly moving
towards the desired direction.
What about eroFame 2018? Are you preparing anything special for the exhibitors and
attendees?
Vasil Tuchev: Definitely. We are preparing a
special price offers with attractive discounts for
the clients from eroFame 2018. The wholesale,
distribution and E-commerce of the eroFame
network can be sure that we are ready to meet
any demands of the market, delivering on our
promises of the highest quality of the DO ME
experience. We want to present our capabilities as solid business partners by closing
customer-centric agreements and offering a
unique value proposition backed with attractive
marketing efforts. We believe that with our
vision and relations, we can build a symbiotic
business network with many opportunities for
the companies involved.
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We predict that our retail price would be much
higher mainly due to the delivery cost for an
online purchase via our WWW. Therefore, we
partner with the distributors who are having
large number of SKUs and are able to offer
great deals for their clients. Moreover, we are
not focusing our efforts on the online DO ME
shop in the first phase. We need to first establish solid partnerships with the B2B network
and develop our efforts with respect to those
relations. In this way we can concentrate our
energies on supporting our partners and creating brand awareness.
The outcomes of the eroFame will lead to the
evaluations and an eventual adjustment of the
strategy depending of nature of the contracts.
We are proud to announce that we even
closed some exclusivity contracts for DO ME
teaming up in the joined marketing campaigns
for our exclusive distributors. The exclusivity
conditions differ, but they are always in line with
the expansion and the strong growth potential
for both companies putting our clients in the
centre of all our operations.
Great to know that DO ME is starting to build
its relations in the B2B erotica market. Do
you also offer promotions for retailers visiting
eroFame?
Vasil Tuchev: Off course. We are offering a
special starter package deal for retailers to be
ordered during the eroFame. This package will
be a limited offer only and exclusively for the
participants of the eroFame.
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We have spoken with some retailers while
visiting e.g. The Netherlands to hear about their
needs in regard to a product like DO ME. We
collected lots of useful information and would
like to thank again everybody, who gave us the
time and the knowledge to improve our offering. With regard to their tips we decreased the
size of the retail display box, for example. We
discovered that a shelf’s space is very limited,
especially in the counter area, so there is a
need for smaller display boxes. Moreover, we
had to change completely the paper soft-touch
box packing of DO ME in order to minimize the
display box. As a result, we designed functional
small display boxes and the NEW DO ME single input box available after the eroFame. The
display boxes contain 9 single input pieces.
As you can see, we are trying to analyse DO
ME from all aspects in order to bring the most
optimal solutions to our clients. We are also
looking forward to engaging in more valuable
dialogues during the eroFame and welcome
new clients into our network.
That sounds like a plan! We are looking
forward to seeing you at the EroFame 2018 in

Hannover BOOTH 135 B and good luck with
your campaigns!
Vasil Tuchev: Thank you for inviting us and we
are also looking forward to meeting you as well
as all participants during the eroFame! I would
say, bring your great spirit and join our LOVE
journey!
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The ETO Show is also a really cost-eﬀective way for

European companies to meet the UK industry buyers
exclusive

Fo l l o w i n g a two -yea r brea k, th e E TO Sh o w is ba ck

Jonny: Yes, we have no plans to change the
format of the event as the formula was always
successful.
You have already announced that you want to
keep the costs for exhibitors low. Could you
elaborate on your plans in this regard?
Jonny: We have decided to allocate package
prices instead of exhibitors paying for space on
a per metre basis. We have also lowered the
pricing to make the choice much easier for
exhibitors as there are packages that suit all
budgets. You can exhibit at the ETO show
starting from just over 500 Euros.

ETO Show has been an
established trade event for
the European adult industry
for many years, however, there
hasn’t been a new edition of
the show in two years. Now,
the wait is over: It has been
announced that the ETO Show
will return to the world stage
in March 2019, with a new
date, a new location, and a
new price structure for the
exhibitors. ETO organiser
Jonny Kirk tells EAN how he
brought the show back after
the two-year break.
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„

The ETO Show returns - on the 10th and
11th of March 2019! Why did you decide to
bring the event back to life after a two-year
break?
Jonny Kirk: The simple answer here is
demand. Over the past couple of years, I have
remained in contact with many show exhibitors
and they have often asked when we will host
the show again. On top of that I have had
interest from new companies that I meet at
other trade exhibitions who want to showcase
their products the UK market and they have
given us the ability to host the show again.
How will the ETO Show continue the successes of past shows? Will it be exclusively b2b?

What else will change compared to previous
years?
Jonny: We have also capped the amount of
stands and the sizes mainly so companies with
larger budgets don’t completely dominate the
exhibition floor. We also brought in the
maximum size so that exhibitors did not have
to spend so much of their budget to attend. It
also means that companies don’t have to pay
huge sums to build stands as most will revert
to the shell scheme provided.
Traditionally, the ETO Show was a summer
event. But in 2019, the event will take place in
March. Why this change of date?
Jonny: The main reason for this change was
actually brought about by the date which the
UK leaves the EU. There are quite a lot of
European exhibitors that have already booked
to attend that are keen to meet the UK buyers
and discuss how they can trade after the UK
leaves the EU.
The ETO show will also change its location. In
2019, the fair will take place in the Ricoh Arena
in Coventry. What were the reasons for the
relocation?
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“AT V E R O E O S E T A C C U 
S A M E T J U S TO D U O D O 
LO R E S E T E A R E B U M AT
VERO EOS ET ACCU“
Z I TAT G E B E R

Jonny: The relocation was forced on us a little bit,
mainly because the NEC continually increased their
prices and the figures did not stack up. Organisers
can’t pass on increases to exhibitors especially when
everyone is trying to cut back on spending so we
looked for an alternative venue.

anything. More than half of the space was pre-sold
so we started from a very solid base.

What can you tell us about the Ricoh Arena? Which
advantages does it offer to your exhibitors?
Jonny: The Ricoh Arena hosts both football and
rugby teams in the UK but it’s also a purpose-built
exhibition venue with four dedicated exhibition halls.
There is also an onsite hotel, numerous bars and
restaurants as well as a 24hr casino. The venue is
less than 30 minutes away from the previous venue
so it’s still accessible if traveling from Europe.

Some people in our industry feel that there are too
many trade shows - especially when looking at the
US market. Hence the question: Why does Britain
need its own B2B show?
Jonny: That’s a very good point and markets do get
saturated in all types of industries, however,
exhibitions are the best way to get products in front
of many buyers in one go. Also, only a handful of
buyers from the UK tend to travel abroad so the UK
does need it’s own event. The ETO Show is also a
really cost-effective way for European companies to
meet the UK industry buyers and we have already
had a high level of bookings from mainland Europe.

How was the reaction to the announcement that there
will be an ETO Show again next year? Is it difficult to
get everything rolling again after a two-year break?
Jonny: It’s not difficult at all as I had many enquiries
and exhibitors committed before we announced

Will the ETO Show 2019 be a test run or do you
already have plans to go back to an annual cycle?
Jonny: As long as we can keep costs down for
exhibitors so they can see an actual return then we
will continue to run on an annual basis.
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We look forward to seeing everyone at
our booth #181 throughout eroFame!

exclusive

L a u r a Wo o d gives a p review o f Lo veh o ney’s ero Fa me line-up

„

The good news: Uprize is in stock again
and will be presented at eroFame. Have
you been surprised by the demand for this
product?
Laura Wood: The response we have had to
Uprize has been phenomenal, we even sold
out before launch during the pre-sale! Many
global retailers featured it on their social media and had lots of interest from those who
were intrigued by the product. Not only has
Uprize been popular with customers but with
the mainstream press too, with top news
outlets in the UK such as Metro, Daily Star
and The Sun covering it.

Laura Wood,
Sales Consultant
at Lovehoney

For all those who do not yet know Uprize,
what can it do what other products cannot?
Laura: Uprize showcases the very latest in
innovation in the sex toy industry, introducing patented Remote Control AutoErect
technology, which automatically powers the
rise and fall of the Uprize dildo shaft. When
erect, Uprize is completely rigid and has a
strong suction base so it can be attached to
flat surfaces or fit into a harness for couple’s
play. With a motor in the tip and 10 vibration
functions that range from intense to offthe-scale, Uprize is designed to pack in the
pleasure. The product also provides superior
comfort with its signature curve and coat of
soft silicone which can be used for G-Spot,
prostate or other methods of stimulation.

Uprize, Happy Rabbit, the
Fifty Shades of Gray Official
Pleasure Collection 24 Days
of Tease calendar – those are
just a few of the new products
that Lovehoney will present at
eroFame in Hanover. We had
the opportunity to talk to
Laura Wood, Sales Consultant at Lovehoney, before
the show, and among other
things, we touched upon the
great success of Uprize, the
20-year anniversary of the Sex
and the City episode that
started the Rabbit phenomenon, and the Fifty Shades of
Gray Official Pleasure Collection 24 Days of Tease calendar,
which retailers had better get
while stocks last.

The highlight of Uprize is the AutoErect Technology - how long have you been developing
it?
Laura: All the various elements that go into
making the mechanical parts needed to be
tested and they need to interact with each
other, smoothly. Weight and noise are just
two areas that took time to resolve - getting
the moving sections to ‘lock’ securely and
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stay located during operation also took some
time to work out. With all the prototyping,
SLA modelling and user trials, the process
took about 20 months. The construction is
subject to a patent application and this number is featured on the actual product.
Is Uprize a product for the more experienced
sex toy user?
Laura: With its advanced technology, Uprize
is best suited for those who are well-versed
with a variety of sex toys and want to try
something more advanced.
On the 2nd of August, Lovehoney celebrated
the 20th anniversary of the legendary episode of Sex and the City, which kicked off the
‚rabbit phenomenon‘. How did an episode
of a TV show single-handedly popularise a
vibrator to such an extent?
Laura: In this episode, Charlotte’s love for
the Rabbit is much more powerful than even
the strength of the toy itself. Her willingness
to take her sexual pleasure into her own
hands is a message that more women need
to hear. The normality with which SATC
talked about female sexuality and pleasure
showed that sex toys are fun and a great
topic of conversation for your next brunch.
Twenty years later, the rabbit still exists - in
large numbers and in a wide variety of versions and models. What inspired Lovehoney
to enter this highly competitive product
category or rather, to bring the Happy Rabbit
line back to the market?
Laura: The project to design, develop and
launch the world‘s best Rabbit Vibrator started when we analysed the customer reviews
on existing Rabbit vibes sold at Lovehoney.
We read thousands of reviews and used
this information to help us design the Happy
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W O O D

“ W E B U I LT TH E C A L E N D A R
ENSURING WE HAD A MIX
O F P R O D U C T TO M E E T
T H E WA N T S A N D D E S I R E S
O F T H E C U S TO M E R . ”
LAURA WOOD
The Fifty Shades
of Gray Official
Pleasure Collection
24 Days of Tease
Calendar will be a
limited edition

Rabbit. The information we had from our customers helped in decisions behind design, material,
function and power.
How many products are there in the Happy Rabbit
line and what are their unique selling points?
Laura: Initially, we launched with three classic
shapes; the G-Spot, Curve and the Realistic. They
differ in shape and colour and the functions across
the first three products are the same. They have 15
vibrating functions, three intense speeds through
the ears plus three speeds and nine patterns along
the shaft. A second phase then launched with the
same three shapes but with additional functions.
The G-Spot Rabbit has rotating beads, the Curve
Rabbit has triple stimulation and the Realistic
Rabbit is Thrusting. What’s more, they are USB
rechargeable, 100% waterproof and feature a
travel lock.
Are you planning to expand this line even further?
Laura: Yes, we will be launching a slimline collection of Happy Rabbits at the end of October. The
three classic shapes have been designed slim and
perfectly shaped for powerful blended g-spot and
clitoral orgasms. We are also expanding the eyecatching POS, adding in branded display cubes
perfect for merchandising any store. There will
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also be a slimline tester holder available when we
launch with the slimline collection.
You will also bring the Fifty Shades of Gray Official
Pleasure Collection 24 Days of Tease Calendar to
eroFame. What‘s that all about? It‘s not simply an
advent calendar, is it?
Laura: We have seen that bundles and packages
are proving popular with customers and thought
this would be a great way to tie up the huge
variety within the Fifty Shades range into an
easy to gift and enjoy package. From the concept
to the design to the savings, we think there’s
a definite market for this Fifty Shades of Grey
collection.
Which products can be found in the calendar? And
what will it cost the consumer?
Laura: The calendar contains six different products
for women, six for men, six for couples and six
for couple’s bondage. It also includes the popular
Greedy Girl rabbit vibrator.
The calendar offers excellent value for money for
customers with a saving of 35% on the bestselling
products original MSRPs.
Which target groups do you want to reach with the
calendar?

I N T E R V I E W

The Happy Rabbit
Linie currently
includes six
vibrators, and more
are already in the
pipeline

Laura: The calendar can be used by everyone couples who are looking for a special gift for their
partner for the upcoming holiday season or even
singles who are looking to treat themselves.
What criteria do you go by when selecting products for calendars or sets?
Laura: We started by looking at the customers
and who the target audience for the Fifty Shades
of Grey brand is - what type of customers are currently purchasing within the brand and who does
the brand resonate with. We then looked at the
lines we have developed since the brand launched
and by looking at customer reviews and product
sales, we built the calendar ensuring we had a mix
of product to meet the wants and desires of the
customer. We have had several years of experience developing kits in this way and we work on
ensuring there is also an even mix of product type;
For Her, For Him, For Couples, Bondage we then
spread the product experience through the days
ensuring there is a build up to the hero product
on day 24! In this case we‘ve got the best-selling
Greedy Girl Rabbit Vibrator.
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Not only did Uprize
take consumers
by storm; the
mainstream media
was also mightily
impressed

The calendar will be a limited edition. How many
units will ship?
Laura: We will be shipping thousands of units.
However, as they are Limited Edition, once they are
gone...they are gone! Therefore, we advise those
interested in stocking them to be quick before we
sell out.
When can the trade get the calendar from your
distributors?
Laura: The Fifty Shades of Grey Official Pleasure
Collection 24 Days of Tease calendar will be shipping from early November. Although our distributors are already pre-selling their stock.
Lovehoney is known for appealing POS materials
for retailers. What can we look forward to in that
regard at eroFame?
Laura: Our Happy Rabbit POS epitomises the
brand - it is bright, fun and eye-catching! The POS
pack consists of a header board, bus stop sides,
6 different wobbler designs and a product holder.
We look forward to seeing everyone at our
booth #181 throughout eroFame!
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Adding very exceptional body mists

to our line seemed like a natural step for us

exclusive

E XS E N S i n tro duce th eir f irst p erf umes: Angel‘ s Drea m a nd U nder th e Inf luence

ANGEL‘S DREAM is an endorphin booster with
notes of vanilla over a patchouli base. Formulated
with Arctic roots, it stimulates your endorphin
centers. The more endorphins you secrete, the
more centered and calm you will feel, with
lessened tension and lessened anxiety.
As for the UNDER THE INFLUENCE body mist,
numerous studies have been done in order to
better understand the principal function of
pheromones and how they influence sexual
attraction. Their importance in human relations,
and most certainly in sexual relations, inspired us
to formulate a perfect blend of scents and active
ingredients for our new line of mists.
EXSENS’ production facilities are based in Aix en
Provence which is basically the fragrance capital
of the world. Adding very exceptional body mists
to our line seemed like a natural step for us.
With their two new products,
EXSENS want to prove that
perfumes can do much more
than just create pleasant fragrances. Angel’s Dream and
Under the Influence, as the
two perfumes are called, don’t
just please your nose, they
actually have an effect on the
entire sensual perception due
to the addition of endorphins
and pheromones. EXSENS
CEO Nathalie Verniwn and
Rebecca Pinette-Dorin from
the company’s US office tell
us how these perfumes work
their magic and how they
fit into the product range of
the company, which just so
happens to have its headquarters in Aix en Provence – the
world’s capital of perfume
production.

„

So far, EXSENS focused on lubricants and
massage oils, but your next launch will include
perfumes. Why did you choose to venture into
this category?
Nathalie Vernin: When we smell a particular
fragrance, we instantly and unconsciously
connect that smell to a portion of our memory.
„Perfumes and mists are, quite simply, a mastery
of some of the most frequent scents, and the
artful combination thereof to produce a unique
smell for an individual person“. Being a sensual
cosmetics brand, EXSENS went one step further
combining scents to hormones and creating very
special body mists: ANGEL‘S DREAM and
UNDER THE INFLUENCE.
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Before we talk about your latest releases in
greater detail, could you summarise your existing
portfolio? Which products do you have in your
range, and what makes them special?
Nathalie Vernin: Our products – which we
formulate, produce, and bottle in our own facility
located in AIX EN PROVENCE, FRANCE – are
divided into several lines: gourmet massage oils,
organic massage oils with gemstones, „play line“
products, beauty and body care as well as
intimate lubricants, (medical devices class IIA).
Our new body mists are part of our beauty and
body care line.
From the very beginning, EXSENS’ signature was
exceptional formulation, evocative packaging,
eye-catching promotional images, and uniqueness of style.
Overall, if we speak about the brand, EXSENS is
filled with eternal values. The brand communicates to its audience something very special and
deeply private: love, happiness, wellbeing, and
pleasure. The universality of the EXSENS themes
and images allows the brand to cross borders
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between cultures, countries, age and social groups,
while touching their femininity as well as their fondest
feelings.
What makes these products different from those of
your competitors?
Nathalie Vernin: Above all, EXSENS is a story of
friendship, enthusiasm, and exciting collaboration
between women. An extraordinary multicultural and
multidisciplinary vision of sensual products and a
strong emotional connection between individuals. An
alchemy of passion, traditions, creativity, and very
high-quality criteria.
Recently, EXSENS introduced Angel‘s Dream, a
perfume that aims to stimulate the endorphin centres.
Could you describe the fragrance and how it
provokes feelings of pleasure and happiness?
Rebecca Pinette-Dorin: You are completely right;
ANGEL‘S DREAM is an endorphin booster. Generally
speaking, we use an innovative vegetal ingredient
that stimulates the production of ß-endorphins. The
skin contains a significant amount of endorphins
produced by the nervous system. Endorphins are
neuropeptides acting as neurotransmitters. This
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cosmetic ingredient increases the rate of endorphins
causing a sensation of well-being and pleasure. To
summarise, it increases the resistance of the body to
any type of stress by regulating the hormonal
response.
Your new line of perfumes is also infused with
pheromones, which – according to Wikipedia – are “a
chemical factor that triggers a social response in
members of the same species“. Is that be a fitting
summary of your own use of pheromones?
Rebecca Pinette-Dorin: Have you ever noticed
how good someone smells before you notice their
looks, or hear the sound of their voice? That smell
that makes you want to be around them before you
even know who they are?
Numerous studies have been carried out in order to
better understand the principal function of pheromones and how they influence sexual attraction. At once
strong and yet imperceptible, pheromones are the
equivalent of a personal biological ID card. Their
importance in human relations, and most certainly in
sexual relations, inspired us to formulate a perfect
blend of scent and a specific active ingredient, called
UNDER THE INFLUENCE.
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Without getting to technical: How do pheromones
work?
Rebecca Pinette-Dorin: Overall, it is very simple
Natural human odours contain signals of a stimulating
nature which in some cases attract and in others,
repel. The use of mists and perfumes is intended to
present personal odour in a more civilised manner,
but then the biological message is destroyed - unless
it is reconstructed by selected pheromonic copulines.
It follows that a natural biological odour does not
induce others to behave in a certain manner, “but
provides an unequivocal signal of availability to
whomsoever, at that particular moment, is able
selectively to perceive it” (Rialdi, G.). This also means
that the formulation of mists and perfumes is marked
by their artificiality, favouring an ever greater
naturalisation or „humanisation“. The female
pheromonic copuline seems to be the answer to this
question.
There are critics, who claim that the usefulness of
pheromones for humans is not given. What do you
respond to such criticism?
Rebecca Pinette-Dorin: This question is more for
an olfactive system and immune system specialist to
answer than us!
What does your customer base look like, and which
customers are you targeting with your new perfumes?
Nathalie Vernin: Our customer base is feminine, and
we conceived of this brand primarily for women and
for the people who love them. Our perfume duo, like
the rest of our products, is for everyone who wants to
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take a little of that French chic and mystique home
with them in a bottle!
What can the trade members do to exploit the full
potential of your existing products as well as the new
perfumes? Do you have some advice regarding the
presentation of these products in stores?
Nathalie Vernin: As already mentioned, the EXSENS
packaging is very unique and eye-catching. We usually
suggest that retailers either group our products by
brand, giving them a “shop in shop” feel, or at least
carry several SKUs of each line to create a brand
presence on their shelves. We also suggest having
testers available, and this also goes for the body mists.
Who can retailers turn to if they want to sell your
products in Europe?
Nathalie Vernin: Being a manufacturer, we have
always promoted partnerships with our distributors
such as CONCORDE and DILDOS ASSORTED.
Nevertheless, we also have direct relationships with
many retailers and we are proud to have been
working with them for several years now. Interested
retailers can either turn to their distributors or contact
us directly.
What can you reveal about your next steps as
EXSENS’ continues to grow?
Rebecca Pinette-Dorin: We have several new
product lines in the works for 2019 & 2020. This
information is confidential for the moment. All we can
say is that this will be a new direction for EXSENS in
formulation and packaging and consumers are going
to love it!
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Today, our parties are seen more and more

as an entertaining evening for women.
exclusive

E r i c Vo n k e o n th e bo o ming h o mep a rty business

While other sales channels are
struggling for a variety of wellknown reasons, the homeparty business – i.e. direct distribution of vibrators, dildos, and
other intimate products – is
booming. One of the benefactors of this development is
Dutch company Ladies Night
Homeparties. Eric Vonke, the
head of Ladies Night, tells us
more about the recent developments in the homeparty
segment in general, and the
developments and changes at
his company in particular.

„

If you had to come to a conclusion about
the year 2018 today, what would it be in terms
of a) your company and b) the erotic market as
a whole?
Eric Vonke: a) We have grown again in 2018
and have introduced many revolutionary products to our assortment, we have visited more
women than ever, and we have improved on
all fronts, from customer service to product development, team building, recruitment, etc. b)
There really has been a big shift in the business
with Beate Uhse going bankrupt, and I see the
number of successful online shops declining
drastically.
Has the distribution channel for home parties
grown in volume this year or has it remained
the same compared to the previous year?
Eric: Overall, it has absolutely grown in volume.
Although summer was a little slower because
of two months of extremely hot weather.
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How do you explain this development and
what are the driving forces behind it?
Eric: I think that we are being embraced by
both new and existing customers who love our
parties. They see it as a concept of an entertaining evening instead of just a sales show.
Our agents are the driving force, helped by our
amazing team of managers and staff.
At the end of 2017 you launched your lingerie
home parties. How has your new business
developed so far?
Eric: To be honest, it has not been the steep curve
of parties and agents that we expected, but we
are spoiled by our regular parties of course. But if
we compare it with our toys parties back in year
one, it has already exceeded those numbers.
Can you draw on experience from your
established business in these new activities?
Are there synergies?
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The trio steering the company:
Yvonne Ubbink, Eric Vonke,
and Sharon Vonke

Eric: Well, for sure there are synergies… we have
a customer base of over 400.000 women, so we
can easily target them with our marketing. And our
experience certainly helps us in further developing
the lingerie segment, but we see that there are also
differences. Lingerie parties are not really the parties
where everybody will giggle and laugh a lot. So,
getting the entertainment factor in the lingerie parties
is a challenge.
Back to your toy parties: Everyone‘s talking about sex
tech. How popular are sex toys based on modern
technologies among your customers?
Eric: Our party customers hardly ask about them. I
think it is a niche with a small numbers of enthusiasts.
Sure, there are expats and people who have their
partners overseas or at long distance, and they want
to remotely control each others‘ toys, but I doubt if
that is a large market. And real-life sex dolls? Well, as
you know, our customers are female and I don’t see
them buying one of those … LOL.
There is a big discussion about whether traditional
vibrator technology has passed its zenith and is being
replaced by new kinds of stimulation. Do you see this
development as well?
Eric: That is so hard to tell. I always thought the
power of the traditional vibrators was in their shapes,
although in different sizes, strengths, etc.? Well, there
you have your answer. Ergonomic improvements
will always take place, the feel of the material, the
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their men, it’s usually not very expensive. The
market is funny that way; toys for women and
couples are far more appealing than toys for
men. Ask a woman if it turns her on if she sees
a man with a masturbator in bed. I think we
can all predict the answer is ‚no‘ in almost all
cases.

strength of vibration, and the efficiency of the
vibrator. But we welcome all new ideas, and
we will certainly add them to our assortment if
somebody invents new ways of stimulation.
And what about toys for men that are currently
booming in our market?
Eric: We only sell to women at the parties and
they rather spend the money on themselves
or on couples’ toys. If they buy something for

There is much talk about the growing acceptance of love toys in society. Where do we
stand today? Which experiences has your
company made in this regard?
Eric: When we started almost 15 years ago,
we really had to break down taboos. People
didn’t talk about love toys. Even amongst friends… girls, they hardly spoke about it. People
said we were crazy when we introduced our
parties. They said women would never get together and talk about sex and love toys. Well,
guess who was wrong? LOL.
Today, our parties are seen more and more
as an entertaining evening for women. And
the acceptance of love toys is common now.
Women who come to a party shy are leaving
with a big smile. There has been a shift from
the porn-associated toys of the past to the love
toys of the past 15 years. Toys are love now
where they were once considered porn.
Your company has its own public relations department, which handles both traditional media
and social media. How important is such a
connection to the mainstream media and the
direct connection to your customers?
Eric: Although important, social media is
also the hardest way to make and keep the
connection with our customers. Facebook
and Instagram are very strict in their policies,
in such a way that it is almost impossible not
to cross their lines if you want to advertise
or engage people with the subjects we care
about. Having a very strong bond with your
customers means that you have to have excellent customer service, excellent products, and
an excellent team. In terms of traditional media,
we cooperate with the larger magazines, we
appear on television every once in a while and
our opinion is often asked for sex related subjects. We even have our own sexologist now.
She is a famous Belgian woman called Kaat
Bollen. She is also our spokesperson in some
of the media.
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The look and feel of the products have

to match the face of the brand
exclusive

L e n a Ni tr o presents h er o wn to y line in co lla bo ra tio n with Vibra tissimo

„

At eroFame, Vibratissimo will present a
product line bearing the name of German
adult star Lena Nitro. How many products
are there in this collection?
Arno Doll: The product line is made up of
four toys and a lubricant.

eroFame will see the launch
of many new product lines.
One of them is a toy collection
created by Vibratissimo in collaboration with German erotic
star Lena Nitro. Arno Doll,
who is in charge of marketing
and distribution at Vibratissimo, grants EAN a first look at
the products in this interesting
new collection.

What can you tell us about these products?
Arno: The four sex toys represent a good
mix of bullet vibrators and g-spot stimulators. All four of them boast a modern and
aesthetically appealing design that caters to
a young and open-minded audie
audience. The
colour of the toys is Lena’s favou
favourite colour,
and she picked and tested all tthe vibrators
herself, declaring them her fav
favourite toys.
The lubricant is of the high qu
quality
consumers have come to exp
expect from
Amor and Vibratissimo.
Product lines that ar
are created in
collaboration w
with a third
party proba
probably present
you with a new set
of cha
challenges,
right?
Arno
Arno: The most
impor
important criterion
is alwa
always quality.
That sa
said, there are
differences between
this line and oth
other lines since
the products ne
need to reflect
the image of th
the figurehead, especiall
especially with
respect to the d
design and
the target audien
audience. The look
and feel of the pro
products have
to match the face of the brand.
So, there are certain fac
factors you
need to pay attention to before e
entering
production. In short, the main difference is

Arno Doll is open to adding more
products to the Lena Nitro toy line
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“TH E TA R G E T A U D I E N C E
I S YO U N G , C O LO U R F U L ,
S E X U A L LY A D V E N T U R O U S
 OUR PRODUCTS ARE
A I M E D P R E D O M I N A N T LY
AT YO U N G W O M E N A N D
COUPLES.“
ARNO DOLL

that we are creating a product for the target
audience of our image bearer, not for the
market in general.
How much will the products cost in stores?
Arno: The pricing is another element where
we need to keep in mind who Lena’s target
audience is. Therefore, we are going to
position the toys in the mid-toy segment.
Speaking of which, who is the target
audience for this collection?
Arno: The target audience is young,
colourful, sexually adventurous - our
products are aimed predominantly at young
women and couples.
Having women and couples as your target
audience but an adult star as the face of the
collection – isn’t that a contradiction?
Arno: Not at all. Lena Nitro’s appeal goes
beyond the typical, male audience. There are
also lots of young women who like her and
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“ WE A RE CREATIN G A
P RODUCT FOR TH E TARGET
A UDIEN CE OF OUR IMAGE
B E A RER, N OT FOR TH E
MA RKET IN GEN ERA L. “

D O L L

Could you imagine adding more products to this
collection - maybe even introducing other product
categories such as masturbators, etc.?
Arno: We could definitely see that happening. If the
collection is a success, we will consider adding more
products. And yes, introducing male-oriented
products that Lena has tested and that she
recommends – that is definitely an option. That would
allow us to reach out to her male fans as well.

ARNO DOLL

are inspired by her. As it turns out, men are not the
only ones who watch porn. Lena symbolises a
confident, open form of female sexuality, she is not
a slave of men. And many women like that.
Are there plans for special advertising and
promotion activities including Lena Nitro? After all,
she is an internationally known erotic star …
Arno: Lena will create awareness for the products
as part of her social media activities. Given the
number of her fans and followers, that should be a
tremendous help. Other than that, we will rely
heavily on traditional advertising, for instance
affiliates and maybe print ads.

The collection includes four
sex toys and a lubricant

Lena Nitro will advertise her
products line on social media
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The come hither motion, as most people know,

is the key to proper G-Spot stimulation.
exclusive

G e n e A l l e n p resents th e G-Sp o t Rx , wh ich simula tes na tura l h a nd mo vements

Today’s adult market is a
jungle of sex toys, and you’d
think that by now, we’ve seen
pretty much every stimulation
and motion pattern that can
be created. Still, Gene Allen
felt that there was something
missing from the market. He
did not have any previous
experience in developing adult
products, but he did have a
vision. And now, this vision is
about to become a reality, in
the form of the G-Spot Rx. In
our EAN interview, the
inventor from New Orleans
tells us about the “come
hither” movements of his
vibrator and the unique
advantages that accompany
this motion pattern.
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„

The G-Spot Rx is a sex toy that combines a vibrator and stimulation through a come-hither motion. What‘s the story behind
the development of the G-Spot Rx?
Gene Allen: It’s really the age old saying,
“Necessity is the mother of invention”. To
be perfectly honest, my hand got tired while
performing the come hither motion of curling
the fi nger tips back and forth rapidly.
That night, I began searching for the right
vibrator, one with suffi cient power and
design to provide the speed and torque of
the human hand, but never getting tired. All
that existed were vibrators claiming to be for
the G-Spot that were either curved this way
or that way, and some slow “thrusty” ones.
We tried a couple, and just got frustrated.
My wife, Olivia, almost jokingly said, “Why
don’t we invent one”? Well, I drew it up on
a piece of paper, submitted it to the patent
offi ce, and here we are, getting ready to

manufacture the world’s fi rst purpose-built
G-Spot vibrator!
Could you tell us a bit more about the development process?
Gene Allen: We went through a number
of designs and prototypes with a couple of
different developers. The toughest part was
properly expressing my vision. The needed
function was so clear to me, but because it
is so revolutionary, was difficult to impart to
the engineering team. We went through three
prototype stages to get to the current design.
Though we still have some final engineering
to do for manufacturing, the prototype produces exactly the results we were after.
What makes the G-Spot Rx truly special is
its patented come-hither motion. Please,
tell us more about this stimulation principle.
Why is it so effective?
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Thanks to a multitude of attachments, the
stimulation can be changed to meet the
user’s individual wishes

Gene Allen: The come hither motion, as most
people know, is the key to proper G-Spot stimulation. The modular design of attachments move
in an ovoid motion to mimic the curling back and
forth of human fi ngers.
Our brains are hard wired to respond to certain
natural physical stimulation. The human hand is
an amazing tool and has trained the brain to respond to its naturally occurring movements. We, of
course get tired, and cramp up after a short time.
G-Spot Rx is so effective because it provides the
natural motion, speed, and power that the brain is
wired to expect, but has the advantage of never
getting tired, or losing its rhythm. There is also
that bonus of strategically placed vibratory motors
on either side of the attachments to give deep
stimulation to the entire interior clitoral structure,
which is kind of shaped like a wishbone, or Y
shape.
One thing we found in testing is that there are
those times, (or particular women) when direct stimulation was too overwhelming. We’ve addressed
this by designing the Hidden Pleasure cover.
It is a snug fi tting surgical grade silicone cover that encompasses the main cylinder of the
vibrator, (same cover for both models) allowing
the attachment to move underneath. Some test
subjects described this as a more “sensual feel”.
You are planning to release two versions: the
G-Spot Rx and the G-Spot Rx Plus. How are the
two items different from each other?
Gene Allen: The G-Spot Rx Plus was actually
the fi rst design, the difference is the extension for
clitoral vibration. Once again, testing told us that
for some it was just TOO much stimulation.
So we tested it without the clitoral stimulation, and
decided to offer that version also. To answer your
question more succinctly, the G-Spot Rx does
not have the Clitoral Extension with the additional
vibratory motor, and the G-Spot Rx Plus does.
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The G-Spot Rx experience can be enhanced by using
attachments. How does they work and which attachments do you offer?
Gene Allen: The modular
design of attachments focuses
on size and texture. They can be
removed and secured by threa“ IN ADDITION TO THE
ded post, screwing them on.
C OME HITHE R MOTION,
Not everyone enjoys the same
size. For instance, some women
G SPOT RX IS AL SO
prefer the size of one fingertip,
some two, some large hands,
RE V OL UTIONARY IN THAT
some small. Sometimes one
may want a smooth “sensual”
IT PROV IDE S SO MANY
feel, at others you may be in the
C HOIC E S IN ONE MODUL AR mood for a more aggressive feel.
In addition to the come -hither
DE SIGN.”
motion, G-Spot Rx is also
revolutionary in that it provides
GENE ALLEN
so many choices in one modular
design.
What can you tell us about the company and the
team behind the product? Did you have any previous
experience in the erotic market?
Gene Allen: We’ve put together an amazing team
of engineers, (our lead holds a PHD), and marketing
professionals to make sure our customers receive
the experience they expect from a very high-end
product. The only experience I had in the market was
as a consumer, and I’ve learned a great deal about
the business side of it along this amazing journey.
I think being so new to the business side of it in a
certain way gives an advantage to our customers. I
know what it’s like to be frustrated with toys that either don’t deliver on the promised performance, and/
or are poorly built.
You have been running a crowdfunding campaign to
raise funds and awareness for the G-Spot Rx. Why
did you choose this path?
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The motion of the G-Spot Rx realistically simulates the “come hither”
movement of G-spot stimulation

Gene Allen: The Indiegogo campaign has been
a great experience. We chose this path because
of a core belief. I did not want to give up control
to investors. We have a very high bar set to fulfi ll
our vision of changing millions of women and their
partners’ lives. I don’t think giving control to those
who may care only about the bottom line would
be compatible with the fulfi llment of that vision.
When will the G-Spot Rx hit the market and where
can retailers in Europe turn to if they want to sell
your product in their stores?
Gene Allen: Our goal is to have the fi rst manufacturing run completed and delivered to our early
backers by valentine Day, 2019. We have actually
had a number of backers from Europe already,
Germany, France, Poland, just to name a few.
We’d love to hear from any retailer or wholesaler
interested in this amazing new product. I can be
contacted at sales@gspotrx.com to discuss the
possibilities.

The Plus version of the G-spot
Rx offers an additional arm for
clitoral stimulation

Are you working with distributors, or are you
planning to do so in the future?
Gene Allen: At this time, we will be using
contracted fulfi lment houses to provide logistics.
We are open to discuss any proposals by
established distributors.
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It’s really an amazing time to be a

woman in the industry and in the world.
exclusive

A p r i l L a m p ert o n th e ch a nging currents in th e a dult industry

„

How did you get into the sex toy industry?
April Lampert: I entered the industry in a
very serendipitous way as I studied Environmental Law at University and was pursuing a
career in that field but in 2008, my close friend
Amy Baldwin and her mother were opening
a boutique sex shop in California and asked
if I would join the team as store manager. I
had zero retail experience and never owned
a vibrator but they were convinced I would
be right for the job. I ended up really enjoying
talking about sex and pleasure and falling in
love with the industry. I went on to become
Director of Sales at Fun Factory USA followed
by my current position as Global Head of Sales
at Hot Octopuss. Each role has been filled with
incredible learning experiences and I cannot
envision myself in any other industry as this is
where I feel complete and impactful.

An industry that largely caters
to a female clientele should
definitely have a strong female
presence. Alas, that wasn’t
always true for the adult
industry. Today, a wave of
change is doing away with the
old, crusted structures and
stereotypes, and while this
process is far from complete,
we already see new doors
opening in the industry, as
April Lampert confirms in this
EAN interview.

What image did you have of the market for sex
toys before getting into this industry?
April Lampert: I didn’t have any idea of the
sex toy industry before my 2008 entry. I had
never patronised a sex shop before I began
working in one and it wasn’t until my first trade
show experience that I started realising how
amazing the industry was and how much I
enjoyed the folks which were a part of it. I think
keeping an open mind is part of the reason I fit
into this business so well as I had no preconceived expectations or notions and excepted
what I experienced at face value.
Were you faced with negative preconceptions
from people close to you when you decided to
sell sex toys?
April Lampert: Not so much negative however, people thought I was in the adult film realm
which I always felt compelled to clarify the
difference right away. I grew up in a conservative household so it took some time for my
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family to fully understand and accept my career
however, most people close to me are excited
and want to hear details about my work and
consider me to be their go-to sex and relationship expert. Now a days, my friends and
family expect to talk about sex, relationships
and pleasure with me and I wouldn’t have it
any other way.
For a long time, our industry was a boy‘s club,
but fortunately this has changed. How would
you describe the current situation?
April Lampert: I think, as within the global climate today, there is a (much needed)
shift happening from the outdated gendered
stereotypes which existed in the industry for so
long. Now there is an accelerated movement
towards something bigger where skill and competency are more valid than what’s between
your legs. I think leaving these stereotypes
behind and offering a more gender-neutral
approach to products will create a bigger influx
of traffic from the mainstream shopper. In my
opinion, a shift within the industry was inevitable as the sex positive trend is here to stay and
folks which have yet to embrace that will slowly
fade away.
An industry that caters most notably to women
should also be run by women – why did it take
so long?
April Lampert: While sexist biases won’t
dissipate anytime soon, there’s power in
realising how hardship engenders improvement
and success. Look at mainstream start-up
companies as an example. Start-ups founded by women generate 10% more revenue
on average than male-led start-ups. This is
because women are subject to push harder
and manipulate restrictions into opportunity.
I think since women entered the workplace,
we’ve defied expectations and been forced to
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outperform our counterparts by adapting and evolving our thinking. The pleasure products industry is
no exception as sexism is evolving into women-lead
powerhouse teams offering inventive pertinent products the industry was missing.
How did this change affect the sex- toy industry?
April Lampert: This change has helped the industry
embrace sex positivity, sexual health and wellness as
well as high quality, body safe products which cater
to the luxury seeker. This change will continue to
help normalise sex creating more sexual empowerment and sex positive movements which will propel
the pleasure products industry into the mainstream
again and again. We’ve seen before with 50 Shades
of Gray and Sex in the City. As we’re all sexual
beings, this movement is relevant and extremely
beneficial to anyone and everyone.
Is there an area where the female influence is felt particularly clearly? Is it sales and distribution, marketing,
product development or something else?
April Lampert: I believe the biggest female influences can be felt in marketing and product design. Take
a look at packaging alone. The packaging over the
years has gone from gendered, inexpensive clamshell
to beautifully boxed and gender-neutral. This is a
direct correlation to women playing bigger roles in
the industry. Product design is also clearly being influenced by women for women. Take a look at some
emerging brands like DAME and Hathor, they are
changing the way women orgasm and creating products that help women embrace their sexuality. It’s
really an amazing time to be a woman in the industry
and in the world.
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Do you see differences between the sex toy industry
and other industries you know? If so, what is different
about it?
April Lampert: The difference amongst the sex toy
industry and industries with similar capacities like
cosmetics and pharmaceuticals is potential. When I
look at the pleasure products industry, I think of it as
an industry with imminent potential for growth and
a readiness to do so. This assumption is backed by
corporate giants taking interest in pleasure products as we’ve seen big names such as Amazon,
Walgreens, and even Walmart creating specialty
categories for ‚sexual wellness‘ and ‚sexual health‘.
It’s a crucial time for the sex toy industry, a time
where the mainstream is really beginning to
embrace sexuality, women empowerment and
rethinking the typical gender stereotypes which
existed for so long.
Is it important for a female client to know that there is
a woman behind the vibrator she is buying?
April Lampert: Of course! Women around the world
are more similar than they are different. They are
united by their brain structures, hormone levels
and biological role in birthing the human race.
They are also united by their roles as caregivers,
relationship builders and communicators. Knowing
her vibrator was designed by another woman will
help her feel a connection to the purchase and
the product. Women tend to be females first and
consumers second.
Do you think that sex toy companies recruit enough
women for leading positions?
April Lampert: Because women make up a
significant portion of the industry’s customer base,
women should make up a significant portion of
leadership positions within the industry. Research
shows that companies with gender-balanced teams
have a higher ROI however, I believe more women
in leadership roles is crucial to fully tapping into our
market’s potential.
Do you have any role models when it comes to
female leadership in the sex toy industry?
April Lampert: Absolutely, by far Susan Colvin has
been a pioneer for females in the industry. As the
founder of CalEx, she has really been able to help
cultivate the changes we’re seeing today and empower women along the way. She’s an unstoppable
force and someone I absolutely admire and respect
in the business.
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So far, Sunny Rodgers’ childhood dream has not come true. Instead of being a mermaid
somewhere under the sea, she is a Brand Manager at Pipedream as well as a sex expert
and sex coach. She is also our interviewee in this edition of Monthly Mayhem, in which we
talk about good wine, Mahatma Gandhi, and quail egg shots.

Which erotic product impressed you
most in your career?
Sunny Rodgers: I keep getting impressed
over and over again with every new
technology that I encounter. Currently, I’m
thrilled with the way I can say phrases to
the PDX Elite Talk Back Super Stroker and
it talks back to me! It’s the closest thing to
artifi cial intelligence in an erotic product that
I’ve ever played with.
What was your childhood ambition?
Sunny: To be a mermaid. Seriously. I‘ve
learned recently of resorts having mermaid
swimming lessons so maybe I can still make
this dream come true.
How did you get into the love toy industry?
Sunny: I was working in the aerospace
industry handling licensing and was
recruited to take care of toy licenses for
Playboy, Penthouse, Hustler and others.
What was the biggest step in your career?
Sunny: Becoming a clinical sexologist
and certifi ed sexual health educator. I’m in
love with education and am always happy
learning more about topics that can help me
better understand intimate products.
How do you envision the future of the love
toy industry?
Sunny: Two words – Artifi cial Intelligence.
Yes, I think realistic robot companions are in
our future.
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What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Sunny: It involves tea, a peaceful
environment, and plenty of creative writing
and creating engaging video stories. I fi nd
meditating the perfect way to start my days
– it sets my calm, productive mood.
Which three things would you take with you
to a deserted island?
Sunny: My favourite vibrator, a good
bottle of wine, and a mystery-thriller book.
Actually, those items sound like the same
things I bring on vacation with me now!
How do you relax after work?
Sunny: My favourite vibrator, a good bottle
of wine, and a mystery-thriller book. These
items seem to be a reoccurring theme! I
also love to be out in nature so hiking after
work relaxes me like nothing else.
Who would you consider your role model
and why?
Sunny: I’m not sure if I would consider him
my role model, but I try to live by Mahatma
Gandhi’s quote – ‘Be the change you wish
to see in the world.’ This quote inspires me
to be a better version of myself.
Imagine you have been asked to award a
medal to someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Sunny: Oh wow. I would have to give an
award to my hubby for being my offi cial “toy
tester” for over 19 years. Through big, small,
and interesting items, he’s been a willing
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Sunny Rodgers
Questions & Answers

and informative partner who’s allowed me to
thoroughly test toys.

enjoy sailing to isolated islands. It‘s the perfect
destination to daydream.

Which personal success are you proud of?
Sunny: This may sound odd, but I am proudest of
being able to help people by being a part of this
intimate toy industry. It’s when someone contacts
me and thanks me for helping them experience
their fi rst orgasm because of information I shared.
That’s when I know I’m doing something good
and that’s what I’m most proud of.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Sunny: In 10 years? One year and fi ve years
would’ve had different answers for me – but in 10
years I plan on being retired and hopefully I’ll be
running a beach bar with my hubby in some exotic
location. Near water of course!

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Sunny: I like that I’m a naturally happy person.
Which vice could you never forgive?
Sunny: I’m not sure if it’s a vice, but I hate when
harm comes to animals and children. That I fi nd
unforgivable.
What song do you sing in the shower?
Sunny: I fi nd it hilarious to sing ‘I Touch Myself’
when I’m in the shower.
Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Sunny: Yikes. I don’t mind nudity at all, but I don’t
think I’d ever like to see my Dad naked. (Sorry
Dad, nothing personal – but you’re my DAD)
With whom would you like to go to the cinema and
what fi lm would you watch?
Sunny: I love going to the cinema with my hubby.
I always enjoy an action-packed movie like
Mission Impossible.
You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Sunny: Well, given my answer to my childhood
ambition, you won‘t be surprised that my favourite
vacation spot is near water. I love a good beach.
My family visits the British Virgin Islands every
other year and it allows me to swim every day and
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“ IF YOU’ RE HAPPY, THE N
YOU’ RE SUC C E SSFUL .“
SUNNY RODGERS

If you could swap lives
with somebody for a
day, who would it be?
Sunny: Melinda Gates!
Can you imagine how
much fun it would be
to be able to donate
millions of dollars to
worthy causes?

Is there anything you would never do again?
Sunny: Ha! I see that “again” is the operative
word here. I will try almost anything once.
Honestly, I love a good adventure and even
mistakes are good learning lessons – but Quail
Egg Shots are never entering my mouth again.
Do you have some good advice you want to share
with our readers?
Sunny: I’d like to share a bit of advice that my
Mom gave me when I was young – If you’re happy,
then you’re successful.

the bigger
...the more fun!
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comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA
KRAHO GmbH
Email: info@gayshop.com
Oberau 6 - A-6351 Scheffau Tel.: +43 5358 4 31 31 80

office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9

Shop: wholesale.gayshop.com
Login: guest2018 Password: 97531
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KRAHO GmbH
Email: info@gayshop.com
Oberau 6 - A-6351 Scheffau Tel.: +43 5358 4 31 31 80

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber GmbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0
F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de
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Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available
bl att your wholesaler
wh l l //// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través
de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu
comerciante grossista //// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA

office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9

WWW.HOT-PV.COM

MASSAGE
OIL
250 ml / 8.5 ﬂ.oz

Edles Massageöl für gepflegte, seidige Haut.
Erlesene Düfte verwöhnen die Sinne und
wecken erotische Stimmungen.
Fine massage oil for a nurtured silky skin.
Exquisite scents spoil the senses and
awake erotic feelings.
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Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista ///
Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes
hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA

office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9
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C A L E N D A R

IMPRINT
EAN is published monthly by
MEDIATAINMENT PUBLISHING VERLAGS GMBH
Große Kampstraße 3 • 31319 Sehnde
fon: 05138 - 60 220-0, fax: 05138 - 60 220-29
e-mail: info@mpnow.eu

Managing director
Christine Rüter (-13),
crueter@mptoday.de

eroFame
03 – 05 October, 2018 • Hanover, Germany
www.erofame.eu

Venus

Publishing director /
eroFame
Wieland Hofmeister (-15)
whofmeister@mptoday.de

11 – 14 October, 2018 • Berlin, Germany
www.venus-berlin.com

EroExpo

Editor in chief
Matthias Poehl (-23)
mpoehl@mptoday.de

19 – 21 October, 2018 • Moscow, Russia
www.eroexpo.ru

ANME Founders Show

Editor
Randolph Heil (-18)
rheil@mptoday.de

13 – 14 January, 2019 • Burbank, USA
www.anmefounders.com

ETO Show

Graphics
Fabian Laude (-24)
flaude@mptoday.de

10 – 11 March, 2019 • Coventry, Great Britain
www.etoshow.com

Immediate Fax Order

Graphics
Liam Labes (-26)
grafik@mptoday.de

05138-60 220-29
Yes, I/we order
EAN
Annual Subscription

Company

12 issues p.a. incl. combined issues

Contact /
Phone; Fax

Subscription Price
180,- EUR

Street Address / PO Box

(plus VAT and mailing expenses))

City / Postal Code

Note: The subscription is valid for the duration of a
year and will be renewed by one additional year if the
publishing house does not receive a written cancellation
at least six weeks before the end of the year.
Subscription/ mailing expenses for one year are to be
paid up front.
Warranty: I/we can revoke the subscription within 7 days
by sending a written cancellation to MEDIATAINMENT
publishing (letter: date of postmark).
I confirm this with my signature.

Cut out the coupon and mail it to:
MEDIATAINMENT PUBLISHING VERLAGS GmbH

Date / Signature

Direct Debit
Bank
Bank Code /
Account Number
Account Holder

Große Kampstraße 3 • 31319 Sehnde • Germany

Or fax it to: 05138-60 220-29

00

00

Sales
Huda Lutz (-14)
hlutz@mptoday.de

Date / Signature

S U B S C R I P T I O N
R E T U R N
C O U P O N

Administration
Sharon Lakomy (-22)
slakomy@mptoday.de
ad@@mptoday.de
Banking:
Bankhaus Hallbaum
Sorting Code: 250 601 80
Account: 122 044
Print:
Leinebergland-Druck GmbH & Co.

WWW.SCALA-NL.COM

NEW
ADVEnT CALENDARS

NOW AVAILABLE

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.de
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